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Editor’s Note: 

 
Welcome to the fourth issue of Crab Fat Magazine! This issue concludes our inaugural year. To 

celebrate, we’ve decided to go all out with a HUGE double issue. The last year has been a wild 

ride and we couldn’t have done it without YOU—the wonderful writers and readers that have made 

Crab Fat a reality. Like our past issues, this one is quite eclectic, with something for everyone. We 

are pleased to present a wide range of writers as well, emerging and established. The diversity of 

voices within this collection run the gamut of genre and form, and we couldn’t be happier to share 

them with you.  

 

Happy reading! 

 

Caseyrenée Lopez, Editor-in-Chief 
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The Bull Nettle 
By: Seth Copeland 
 

Drunk off the sugary chili of pico pico  

from the south side Mexican market,  

 we drive out east of town, 

 

to some pasture we hope belongs 

to a relative or a friend’s relative. 

 We disrupt the barbed wire  

 

gate and perfect silence with us, 
walking, laughing, arguing, desecrating  

 the ground with spent  

 

Smirnoff bottles and, finally, a  

shouting match while pissing yards from  

 each other. Pulling up  

 

your shorts, you wince, yelp, then swear  

at a waspy sting. I run to see: a bull nettle,  

 furred with crystalline barbs,  

 

craggy leaves out and open like  

fingerless gloves lying about spare change. 

 I give your finger the lover’s kiss, 

 

useless and meaningful, travelling  

up your arm, arriving at your mouth, 

 the tastes of apples and  

 

cigarettes you denied smoking. 

We retreat to a fallen elm at the edge of 

 a creek muzzy as hematite, 

 

a dark hole in the hag beard of summer- 

scorched grass. You elevate the hand that 

 does not hold mine, 

 

still pink with irritation. Like any pain,  

it will fade. It was not a true nettle, any more  

 than this is a true love, 

 

but here is where it grows. We will share this  

open space of the uncertain present 

 with one another a few  
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months, a year, a lifetime, as long as  

it takes. Many other futures loom in  

 the background.  

 

Right now, we ignore them. 

 

 

 

Seth Copeland is an English graduate of Cameron University, living with his wife in southwest 

Oklahoma. His poems have been published in several print and online publications, 

including Otoliths, Garbanzo, and Menacing Hedge. 
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The Heavens Brought Down 
By: Brady Kamphenkel  

 
vis-a-vis telescopic, in which we’ve 

imbued a human element: olden god 

 of light & sky both, 

Jupiter, observe: 

who treats for one night 

with Amphitryon’s 

blushing, flowerly 

maidenhood, she slips 

into the dark realm or 

since her stairs lack truth 

upon their angles, 

  the very chasms & cliffs of Mars 

  (will Curiosity drill again therein?) 

which, upon such crude 

yet lofty ascension, she might 

see some new measure 

thus yearn for something 

thus apart from man 

thus his mistaken 

rank for her, herself, 

so she won’t spurn her 

god-husband’s likeness, 

 thus committing to him. 

 

I haven’t got the words to warn her off him 

from way over here. I want to say,  

That’s not your husband. 
  I want her to know that for herself, though. 

 

When I saw her plunging her hands into the cold water 

 my own hands grew colder. 

   

So do I actually just want her  

for myself. . .  

 

 

 

 

Brady Thomas Kamphenkel is an MFA candidate at Stonecoast in Maine. He received his 

Bachelor’s from the College of St. Scholastica, where he studied with Ryan Vine. His most recent 

work can be found in Stone House: A Literary Anthology. 
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  14in x 10.5in mixed media on paper, 2014 

 

#16 
By: Leonard Kogan 

 

 

 

Leonard Kogan is an artist who lives and works in Baltimore, MD. Exhibitions of Leonard’s works 

include “Wall flowers” in Herzliya Museum, “The After Light” at the Andy Warhol Factory in New 

York, and “SUR/FACE/S” at the Nexus Project Gallery in New York. A publication in the Little 

Patuxent Review issue of “Doubt” features Leonard’s recent works and an interview with the artist. 
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Loving Miss Alaska 
By: Julie Harthill Clayton 

 

y heart stood still when she walked 

into the classroom. Long curly 

carrot-top hair sprung loose from 

her ponytail. Denim overalls covered a ruffled 

pink top. Purple glasses perched on top of her 

freckled button nose. So tall. New girl towered 

over all the boys in Mrs. Cappellucci’s 4th 

grade class. 

“Let me introduce you to your new 

classmate, Lucy,” Mrs. C chirped. Lucy gazed 

around the classroom. She wasn’t going to be 

intimidated. 

“Mrs. C, there’s an empty desk next to 

me,” I begged. “I can be her buddy.”  

Without knowing why, I would have 

gotten down on my knees and begged the new 

girl to be my friend. 

Lucy was different from the girlie-girls. I 

was a tomboy who’d rather play football and 

collect worms with the boys than swing from 

the monkey bars with the girls. My heart 

raced. Every fiber in my being wanted Lucy to 

like me. 

We were inseparable. 

“Lucy and Lila,” Mrs. C would say and 

smile. Lucy and Lila. I loved the sound of it. 

 At recess, we read to each other. Lucy 

read The Bridge to Terabithia and made the 

story come alive. She also sang beautifully. 

We’d hold hairbrushes and pretend to be the 

Mandrel Sisters. She, of course, was Barbara. 

I did a mean backup. 

“You can eat crackers in my bed any da-

ay, baby,” Lucy crooned. I adored everything 

about my enchantress. 

“Can you come over to play sometime?” 

I asked. She hesitated. 

“My mom won’t let me,” she said. She 

grabbed and held onto my hand. “But we can 

be best friends at school.” 

We—Lila and Lucy—were best friends for 

six glorious weeks. We ate together, played 

together, studied together, and walked to the 

bus line together. Hand-in-hand. Every day. 

Weekends were miserable. We both counted 

the endless hours until we’d see each other 

again. 

The Friday of the sixth week Lucy was in 

Mrs. C’s class, she was uncharacteristically 

sullen all day. She kept looking away when I 

tried to get her attention. Even my under arm 

fart noises couldn’t get her to laugh. When the 

bell rang at the end of the day, I rushed up to 

stand behind her in the dismissal line. Lucy 

wouldn’t let me hold her hand. 

“Meet me behind the dumpster on the 

playground,” she demanded. Of course I did. 

It meant I’d miss the bus and have to walk 

home. Mom would be furious. 

Lucy slumped behind the dumpster, 

head in her hands. She didn’t try very hard to 

hide her tears. 

“Don’t ever forget me, Lila,” she said. 

She kissed me on the cheek. I gave her a peck 

on the lips. And felt the blood rush to my 

cheeks. 

“But I’ll see you at school next week,” I 

said. She didn’t answer. 

I never saw Lucy again. 

As Monday turned to Tuesday turned to 

Wednesday, I grew increasingly more 

agitated. On Thursday morning, Mrs. C 

pulled me aside. 

“Lila, I don’t think Lucy will be coming 

back. We’ve tried to contact her mom. But 

they’ve disappeared.” She held me close as 

she wrapped her arms around me. 

Mrs. C still ranks as the kindest teacher 

I’ve ever had. 

“I’ve watched you and Lucy together,” 

Mrs. C said. “That kind of friendship is rare 

and beautiful. Keep her in your heart.” 

Sometimes I see glimpses of a woman 

who resembles what I think Lucy would look 

like now. I hope somewhere she’s singing her 

country music and reading aloud. 

*** 

I was in 6th grade the next time I kissed a 

girl. Kevin Grant invited me to his co-ed 

Halloween party. He was one of the most 

M 
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popular kids at school. Those who were 

invited talked about the party for weeks. I 

came as Pippi Longstocking. I felt 

embarrassed by the costume, mad at Mom for 

making me wear something so childish. This 

was my opportunity to get Kevin to notice me 

again, and I was dressed as a literary character 

he'd probably never heard of. 

The party started out slow. Boys stood at 

one end of the living room, girls on the other. 

“How about a game of truth or dare,” 

Judy French called out. A mousy looking girl 

with an overbite, Judy smelled like bologna 

and pickles. Her dad was a teacher at 

Centennial elementary. That’s why she was 

invited to the party. 

A group of about 15 kids sat down in a 

circle at her suggestion. She spun the spinner. 

It pointed at Kevin. 

“Truth or dare?” Judy asked. 

“Truth,” Kevin answered. 

“Okay, who do you think is the prettiest 

girl in the school?” I held my breath. In 5th 

grade, he’d given me a Carpenters record for 

Valentine’s Day. And we’d kissed. I even let 

him touch my sprouting breasts. I was sure 

he’d say my name. 

“Easy. Kelly Scroggins,” he responded. 

Without hesitation. I was crushed. I tuned out 

most of the game. Eventually, the arrow 

pointed at Judy. 

“Dare!” she yelled. 

“Okay, I dare you to pick one person in 

the room and kiss them on the lips,” Kevin 

said. There were stifled giggles. It was brave of 

him. She could have kissed him. Seems he 

knew something I didn’t. 

Judy got up and walked around in a circle 

as though she were playing “Duck Duck 

Goose.” She walked slowly, dragging out the 

tension of the moment. No one wanted to be 

kissed by Judy. Judy stopped in front of me, 

bent down, and put her wet lips against mine. 

The giggles turn to shock, and then lots of 

laughter. I turned fifteen shades of red. I had 

visions of the entire school chanting “two little 

Lesbos sitting in a tree, k-i-s-s-i-n-g” come 

Monday morning. I didn’t even really know 

what Lesbos meant. I knew it was something 

bad. 

“Gross!” I blurted out. I made a big show 

of wiping off my lips. Judy just grinned at me. 

There’s no way I would have admitted I kind 

of liked her kiss. 

I gave the wheel one more spin. It landed 

on Kirk Spencer, the class clown. 

“Truth or dare,” I said challenging him 

with my eyes. 

“Okay, dare,” Kirk said. 

I stood up and beckoned him towards 

me. 

“I dare you to come into the closet with 

me for two minutes,” I said. There was 

shocked silence. Kirk followed me into the 

closet. I pulled the door closed. 

I whispered into his ear, “Let’s make 

noises like we’re making out.” I untucked the 

shirt from his pants a little for added effect. 

We walked out of the closet to applause. 

That nothing happened would be our secret. 

You see, I knew Kirk liked boys as much as I 

liked boys and girls. 

*** 

In 7th grade, my parents made me play 

with Brooke, the daughter of one of my dad’s 

colleagues. I would rather have been doing 

anything else, but Brooke didn’t have many 

friends. Even in Junior High, she still played 

with dolls.  

One Sunday afternoon, I convinced 

Brooke to make Barbie and Ken rub up 

against each other. We giggled, mashed the 

dolls together, and made grunting noises we 

thought mimicked sex. We played in the 

basement, and didn’t worry about being 

overheard. It was Brooke who first suggested 

that maybe we should make the girl dolls rub 

against each other. 

“Lila, take off their clothes and make 

them rub their boobies together,” Brooke 

said. I pulled off my Barbie’s dress and did as 

instructed. Brooke giggled. 
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“Would you ever let a girl rub her 

boobies on yours?” she asked. I shook my 

head no.  

“Yeah, me neither,” Brooke said, clearly 

disappointed in my response. 

My response to Judy’s kiss, and Brooke’s 

doll play confused me. By this time I’d 

French-kissed a few boys. And liked it. But I 

also had crushes on girls. I now knew what 

lesbian meant. But that didn’t fit either. I liked 

boys and girls. Just about equally. I wanted to 

kiss them both, but I knew that my feelings 

weren’t normal, and that I’d better keep them 

to myself. 

*** 

The summer between ninth and tenth 

grade I visited my family in Upstate New 

York. We stayed in a cabin with my 

grandparents. It rained the entire time. Cousin 

Jackie and I were bored to tears. There are 

only so many hands of Gin Rummy we could 

take. And playing Monopoly over and over 

was getting on our nerves. Jackie cheated. 

 After days of begging, my grandparents 

caved and let us have a sleepover. We invited 

Melinda, an eleventh grader from across the 

street. We ordered pizza and watched Miss 

America. We oohed and ahhed over the 

beautiful dresses, and skimpy swimsuits. 

Melinda and I liked Miss Alaska best. She had 

long black hair, with deep blue eyes, and a 

dazzling smile. She talked about teaching poor 

kids how to read. Melinda and I were 

voracious readers, so she won our votes. 

Jackie preferred Miss New York. She wanted 

the home state girl to win. Secretly, I liked 

Miss Alaska because she had the nicest 

cleavage in her evening gown. 

“Time for bed girls,” My grandmother 

said. 

“But we don’t know who won!” I 

protested. But there was no arguing with 

Grandma. Grandpa was the softie of the two. 

He refused to weigh in on the conversation. 

The three of us got into our pajamas, 

brushed our teeth, and went to the back 

bedroom. Jackie got her own bed. Melinda 

and I shared the soft double bed. Within a few 

minutes, Jackie was asleep. Her gentle 

rhythmic snores were a sound I’d gotten used 

to over the summer. Melinda, though, 

couldn’t sleep. 

“Did you really like Miss Alaska best?” 

Melinda asked. I was lying on my side trying 

to fall asleep. 

“Mmhmmnn,” I mumbled. Melinda 

spooned up against me and wrapped her arms 

around my belly. I felt a warm rush in my body 

and pushed against her. 

“I really liked her breasts,” I blurted out 

in a whisper. 

Melinda ran her fingers slowly up my 

stomach. She kissed the back of my neck, 

giving me goose pimples. She paused for a 

moment just under my breasts, gathered her 

nerve, and started to rub my nipples. I 

moaned. Melinda whispered for me to be 

quiet so we wouldn’t wake Jackie. 

“Do you ever touch yourself down 

there?” Melinda whispered. I nodded my 

head as she turned onto her back. 

“Like this?” she asked. She pushed her 

fingers inside my panties until she found the 

spot. I started breathing heavy and bravely slid 

my hands down her pants. She had soft, fine 

hair that tickled my fingers. Before we knew it, 

we’d lost control and started to moan out loud.  

“What the hell do you think you’re 

doing?” Jackie yelled as she stood over the 

double bed. Melinda and I froze.  

“Lucy, you better get down and sleep on 

the floor,” she barked. “Filthy perverts. Just 

you wait until I tell Grandma.” 

I spent the rest of the summer in fear that 

Jackie would rat on me. She didn’t. She 

enjoyed blackmailing me too much. I caved in 

to Jackie’s every whim for the rest of the 

miserable weeks. 

Melinda didn’t visit again. The memory 

of her fingers and lips on my body lingered, 

though. I masturbated more that summer than 

any other I can remember. Jackie’s reaction 

confirmed that my feelings for girls were 

unacceptable. Shameful. I entered high school 
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determined to put those feelings aside. By the 

time I started college, Dad

would joke that he’d have to rent out an entire  

stadium to fit all the boys I’d dated. I laughed,  

and learned to pass. 

 

 

 

 

Julie Harthill Clayton is an out and proud 

bisexual with a passion for reading, writing 

but not ‘rithmetic. Her articles, theater and 

book reviews have appeared in the 

Christian Science Monitor, the Internet 
Review of Books, Lambda Literary, Curve 
Magazine, GayRVA and more. A paralegal  

by day, she spends her free time knitting, 

playing the flute, and working on her novel, 

Maligning the Swans. She lives in Richmond 

with her partner, artist David Turner, her 

youngest son, and their two-year old hunting 

dog, Max. 
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A Light in the Forest 
By: Frank Scozzari 

 

he icy water had been rising steadily 

for the past hour and was now above 

the upper deck of the bulldozer, and 

despite her every effort, Ingrid was nearly 

completely submerged in it, stretching now 

with each new surge just to keep her mouth 

above the waterline. Throughout the night, 

she had been the brave one; the one who had 

chanted words of encouragement to the others 

and who had given hope when there was no 

hope left to be given. She had watched as the 

others had been swept away by the river, 

enduring their hapless cries, until there was 

only two remaining. 

Now her time had come. 

Her fingers, cold and numb, and weak 

from clinging to the cold metal for more than 

three hours, were finally giving in. The 

strength in them was utterly gone. 

“I can’t hold on,” she yelled.  

“You must hold on!” Benjamin shouted 

back. 

“I can’t!”  

Benjamin firmed a one-hand grip on the 

ladder bar and reached out with his free hand, 

grabbing a tight hold of her collar. He looked 

into her desperate eyes is. The water rushed 

by above her chin. 

“Hold on!” he cried. 

But Ingrid could not. She let out an 

involuntary yelp, her hand opened, and 

although Benjamin’s grasp tightened, the 

strength of the current quickly broke her free. 

He watched as she was whisked away 

downriver into the darkness of the night. 

Now Ingrid was rushing in a torrent 

downstream, helplessly thrashing her arms in 

the white, churning water, to no avail. In an 

instant, she was swirling beneath the water, the 

vastness of it pressing in upon her with 

overwhelming force. She could not tell which 

way was up and which way was down. Nor did 

it matter. It was the river’s choice which 

direction she would go. Then she was at the 

surface again, gasping for air. She came against 

a boulder, which hurled her in another 

direction. Before she could pull herself back 

upright, she was under the water, completely 

submerged. Her helpless arms could no 

longer paddle against the wakes. Her body was 

too exhausted and numb to fight it. 

If only it came easy, she thought. 
Like a stone dropping through a hay 

chute.  
Like a river finding its ocean.  
I must let the river take me, she told 

herself. 

Yet the life in her made her fight. As 

natural as it is to breathe in air, it was unnatural 

to inhale water, and despite her absence of 

will, the breath that brought her life was not 

something her body would give up easily. 

Momentarily breaching the surface, she 

felt the cold night air rush past her face and 

she breathed it in hungrily. Then she was 

under it again, twirling uncontrollably. 

You can’t fight a river, she told herself. 

You cannot fight something bigger and 
stronger than you. 

And with this revelation, she let go, in the 

same manner as one would exhale their last 

breath, and her body went limp, and she let 

the river take her in the way it saw fit. She 

found herself flat on her back, face up, feet 

first, rushing down in the current with her 

arms trailing back.  

Above was the night. The rain had 

stopped. And rushing past was the tall, dark 

forest and the upper ridge of the river gorge, 

beyond which was dark sky. She saw the stars 

sweeping past, and then a peak of a bright light 

flashing by. She saw in her mind a place that 

she loved on the shore of a river that she had 

visited many times and wished to return. She 

saw a sun blazing brightly in a blue sky, a fire 

on a camp stove, and a meteor streaking 

through the night. All her life’s pleasures and 

all the good things she had found in her short 

journey of twenty-two years, now revived in 

her and came rushing back.  

T 
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She curved down the canyon, her body 

flowing like a piece of rubber, oscillating over 

the wakes and swells through the path of least 

resistance. Though she came against boulders 

and was hit by branches and debris, they were 

vague collisions now, seemingly occurring 

outside her body, like distant planets colliding 

in outer space. The frigid water was like a 

morphine, making her body comfortably 

numb. And she was no longer afraid. Her 

sense of panic was gone. Within she found a 

calmness as she rode the cascades, carefree 

and indestructible, down through the deepest 

portion of the gorge; sliding between huge 

boulders of granite, cascading over waterfalls, 

until a final vertical plunge washed her out into 

a wide portion of the river. 

She reached with her feet but the river 

was still too deep to find bottom. She could 

see that the steep walls of the gorge had given 

way to gentle slopes of a mountain forest, and 

there were sand embankments on either side. 

The stars were bright overhead, but the light 

was gone. 

She hit something that pulled her like a 

giant hand, but it broke loose. She hit 

something again, the branch of a fallen tree, 

which snatched her from the river like a ladle. 

She looped beneath it, popping up on the 

opposite side, and found herself completely 

upside down with her arms and legs wrapped 

around it. She saw the shore, not far away, and 

she pulled her way toward it. The water was 

still rushing against her, but as she rose higher, 

the strength of it lessened. Struggling, pulling, 

and struggling again, she eventually reached 

shallow water beneath her and she dropped 

herself into it. 

She laid there on the bank of the river, 

partially submerged in water, her back resting 

against the sand, gazing up into the dark 

foliage of a grand old sycamore tree. She could 

feel herself breathing heavily. Her whole body 

felt numb, and it was probably a good thing, 

she thought. Through the numbness, she 

began feeling the cold, and within minutes, she 

could not stop her body from shivering. 

Must not let the fire go out, she thought. 

Must find shelter. 
She crawled from the water, up the short 

distance to the top of the embankment, and 

tumbled down the other side into a ditch filled 

with sycamore leaves and mulch. She closed 

her eyes and let the blackness surround her, 

but it was not long before her whole body 

began trembling again. In a sweeping motion, 

she reached with her arms and pulled the 

sycamore leaves in close and around her. She 

raked them into a pile that rose along her 

sides, and when there were no more leaves, 

she dug with her nails into the soft earth and 

pulled up mud and debris that she packed on 

top of the leaves until she was completely 

covered in it. 

Again, her mind began to fade. And for a 

moment, she found herself back in the river, 

clinging to the bulldozer; surrounded by the 

nine frightful faces. They had climbed on to 

the Cat D8 bulldozer in hopes of crossing the 

river and reaching the Maricopa Highway. 

With the storm worsening, the group leaders 

had decided it was best to leave the camp and 

make way for their cars. Once they reached 

the highway, they thought, all would be well. 

No one knew that the diesel engine would stall 

halfway across the river. No one could have 

foreseen rainfall that would not stop, and a 

river that would keep rising. 

For several hours they clung to the steel, 

molded body of the bulldozer, which offered 

little in terms of places to grip. Everyone had 

to search beneath the frigid water with numb 

fingers to find an edge. There were children 

among them, and they put the four twelve-

year-olds on the upper deck; the two youngest 

ones were placed in the driver’s seat where 

there were levers they could cling to. But the 

water continued to rise, and with it came swift-

moving branches and debris, and slowly, 

despite everyone’s best effort to hold them, 

they began to drop off. It became a matter of 

self-survival. Eventual the water level became 

too high, and too cold, and too swift, and even 

the strongest among them could no longer 
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hold on. One by one they disappear into the 

darkness. 

And now Ingrid could hear their cries 

again. 

When the light of day is gone, she 

thought, the darkness of night takes away all 

hope. And there is no such darkness as the 

darkness that comes just before the light 

except for the darkness when there is no more 

light. And it can get so dark, she thought, that 
the light of your soul is taken eternally. And 

she recalled a time when she was a child, alone 

and lost in a forest at night. The blackness was 

so complete, she could not see to put one foot 

in front of the other, and she felt this fear 

again, and her body began trembling again. 

In a mindless panic, she pulled more 

leaves and mud around her. She tried to 

wallow deeper into the earth. The pile rose 

high, weighing upon her chest, until it seemed 

to be a mound of earth with only her face 

exposed.  

Finally she ceased. It is no use, she 

thought. She could feel the cold still piercing 

deeply into her bones. I will freeze to death. It 
is my fate. In her quest to live life, to swallow 

up as much as she could as quickly as she 

could, she would lose it. Nature gives, but also 

takes.  

Then she remembered the moment in 

the river when she acquiesced. You cannot 

stand against a rising tide, she thought. You 
must flow with it. 

And in that instant, she let the life in her 

release, and all that she had known and all that 

she had been was surrendered unequivocally. 

And she immediately felt a peaceful calm 

come over her. She was no longer lost, alone 

in the forest. She was warm again, and she saw 

the light once more, momentarily flashing 

across the sky, and every ounce of fear that 

had been in her body, was there and then 

abolished. She closed her eyes and slept. 

*** 

The morning sunlight came crashing 

through the leaves of the grand sycamore tree, 

awaking Ingrid with its brightness. She could 

feel the weight of the mud upon her, heavy on 

her chest. And she could hear the sound of 

footsteps crunching through foliage, distantly 

at first, but coming closer until they were upon 

her. And when she looked up, there were 

three men standing over her, with white 

helmets and bright yellow parkas and rescue 

gear strapped to their waists and on to their 

backs. Large, black letters; S A R, were written 

across the crest of their helmets. 

Kneeling over her was a friendly face; that 

of a man in his mid-thirties with a brown beard 

and blue eyes. 

“How are you feeling,” he asked. 

She nodded her head. 

“Do you have any pain?” 

Ingrid shook her head. 

“We’re here to help you. You just need 

to relax.” 

Ingrid nodded again. 

The man briefly examined her, shinning 

a penlight in her eyes and taking her vitals. 

“What’s your name?” he asked, as he 

continued his examination. 

“Ingrid.” 

“Okay Ingrid, everything is going to be 

okay.” 

Ingrid acknowledged with a nod. 

Pulling away the mud, the man ran his 

hands down her legs checking for broken 

bones. Then he checked her ribs and put 

pressure on her abdomen. 

“Do you feel that?” 

“Yes.” 

“Does it hurt?” 

“No.” 

The man looked into her eyes again and 

said, “We are going to lift you now.” 

She was pulled from the mud and 

wrapped in a thermal blanket. She could feel 

straps being pulled snugly across her body. 

Each of the men had a radio, strapped to their 

utility belts, and she could hear one of them 

crackling now.  

“It is Ingrid,” one of the other men said 

into his radio. He looked down at a list of 
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names scribbled on the notepad. “Ingrid 

Simpson.” 

The radio spoke again, cracking out an 

inaudible human voice, to which the man 

replied; “No, she’s the only one.” 

The radio spoke once more. 

  “That’s a Ten-Four. We came all the way 

up along the south side of the river, from 

below the Sespe Gorge.” 

The man paused for the radio to speak 

again. 

“That’s right. All the way up from Tar 

Creek. There was no one else. There were no 

other signs of life.”  

Ingrid felt the sensation of being lifted, 

and she was carried, over uneven terrain. She 

lay comfortably flat on the gurney as the men 

cut through marsh-like underbrush and up a 

second embankment. She could hear them 

speaking to one another, and into the radio, 

though their voices were muddled and distant. 

She could hear birds chirping and the river 

below, flowing eternally, though it was all very 

dream-like. Above was blue sky, and white 

clouds, through which broke rays of sunlight. 

She took a deep breath, feeling the cold 

air go down deep into her lungs, appreciating 

it now more than ever before.  

They followed along a trail that led up 

and out of the canyon, to where an all-terrain 

vehicle waited. When they neared the rim, the 

sunlight broke completely through, casting 

sheets of yellow and gold across the distant 

mountains. They were beautiful rays of yellow 

and gold, Ingrid thought, full of light and life. 

And she could feel the warmth of them, and 

the freshness of the air, which she breathed in 

greedily, and she smiled. 

 

 

Frank Scozzari lives on the California central 

coast. He is an avid traveler and once climbed 

Mt. Kilimanjaro, the highest point in Africa. A 

multiple Pushcart Prize nominee, his award-

winning short stories have been widely 

anthologized and featured in literary theater.  
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The Buoy Will Run 
By: Alexandra Cox 

 

nsomnia. Again. So I went for a walk in 

the early morning, up the hill where we 

used to walk together, arm in arm, but 

with our bodies bouncing off each other, like 

buoys, with the ebbs and flows of our strides. 

My footsteps never matched yours. 

I miss you a lot more when I’m tired. I’m 

more vulnerable, less rational if I haven’t slept. 

I crave things like macaroni and cheese, even 

though I’m allergic to dairy; and cookies, even 

though they make me fat. And when I don’t 

sleep, I think of being too young to have the 

straps of a bra dig into my shoulders and what 

my body used to feel like. Smooth. Without 

all the hairs that came in time for awkward 

talks with my parents. And without all the 

nicks and razor burns that followed after that. 

I thought of those things again, while the heels 

of my boat shoes rasped the sidewalk. Mostly, 

though, I thought of you. 

I always tell people that running is a 

natural sport. Human physiology intends us to 

run. Some people say, “yeah, right,” and they 

give a snort. Incredulous. Because we’ve all 

seen them, those runners who wheeze up hills, 

who paddle their arms like Tyrannosaurus 

Rexes. I’m one of those runners. I say we’re 

meant to run, but I never say we’re meant to 

run “pretty.” 

A girl overtook me on the hill this 

morning. She kicked rocks forward because 

she couldn’t lift her feet high enough from the 

ground to avoid them. Even the little stones 

that chip off the sidewalk sprayed out ahead of 

her. Her right arm jerked with each shuffling 

step and, not long after she passed me by, she 

spat thick mucus and lip-sweat into the garden 

around one of the mailboxes. She was not 

running pretty, but she was running. 

I haven’t run in a long time. When you 

were here and you begged me to come see you 

at midnight, to stay over even though the beds 

were too small for two people to sleep, I 

blamed you for the mornings I woke up too 

tired to run. I only blamed you a little bit, 

though. Because it was me who waited up for 

you until late at night, until you were done with 

whatever you had to do, because I wanted to 

see you too. Now, I can blame insomnia. You 

are no longer here to keep me from sleep. 

I could be a better runner. I used to be a 

better runner. Not a pretty runner. Just better. 

A runner who didn’t think of macaroni and 

cheese and cookies. A runner who used her 

sport bras for running, not for watching Netflix 

in comfort. I want to be a better runner. But, 

to be a better runner, I need sleep. 

If you were here with me right now, a 

buoy next to me because our footsteps never 

match, you’d tell me you’re happy to see me, 

that you’ve waited all day to see me, and all 

night. I would say that I’m happy to see you 

too, but that I’m tired. You’d tell me to sleep 

more. But, I can’t sleep more. Because I have 

to see you at night. Because I like to run in the 

mornings. And now, because I have insomnia.  

On my walk, too early in the morning, too 

late at night, I imagine myself telling you these 

things. I don’t know why I think of telling you 

these things. You wouldn’t understand. You 

have narcolepsy. 

 

 

 

Alexandra Cox is a graduate student studying 

Russian, East European, and Eurasian 

studies. She currently resides in Washington, 

D.C. This is Alexandra’s first published 

fiction. 
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Reclining Nude 2 
By: addison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A complicated man 

living a simple life 

amidst extraordinary circumstances; 

no portrait worth the retelling, 

no print worth the framing, 

no excuse worth the excusing, 

damn the man and his biography.
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Pinocchio  
By: Devon Shapland 

 

 

I am Pinocchio 

Puppet pulled by strings 

Body carved out of blocks of cedar 

Skin sanded smooth as silk 

a smile painted on. 

 

And all I’ve ever dreamed of 

is becoming a real boy. 

 

To say farewell to knobby knees 

that sway my hips and put seduction in my step, 

and breasts that grow with passing years 

like distorted noses and damaged wishing stars. 

Something doesn’t feel right with these features 

that draw eyes of curious creatures, 

so I counteract my double Xs paired with double Ds 

with “Don’t look at me, please, 

not like that.” 

It’s not my fault I’m 

a defected Barbie doll 

detesting my additional X and wondering wh(Y) 

can’t I play with the boys in the mud, mother, 

climb trees like they do 

fight like they do 

creep on girls like they do, 

whistling cat calls,  

crossing streets in pursuit of pleasing 

themselves. 

 

I am surrounded by asses 

who trip over their own hooves 

and heed no warnings but their own. 

To think I envy them!  

Their swagger, 

slouching jeans,  

chests flat as cedar blocks, 

and guns they need licenses for. 

Imitation seems like the best means 

to detach from these strings that hold me down. 

So like Samson, with flowing hair,  

I break these chains 

while breaking a sweat. 

Making music with clanking dumbbells 
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like “Ding! slide on down  

to the next line –click clack 

Thumbtacks pricking at your skin 

You think you can accomplish anything with estrogen? 

Ding! – slide on down to the next line 

Five more pounds, please, I’m fine 

A little flush in the cheeks, nothing to mind 

So quit holding me back.” 

 

Why can’t I play in the mud with the boys, mother? 

Own guns like they do 

Slouch my jeans like they do 

Cut my hair short like they do 

 Because strength is in your hair, she says 
In your beauty that is deeper than your skin  

and curves in all the wrong places –  

And she says “Be proud to be a woman. 

The only thing that’s holding you back 

are your own limitations.” 

And I wish I could listen. 

 

Instead I’m binding my breast back 

in sleeves of straightjackets 

like I’m insane for not wanting these. 

Wanting to step out of six inch heels 

and clomp around in steel toed boots like Clydesdales  

But even the mention of masculinity 

achieved only through mastectomy 

chills me to the bone like slaughterhouse freezers – 

And telling anyone of this confliction 

would make me dead meat. 

 

So maybe a lie keeps growing and growing 

until it’s as plain as the nose on your face, 

and the only way to tell the truth is  

through a poem I pray no one ever hears. 

I must adhere to the gender norms and agree 

My chest look great in that top,  

my legs look lean in those skin-tight jeans. 

I’ll doll myself up and paint my face 

like I’m about to go to war 

every day. 

And every once in a while I’ll indulge 

my grasshopper-sized conscious 

that crickets: 

There’s nothing wrong with wearing  

vests and ties and slouching jeans, 
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Flexing in the mirror and losing sleep over  

counting on damaged wishing stars – 

So long as it’s behind closed doors. 
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The Right Questions 
By: Devon Shapland 

 

hen you’re a kid, people ask you 

all the time what your favorite 

animal is. Those fact questions. 

Because your interests define you. I told my 

parents I liked swans. They thought this meant 

they’d won themselves a graceful child; a poor 

assumption. They found this out the hard way, 

after sending me to ballet lessons. I had the 

ferocity of a mother goose. I think they told 

me I actually bit one of the other kids. 

So why swans, right? Maybe I’d heard the 

ugly duckling story, or I liked their long, 

slender necks and gravitated towards that 

beauty. I could care less about those guesses. 

Truth is, I like their ambiguity. Aquatic birds: 

air, land, and water-dwellers. They’re 

accepted in any state, fluidly moving through 

forms. They fit anywhere – they were made 

for everywhere. 

*** 

I go to visit some in the park on days 

when first period Biology doesn’t sound too 

hot to me. This happens to be one of those 

days. I bring a loaf of bread, some sunflower 

seeds – just treats to spoil them. Spring 

morning, can’t be later than 9AM, gray 

overcast a musky cologne of animal sweat. 

Morning au bade made mating calls. The 

outdoors filled with screeches and howls like 

a club’s dance floor. Nature is so horny. I 

imitate a bird call with a whistle, finding 

amusement in confusing the desperate array 

of birds.  

It’s a basic need, isn’t it? Just as much as 

eating. I pick apart the small loaf in my pocket, 

rolling the bread into nuggets. There’s a small 

pond a minute’s walk away. I reach my bench, 

sit down, and start casting out these bread-

balls. Problem with sitting alone on a bench in 

the morning feeding birds, aside from looking 

like a goon, is all that time to yourself doesn’t 

always lead to productive thinking. Then 

again, neither does time alone in a class getting 

lectured at. When did teachers rule out taking 

kids outside to let them experience nature? 

Any part of the world around them. Instead 

we’re all stuck in concrete walls. If I wanted to 

learn about Biology, or the rituals of animal 

mating, doesn’t it make more sense for me to 

study it where it happens? 

I used to think for the longest time I was 

just gay, wanting to be with a woman. Those 

pairs exist in the animal kingdom. I don’t see 

why they can’t in our “neck of the woods”, if 

you’ll excuse the pun. Not everyone is made 

to be heterosexual. There’s no such thing as 

‘not normal’ or ‘normal’. What’s with these 

terms, anyway? Why can’t we just listen to 

each other’s calls and whistle back if we’re 

interested? Why does it need to be more 

complicating than that? 

*** 

A group of ducks paddles its way to me, 

snapping up the bread-balls. They throw back 

their heads and guzzle them down. A flapping 

duck splashes up the water. 

I hate ducks. I’m too nice of a person –or 

maybe too lazy –to do anything about them 

eating the bread nuggets meant for the swans 

and geese and pleasant pheasants, so I let the 

fat fucks feast. They’re disgusting, inbred 

dunces, going around raping anything that 

moves. The females have these vaginas that 

have evolved to try and counteract forced sex. 

It spirals like a corkscrew. Maybe you’ve 

heard about male ducks having dicks that 

corkscrew. The female vaginas screw in the 

opposite direction. It’s just a spiraling, twisted 

mess. On top of that, their vaginas have 

different passageways to trick the sperm into 

going the wrong way and dying off. Serves 

rapist sperm right. 

Stupid ducks. All their business beneath 

the waves isn’t even all I have to hate about 

them. I hate everything about them. Their 

stupid quacks, their beady little eyes. Their 

god damn heads. The fact that you can tell just 

from looking at them what sex they are. The 

male, with his emerald feathers capping his 

head. Why do guys, even in nature, get to look 

W 
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so much cooler than the females? Male 

peacocks are the brightly colored ones. Makes 

it seem like all female birds have ‘ugly 

duckling syndrome’, but that’s not what I’m 

getting at. I would be that male peacock if I 

could. All I need is that. I wouldn’t mind the 

elaborate mating rituals, constantly trying to 

gain the attention of the girls around me. I’d 

do it. I’d do it all gladly. 

*** 

A squawk startles me out of my moping. 

The ducks are fighting over the last crumb of 

bread. A male and a female. I watch them flail, 

slapping their wings against one another, 

slashing through the water. I clench the roll in 

my fist. He snips at her neck, extending his 

wings, enlarging himself. ‘Oh come on.’ I can’t 

believe this is about to happen. It doesn’t even 

register fully with me. 

“Quit it!” I yell at them, my voice 

strikingly low today. “Get off!” Their 

squawking heightens. The other ducks have 

flown off. The swans and geese keep to the 

shoreline, dull-eyed on-lookers. “Come on.” I 

throw the loaf at them. The female thrashes in 

the water. The male veers, only to abandon 

the thought of bread. He forces himself 

against her. 

I scoop up pebbles into my hands. 

“Stop!” I throw them. They scatter like a 

shotgun pellet, too far off to startle them away. 

‘Stop it. You have to stop it. Look at him. 
Look at what he’s doing – say something! Do 
something about it! Aren’t you a man?’ 

I dig stones out of the grass. “Enough!” I 

scream, voice cracking. I launch one stone 

after another. Plop, plop, ploop. I strike one 

upside the head. The other flies away. I 

scramble around the edge of the pond, 

clutching my last remaining stone. The small 

loaf of bread bobs in the water, sinking into 

the brown soup. I look to the duck. Its body 

rocks with the waves, turned belly-up. I try 

moving to one side of the shore, the other. I 

can’t tell what color its head is, and I’m no 

expert on bird genitals, either. I’m panting, 

breath hot against the warming, sweaty air. A 

shiver ripples through me. I look up at the 

surrounding birds. They’re staring at me, bills 

pressed into frowns, like I wasn’t supposed to 

do anything. I look from pair to pair of beady 

eyes, my empty stomach hollowing with each 

brown-eyed stare. I look back to the duck at 

my feet. 

It isn’t there anymore. I glance around. 

Has it sunk already? Don’t bodies float? A 

desperation fills me. I scan the water. All I see 

is my reflection glaring back at me. My 

reflection isn’t moving. The eyes fill, bulge, 

blink with spider-leg mascara. The cheeks 

blush a makeup-store pink. The hair flows in 

seaweed waves. 

This girl. 

I hurl my last stone, slicing the steady 

waves. The reflection breaks. When the 

ripples steady, they smooth to a muted gray. 

The reflection returns, but he stares back at 

me with wide eyes, disheveled hair, and a 

snarl. Water is running from the faucet, 

splashing down the drain. I look up from the 

sink once again at my classmates. Some stand 

in front of me, by their seats, staring. Others 

are beside or behind me, seated at their lab 

tables, staring. I look at my group. Andre and 

Kelsey stare slack-jawed. 

Mr. Gillian clears his throat. I stare at his 

desk. “Ms. Dantes?” He doesn’t need to say 

anything more. I walk over to his desk. He 

takes me into the hall. 

“Go get a drink of water,” he instructs. I 

go to the nearby fountain and come back. 

He’s waiting for me. “What was that about, 

Grace?” asks Mr. Gillian. I shrug, struggling 

for words. Where do I begin? How do I 

explain? What did just happen? I feel my 

cheeks red with anger. My breath catches in 

my throat. No – this isn’t anger. This isn’t my 

breath caught. It’s sadness. It’s a yelp.  

I’m parched. I gasp. What I wouldn’t give 

for another drink, a deep intake of water to 

cool me down. “Grace?” Mr. Gillian repeats. 

Why does it have to be ‘Grace’? Why ‘Miss’? 

‘Please call me Gray – that’s all it takes! Just 
say it!’ I scream inwardly. ‘That’s not absurd, 
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is it? It’s not ‘Garrett’ or ‘John’ or some grace-
less, masculine name. It doesn’t have to mean 
anything specific.’ I take a deep breath in, lips 

relaxing, shaking, bitten. I’m longing for it. It’s 

just a few words. Say it, Gray, say it. I need it. 

I need him to know. Say it, now, just say it, say 

it! 

“I don’t know.” My voice squeaks. I sink 

back into the pond, and this made-up girl 

rises, baptized, blasphemous. The pond water 

spills from my eyes. “I don’t know what just 

happened,” the squeaky voice says. 

Mr. Gillian nods to himself, eyes fixed on 

the top of my downturned head. “How about 

I grab someone to walk you to the office?” he 

asks. 

It starts to sound like a good idea, until I 

realize what he’s actually saying. A whimper is 

fought back. “No, please, I’m alright. Really.” 

“I need you to go down to the office either 

way, Grace.” 

“Please sir, no. I didn’t mean to disrupt 

the class. Please let me back in.” 

“This needs to be documented, Grace.” 

My voice rises. “Gray.” It blurts out of 

me. 

“What now?” 

‘Come back,’ I urge this new voice. 

‘Come back, say it again, come back!’ I grit my 

teeth, swallow my fear. “Great,” I whisper, 

meek. “I’d said ‘Great’.” 

“Let me grab your things for you.” He 

enters the classroom and returns with my 

binder and backpack, as well as a note. “I just 

paged the office – they’re expecting you, 

Grace.” He frowns to himself, eyes flickering 

away, coming back. “Take your time, dear. 

Let me know if there’s any way I can help.” 

I turn away and begin to walk. I hear the 

door close behind me and his grandeur voice 

pulling the class in like a fishnet. I turn the 

corner and come to the water fountain. I drop 

my binder and backpack and kneel, grasping 

the sides of the fountain. I turn it on and lap 

at the water, cry, drink, weep: a cycle of self-

loathing until I remember I need to breathe 

and find the strength to turn the fountain off. 

I pick up my backpack, my binder, 

unwrinkled the note, and stumble down the 

school hallway to get to the office before the 

next bell rings. 
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performance poem. “The Right Questions” is 

another work related to female-to-male 

gender dysphoria. Shapland wanted to create 
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Colored pencils and ink on textured paper 

 

Boy Meets Girl 
By: D.E. Gosden 
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The News is Musical Chairs 
By: Jonathan Duckworth 
 

Because while the potential for fear and anger* is infinite 

our attention spans are not.  

“But we’re still dying,” they say in those far off countries.  

“All right,” we tell them, “but what have you died from lately?”  

Oh look, another hologram.  

 

*We can call the potential of our trepidation ‘P.T.,’ and we can determine its infinite dimensions 

with the equation 𝑃. 𝑇.= 𝑎/𝑠(𝑝) where ‘a’ is our attention span, ‘s’ is sensationalism, and ‘p’ is the 

potential for profit. Since all three values are variable, the ‘P.T.’ is never the same, but as ‘a’ is 

often asymptotic to zero, dividing it by the product of ‘s’ and ‘p’ leads to the creation of an 

irrational number. Another interesting implication is that because the product of ‘s’ and ‘p’ is 
always higher than ‘a,’ the quotient we reach from dividing ‘a’ creates an infinitesimal number of 

infinite decimals, ergo our fears and anguish shrink larger as we grow smaller.  
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Bonobo Braggadocio: A Rap 
By: Jonathan Duckworth 
 

Commit this talk to acetate, 

let me rock this Latinate.  

Girl, give me my manumission, 

deliver me from this perdition;  

this, my celibate condition. 

See, me I’m just a humble egoist 

with a big, thick diction.  

But if you’ll drop your malocchio 

I’ll drop my braggadocio too, 

So we can do a do-se-do 

and do the do like two 

loco bonobos adrift on the Orinoco. 

 

An aqueous diminuendo; coming soon,  

the crescendo of my innuendo— 

us two on our canoe, woven of palmetto. 

Take this rap, my libretto,  

crafted just for you and me,  

manifesto of our binary melody. 

Heartbeat in your breast arresting me, 

hands around my chest investing me, 

this oh-so-subtle siege of body and soul. 

O let’s swim to that moon-kissed shoal.  

 

If you’ll grant me the liberty 

of injecting in this litany, the polyphony  

of a minced mythical metaphor, 

be for me my Persephone 

and I can be your Lucifer, and show you  

what that strand of sand is for.  

Now let me move your focus 

to where that illuminated locus is, 

where twin lights of twilight  

alight on petals of the crocuses, 

because the moon’s a response 

and the sun’s a call. 

 

We can bone tenero like ossobuco, 
and then spoon dulce like azúcar, 
if you’ll be for me my succor 

I’ll be your gentle Lucifer, 

and together we can fall.  
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Why the D.M.V. Should Revoke Your License 
By: Jonathan Duckworth 

 
1 

Catch yourself laughing  

when you read the bumper sticker  

of the Chevy in front of you: “If Jesus had been in the NRA…,”  

but stop  

for a tick when you realize it’s not a joke,  

but then laugh even harder because you know  

the party only got started once the world  

first saw its own reflection.  

 

Consider the possibility  

that you’ll lose focus for an instant and fishtail  

the motorcyclist growling up the too-narrow-just-too-damn-narrow turning lane,  

and so keep your eye on him  

until he flips you the bird.  

 

Name the fluttering effect of the median vegetation brought on  

by the wind wake of the eighteen-wheeler Walmart truck up ahead  

the “Runner in the Grass,”  

and resolve to write a short story about it,  

but know that it’s too thin a scintilla;  

maybe enough for a line in a poem,  

or maybe you can drop it somewhere in a story,  

some little tangent that percolates just as the distracted protagonist plows  

into a motorcyclist who’s suffering  

from retropossible
1

, retrogressive, retroactive ambitions  

to push a Mauser into Jesus’ hands—and then— 

after considering all of this, 

wish there was someone else in this car 

to listen to what your mind is saying and what your mouth is thinking.  

 

2 

                                                 
1 Refer in a sidelong way to David Lewis’s theory of Modal Realism (or what you understand of it),  
by suggesting that the doubly-fictional biker (who, for his fictionality, doubly exists)  
wishes to make his vision of the past a Reality  
(and that just by presenting this supposition makes his vision a Reality as likely and real as our own),  
and footnote it  
because you want to create an ungesagt extra stanza. 
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Thank your first ever girlfriend  

(that is, first ever girlfriend-girlfriend)  

for putting up with your music  

while doling out only the most gentle of teasing,  

because there comes a point when even you understand 

that playing an entire album of Altai throat-singing  

is a bit excessive,  

especially on the first road trip together.  

 

Love the way she begins every third sentence  

with “but still” or “even so,”  

just because that’s how Germans think and talk,  

and tell her that you love it, and that it’s a real shame  

that English has no conjunction that compares to “doch,”  

and then you and her take turns reciting stanzas  

from Goethe’s Der Erlkönig  

both of you pronouncing your desires  

to take one another into the copse of gnarled willows  

just beyond that mistbank,  

and feel your ears catch fire  

when she says that she Loves you, dear boy,  

but if you’re not willing then force she’ll employ. 

 

Implore her to grab the wheel  

because there’s a spot of her sunwet neck  

just above the brushstroke shadow of her clavicle  

that looks right for your nose and dammit you need to immerse 

yourself in the smell of rosewater and sunscreen 

now.  
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Innocence 
By: Jonathan Duckworth 
 

We work our nine-to-five jobs, 

compressing our spines into C-shapes 

biding time for the day 

when we return home to find our five year old selves 

waiting for us on fully-charged Power-Wheels, 

dressed as astronauts or princesses or Spider-Men, 

pointing cap guns at our hearts. 

“You’re going for a ride,” they tell us, 

trying their best to sound like scary-scary gargoyles.  

 

 

 

Jonathan Louis Duckworth is a current MFA student at Florida International University in Miami, 

where he works as a teaching assistant. He also serves as a reader and copy-editor for the Gulf 
Stream Literary Magazine. His work appears in or is set to appear in Sliver of Stone Magazine, 

Mount Island Magazine, The Kudzu Review, and Hermeneutic Chaos. 
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More Suffering  
By: Luke Normsy 
 

Waiting for the psychiatrist  

 I leaf through his 

 waiting-room magazines, 

and today I read that Boko Haram  

has killed 2,000 people in  

northeastern Nigeria. There  

are some tame photos in the 

magazine but they make sure 

to let me know the good ones  

 -charred babies 

 -lined-up corpses  

are on Twitter. 

#BokoHaram!  

The psychiatrist is ready for me. 

He says  

that I suffer with Bipolar Disorder. 

You should put it that way, he says, 

you suffer with Bipolar Disorder. It’s a  

disease. 

I will, I say.  

I leave his  

moderately-furnished office  

and drive to the Rite-Aid  

where I am supplied with  

 1 benzodiazepine 

 1 SSRI 

 1 mood stabilizer, and 

 1 antipsychotic  

for the tidy sum of $18. 

I suffer but have  

excellent  

 insurance. 

Back at my home office  

I Google Nigeria, with 

its high infant  

 mortality,  

 AIDS-infested youth, 

 1-in-5 poverty rate, 

and so on. 

My furnace will need to be replaced this year. 

It takes up to 20 minutes to go from 

65° to 72° and  
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 by the time I pick the 

 sweater I want it’s too 

 hot to wear it. 

I recall something about kidnapped schoolgirls  

and Boko Haram; Wikipedia  

says there are still some 200-odd 

 missing and are probably being 

 raped someplace. 

That makes me feel sad, 

but after all  

 I suffer  

from  

 Bipolar Disorder 

and did you know I have 

to attend that quality management team meeting  

next week? 

They have the  

 shittiest Danishes 

and the room is always too  

hot or too 

cold!  

More suffering! 

More suffering!  
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Applying Myself 
By: Luke Normsy 

 
I can usually make it 

to about 10 AM or 

 so before they piss  

 me off to the point 

of work-stoppage.  

Usually I will go 

outside to smoke  

cigarettes with the  

other degenerates  

 but the wind-chill is  

  pushing it below  

   zero now so I  

stay inside as do the 

other degenerates but 

for the really  

 addicted. 

If there are no  

meetings I spend from  

10-12 applying for 

 jobs I don’t want  

and submitting  

 poetry the journals  

 don’t want.  

The last vestiges of public-service  

responsibility will  

guilt me to do some 

more work until about 2:30 

when they 

 piss me off  

again and I lower my 

standards for both the 

 jobs and the poetry 

 with similar results. 

On the plus side  

it was been quite some 

time since I 

 drank so much at 

 work that I  

 passed out on the  

 floor of my office. 

I have really been 

applying myself.  
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Luke Normsy is a mid-level bureaucrat by day and a very-minor poet and photographer by 

night. He lives in the same meaningless void as everyone else, but tries to be cheery about 

it. Masochists and other interested parties can dig his work on Google+.  
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Acrylic 

 

Bloody Sunrise 
By: addison
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In a Year of 13 Moons 
By: Drew Pisarra 
 

Way back when, I made a lovely girl. 

not a real girl but as close to real 

as I was gonna get. I wore a polka dot 

dress with an elastic neck that I could pull 

down for effect. Some might rightly wonder 

why I aspired to the gawky grace of a young 

 

Julia Roberts. All I can say is: I was young 

and foolish. A fairly unconvincing girl, 

perhaps. But a winningly unnatural wonder. 

Wigless, sans makeup, I squeezed the real 

Me into brown silk. Didn’t even bother to pull 

up my boxer shorts. At 10 p.m. on the dot, 

 

I arrived at a party where a hostess named Dot 

briskly ushered me towards a fine, young 

man in a toga. He, in turn, proceeded to pull 

me into the crowd as if I were the modern girl 

to suit his ancient Greek. (Not real 

but close enough so no one had to wonder.)  

 

I had no urge to resist, no time to wonder 

of his intent. Instead, I danced a dot-to-dot 

from one man to the next as real 

and unreal whirled around me. Some young, 

insistent voice shouted, “You go, girl!” 

And go I did, convinced I had a kind of pull. 

 

I felt so irresistible. But to pull 

is one thing; to push, another. The wonder 

of it all is how my good-gone-bad-girl 

act grew bold. I actually spat a half-eaten dot 

of olive at some dude’s head, a young 

guy who turned and spat right back for real. 

 

My would-be suitors left in search of real 

women, not a gender-fuck unable to pull 

himself together or her skirt down. Young 

couples formed. I unraveled. Small wonder 

that I felt like the third elliptical dot 

no matter where I stood. Not girl. 

 

Not boy. Not faking. Not real. I wonder. 
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Did I actually pull off my polka dot dress, 

and laugh as loudly as a crazed young girl?  

 

 

 

Drew Pisarra focused on turning Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s movies into poems. That done, he 

now blogs weekly about Korean films at http://koreangrindhouse.blogspot.com/ and tweets on 

Shakespeare's sonnets (among other things) via @mistermysterio. 
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After Carnival 
By: C.F. Roberts 

 
y head's killing me, but I think that 

goes for everyone here, and the joy 

is only accentuated by the 

windblown trash, the drink containers, the 

hypodermics, the soiled rubbers littering the 

tar and the light-but-steady dressing of rain 

over everything. Most of us have volunteered 

for this cleanup gig in order to get out of 

various misdemeanor or felony charges some 

of us are old hands at it, and in case you were 

wondering, guilty. A thousand times guilty, 

and in good standing. 

“My God, how can people be so 

disgusting?” groans Lindy. She looks like she's 

about to cry. Lindy's a relative newbie—here 

most of us have done this at least once before 

she's into it to push a sense of Community. I 

think that's how her Faculty Advisor fed it to 

her. Most of her classmates are over on the 

western quadrant, where some of the hardest 

knots of partying and brawling went on, and 

I'll wager a lot of them are tossing their 

breakfast right ‘bout now. Been there many, 

many moons ago. 

I'd be able to tolerate it all fairly well at 

this point except for the rain. My Mother used 

to tell me that it always, without fail, rains after 

Carnival but I remember many details like this 

where the weather was fine. Propaganda, 

probably, left over from the old religions. 

Cumbersome, maudlin attachments to old 

things that don't really benefit anyone---never 

did, ever.  

“Cut the shit,” says Wiggs. He's the one 

guy who's been doing this longer than me. He 

begins handing out the trash bags. “Get to it, 

start filling these. When you're done I'll get 

you a few more bags. Just load up the back of 

the truck.” He hands me a few extra bags. 

“Keep an eye on these two,” he tells me, 

pointing out Lindy and Josephson. We had 

Josephson last year and he threw up a lot. He's 

cracking a lot of jokes this year, none of which 

are particularly funny. 

“S'okay,” mumbles Josephson, who's 

pretty hung over himself. “Least we're not out 

west, cleaning up after some major faggotry or 

nothin'.” 

“I said cut the shit,” barks Wiggs. “Now 

we need this place cleaned up by two.” 

Josephson thinks he's among friends, the 

trouble is, I've known Wiggs for a number of 

years—I know his husband, too. Not like I'm 

giving Josephson any added ammo.  

“Keep these two busy,” he tells me. “I 

don't feel like hearin' 'em.” 

“You got it, Chief.” I throw him a salute 

and we're off. 

“God, y'all,” moans Lindy, “you never 

realize how much fun people have, and I use 

the word, 'fun', in quotes.” 

“People have a lot of fun,” I tell her, as 

the three of us scarf up the litter. From cans to 

bits of clothing to soggy rubbers to name 

brand trash from the sponsors, the variety of 

slime, you do the math on that, think of any 

popular refreshment or libation—think of any 

orifice and what might come out of it—that we 

shy away from. Wouldn't you? Meeker and 

Jonesy will be coming up right behind us with 

the power hoses anytime. 

“I have to think,” says Lindy, as we load 

another three or four bags of trash into the 

truck, “how do people face themselves? Is this 

one night of debauchery and then the 

bloodletting really worth it? Does it make 

people feel better about their lives? Would it 

make you feel better about yours?” 

My last memory of the night's events had 

me heaving a brick through the plate glass 

windows of City Hall and then I woke up with 

an enormous pair of yellow panties draped 

around my face. She doesn't really need to 

know that. 

“The Culling is a tradition and we all 

know that,” she says, sounding like she's ready 

to cry. “Maybe we need to question why we 

love these things.” 

“What did you do last night?” I ask her. 

M 
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“I partied,” she says, but then she 

backtracks. “Me and my boyfriend hit a few of 

the bars, but then we went back to my place. I 

think he wanted to stay and see what it got like 

but I didn't want to. It's not safe, anyway, I 

don't feel safe.” Well, she's not entirely stupid. 

 Josephson ambles back from the other 

end of the lot with several bags. “that side's 

queer,” he says. He's taken to saying “queer” 

instead of “clear.” I've had it at this point. I'm 

wondering if there's any way we can arrange 

for him to enjoy Carnival on the western 

corner, where, yeah, you get to clean up the 

rubbers, and yeah, you get to clean up the 

vomit and the poop, but sometimes you get to 

clean up the odd head or hand, as well. I think 

he needs to find himself smack dab in a very 

precarious fuck knot; he needs to celebrate 

Renewal with a big, nasty man's forearm 

halfway up his colon. I think that'll realign his 

priorities. Wonder if we can make that 

happen next year. I'll grab a word with Wiggs 

at my leisure. He knows people. 

We head out front and there are a 

number of crews on different ends of the 

square—we're working our various ends and 

we'll all meet in the middle. The Square is 

more of the same: drink containers and 

rubbers. Up here is where all the politicians, 

town fathers, and other such jackals practice 

the beloved Culling and the Ceremony of 

Renewal. Then all the revelry ends. Every year 

the crowds get crazier and it gets harder for the 

suits to hang on to, but in the end it all works 

out and everyone reveres the ritual, regardless 

of how they mouth off, act up or whatever.  

A huge wad of sparkly gauze comes 

blowing down the street like some kind of 

decorative tumbleweed. I catch it as it blows 

by and I prepare to stuff it in a bag. I see the 

sequins, some kind of colorless residue I don't 

want to know about, and yes, there's the blood.  

Lindy's voice is shaking. “It's hers, isn't 

it?” 

“Yeah, I think so.” I open the bag. 

“She was pretty this year.” She's openly 

crying now. 

“Yeah, they're always pretty.” 

“She's just some fuckin' whore,” scoffs 

Josephson. 

I shove the fabric into the bag. “Have 

some respect.” 

“No, I mean it,” he says. “I hear she has 

a sex video!” 

“Had a sex video,” I correct him. 

“Dude, it's too soon,” Lindy says, her 

voice still trembling. 

“They'll let any skank be The Queen 

these days,” continues Josephson. “My old 

man says back in the day you hadda be a 

virgin. He was even in on The Kill one year. 

He says they had standards back in those 

days.” 

“You're a pig,” says Lindy. Josephson 

shrugs and looks unimpressed. I'm getting fed 

up with the both of them.  

“We got an hour to finish this up and if 

you can't manage that next year you'll both be 

the Queen.” It's an idle threat, of course, but 

I'm tired of this. I hope next year Wiggs pulls 

a decent crew together. “Let's go!” It's not like 

I have any great reverence for the holiday. I 

can't tell you the last time I was on this square 

during Carnival, but even I can respect the fact 

that some bright young girl with a lot of 

promise will never get to have a real life. She’ll 

never get to go home, never get to see her 

family again, and whatever side you're on you 

need never forget that.  

There's an incredible level of theatre 

going on behind the whole thing, much of 

which the participants seem to be barely aware 

of. The Culling happens, the Queen is 

announced, and there's a whole to-do about 

that, lots of TV News. A large chunk of the 

populace, mostly young people, question the 

need for a Renewal. Nobody listens. As 

Carnival hits everyone goes crazy and they run 

riot in the streets, saying “save her! Save her! 

Save her!” They're unaware that they do this 

every year and no one ever does save her, it 

seems beside the point. They rally behind the 

Queen, they drink, they drug, they rape, and 

fight, and every year the vandalism hits 
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unprecedented levels. The town fathers, wise 

and knowing in their nostalgia, kill the Queen 

and it's over. The violence and fucking and 

shooting up and shitting ends, everyone cries 

and they all love the tradition again. 

It's Two o'clock and the main detail is 

done. The slime from the rubbers and the 

hypodermics and the drink containers still 

glistens in the street but Meeker and Jonesy 

will be by with the power hoses any old second 

now. Over at the Pavilion they're putting out 

sandwiches. We all peel off the industrial-

sized, arm-length rubber gloves and it's time 

for lunch. Josephson cracks everybody up 

with his impersonation of Wiggs and it isn't 

half-bad. Even Lindy has forgotten the 

sorrows of the gauze in the street and she's all 

about the sandwiches. 

“You got any ham?” She hollers.  

 

 

 

C.F. Roberts is an old dog from the 

Xerographic Days. He used to edit Shockbox: 

The Literary Arts Magazine with Teeth 

between 1991-1996 and has been published in 

a bunch of places, most recently: Fearless, 
The Birds We Piled Loosely, Gutter 
Eloquence, Paraphilia, Barking Sycamores, 
Pressure Press, Vagabonds: Anthology of the 
Mad Ones, Blue Collar Review, and Antique 
Children.   
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Gray Pants 
By: Grethel Ramos Fiad 

 

 

 

You, the one who is more my type 

than any chipboard made sketch of a man 

who dared to fill out my dismissive narcissism. 

The one who would make a mildly relevant 

Kalvin Klein model, with a tagged shirt 

and a prosthetic soul, get a real job. 

I met you while waiting for my gay friend 

in a place I don’t quite remember. 

You confused me with your online first date, 

as if it was something than ever worked, 

as if I had an affection for mundane, 

computer focused misdemeanors. 

We flirted, laughed, and flirted some more, 

and then you left me for a plain one, 

who was not only heavier than I, 

but who also showed up in sluggish gray pants, 

as if she had a brain way ahead of her time, 

as if she was meant to invent telepathy. 

And that is all. 

You will never know the taste of my tongue,  

the kitty tone of my voice when I say papi, 

the concept of your merciless teeth  

ripping off my poorly crafted garter belt, 

 because you wouldn’t give me enough money 

to afford the ultra luxe one. 

I would have made you confront 

what you expect in a woman, 

with my irreverent curiosity, my slutty fashion style, 

my pattern of discussing God’s capricious ways 

while smoking all the cheap pot. 

I would have made you get on your knees, 

clean my floor with your washed out jeans, 

not to declare I’m attached to the core of your heart, 

because obviously I’m not, 

but to purely ask for sex on the balcony, 

like if sex on the balcony were a logical option, 

like if we were going to be rich enough  

to even have a proper balcony. 

But one day you would get fed up with my inbred mischiefs, 

and you would go back to your routine 

of seeking passion with a click of your hand. 

And you would agree to meet another one, 

who would lack the flavor of my asymptomatic craziness, 
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and may even show up in the dullest gray pants, 

or may not. 

 

 

 

Grethel Ramos is a young, Cuban woman and an accounting/finances double major. She recently 

decided to switch her attention from numbers to words. Her poems explore the vulnerability of 

human beings in a way that is both pleasurable and accessible.  
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the stars made wishes on us 
By: Joy Carter 

 

fragile fleshy bits hurtling through the universe 

at hundreds of miles an hour, 

and still we manage to breathe, 

 

to get carsick 

in the backseat in the middle 

of an atlanta traffic jam. 

 

laying behind your house in that field 

we swore we could feel the earth spin 

under our skin, whisper impossible 

 

natural history lessons about bumblebees,  

wingspans too short to fly, 

but they do anyway, 

 

spiders spin gold, oceans erupt 

from shifting tectonic plates,  

how your skin glows in the dark; 

 

staying out late enough to test it, to see 

if once the world fell asleep you’d light up, 

bright as any firefly— 

 

 

 

Joy Carter is a MFA Candidate at Bowling Green State University where she is an avid procrasti-

baker, reluctant essay grader, and enjoys drowning in the written word. Her work can also be found 

in Qua, Red River Review, and the pacificREVIEW, among others. 
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All These Things 
By: Hailey Malone 

 
 

ou’ve been thinking a lot about this girl 

you used to know. She lived down the 

hall from you sophomore year. Her 

favorite song was “Gypsy” and she’s dead now. 

She killed herself. You’re fuzzy on the details. 

She had been kind to you. You would sit in 

her room and listen to records for hours. The 

two of you fell out of touch and it’s true that 

you’d forgotten about her until you heard the 

news. She’s dead now, so you start to feel bad. 

For “Gypsy,” and a bit for her parents. 

Because if she wanted to die she should be 

able to die. It was her decision and it’s no great 

tragedy. Though her parents are likely 

devastated. You think about writing them a 

letter or paying them a visit, but what about 

“Gypsy?” Who’s going to love it enough now? 

Sure, you’ve always liked that song, but you 

never quite had it in you to love it. You try 

anyway. She always said vinyl sounded better, 

and you find Mirage in a bargain box. So you 

buy Mirage and you get home and you turn on 

“Gypsy” and you listen patiently and gradually 

you start to wonder if you miss her. You 

decide you don’t. You wonder if you miss 

anyone, and with a slowly settling recognition, 

as the song winds to its close, you realize you 

don’t. She’s dead now, and that’s fine, and you 

realize you’ve never once found comfort in a 

hug. You won’t go see her parents. They’ll 

want to hug you and tomorrow you’ll stop 

hugging. It comes back to you. She drank 

bleach. Nevertheless. Tomorrow you’ll stop 

with all of these things. Pretenses you call 

them.  

 

 

 

Hailey is an avid reader, writer, and movie-

goer. She currently lives in St. Paul.  
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Maestra  
By: Sarah F. Moran 

 

 
 

 

When I told you I wanted to kiss you 

and you told me you couldn’t because I’d never been kissed before, 

 

I too quickly said, yes I had. 

 

It made the tear in that secret I was keeping. 

Naturally, you wanted to know who. 

 

Lying in your bed with you, Donny Hathaway in the background - 

- desiring your mouth, 

is how I came to finally tell someone I was being kissed 

and it wasn’t consensual. 

 

After the truth seeped out of me, 

between sobs and silence; 

you held me. 

For hours you held me. 

 

Lying there with me, 16yrs old and you 25… 

did the inappropriateness of our friendship 

slam into you like my secret had? 

 

Did even the discussion of the joining of our mouths 

concern you? 

 

My fragility. The way I clung to every one of your words. 

The way I secretly slipped poems into your teacher’s box. 

The way I conned myself into your classroom and into your life. 

Did any of this frighten you? 

 

Years later you told me you always thought of me as a little sister, 

as someone to mentor and help adjust to life, to being a lesbian, to poetry. 

 

For years I’ve wondered, 

what kind of sisters discuss kissing one another? 

And… 

would you have kissed me if I’d said no? 
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Smells like Drunk 
By: Sarah F. Moran

I appreciate a stiff Jack and Coke 

the kind that smells and tastes like drunk. 

The kind that smells like my father 

and the living rooms of my childhood. 

 

Crazy to love a thing that triggers violent reveries… 

I mean… memories.  

 

The alcohol breath that begins with whispers 

of I love you 

and ends with the crashing of a television set 

or the swerve of a wheel on a windy road. 

 

Crazy to crave such a wild thing 

 

Like maybe Daddy worried that Genius was at the bottom 

of the bottle… if he ever knew what Genius was. 

 

When the whiskey hits my tongue  

I’ve learned to avoid teleportation to 1989. 

 

I’ve learned the taste of alcohol on my lover’s lips 

doesn’t equate my father’s or my mother’s. 

 

I appreciate a stiff Jack and Coke 

the kind that carries the stench of every moment 

my father ruined. 

the kind that mellows the anxieties bubbling inside me. 

 

the kind that holds the weight of responsibility for both  

the genesis of my anxiousness 

and its simple remedy.  

 

 

 

For Sarah, writing came out of a desire to help others and has evolved into full blown insistence on 

changing the world. She was recently selected as the featured poet for the Waco Poet’s Society and 

The Word Gallery. Her work has appeared on Elephant Journal, The Bitchin’ Kitsch, Silver Birch 
Press, Digital Papercut, eFiction India and Boston Poetry Magazine's.  
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The Hollywood Show 
By: Amethyst Hope Hethcoat 
 

 look down at my saggy breasts, admiring 

their authenticity. Contrary to ancient 

tabloid fallacies, my girls are 100% real. In 

their prime, my glorious fun bags filled a skin-

tight, flesh-tone bikini. Emerging from deep 

blue waters like a bitch in heat, I tussled my 

head, sending salty drops down my arched 

back and off my golden cornrows. My 

performance left just enough space to the 

imagination: the key to any lasting fantasy.  

After my intoxicating performance in my 

late husband’s acclaimed rom com, I 

transformed into a global sex symbol: a star 

whose breasts many a man motor-boated, 

while viewing my spread in Playboy. My once 

perky, youthful breasts helped many 

adolescent males (as well as females, I’m sure) 

transition into the promise land of puberty, 

with the explosive and, at times, confusing 

sensations that accompany it. I am the Mother 

Teresa of foreplay; the Joan of Spread Eagle; 

Florence Nightingale to the frustrated inept, 

and Savior to the victimized virgin. 

Singlehandedly, I aided the cause of 

enlightened sexuality more abundantly than its 

two most famous male champions—Freud and 

Kinsey—combined. Repression of disturbing 

episodes of childhood opposite-sex parent 

attraction and sexual spectrums confined by 

fictitious six point scales do not and cannot 
define sex. Sex simply is. And I am sex…or at 

least I was.  

I am no longer a 23-year-old nympho-

maniacal, husband-stealing Aphrodite; I am a 

56-year-old child-less widow. Due to the 

effects of time and gravity, my most prized 

possessions—my mammary glands—no longer 

weigh heavily on my chest, but on my heart. 

My prideful decision to forego Botox 

injections has resulted in the creases which 

now ravage my withered face. I was too good 

for sunscreen. Not anymore.  

My gray hair, once a natural hue of honey 

blond, is now dyed by a lovely man named 

Rodrigo. With his smiling blue eyes, natural 

brows and soft lips, he is far more lovely than 

me. I have never actually touched his lips, but 

I fantasize about them every time he wraps my 

locks in foil, massages my scalp under the fast 

flood of water which escapes the salon sink, 

and blows me dry. He doesn’t need water or 

wind or sand to convey sensuality. Sometimes 

I pray for God to make me a gay man, so I 

might have a chance to kiss those lips. It’s 

funny how everyone seems to desire the one 

thing—the one person—they can never attain. I 

was the “impossible dream” to millions of 

males worldwide; but today, Rodrigo is my 

impossible dream.  

Even when I was young and beautiful, I 

would never have been invited to Rodrigo’s 

bed. Maybe if I had an operation and indulged 

in hormone therapy, but that would never 

have been an option—given my holistic bent. 

And, worst of all, he calls me “mom.” He cries 

on my shoulder like an infant, bemoaning his 

birth mother’s rejection of his inalterable 

passions. Even after I’ve tried to loosen him 

up with a few apple martinis back at my room, 

he just curls up with me on the couch and 

turns on Project Runway. I am a has-been 

cougar in love with her gay hairdresser. 

Nothing new, I’m sure. This is, after all, 

Hollywood.  

You know what else happens every day? 

Stupid, lonely people try to buy away their 

pain with luxury vacations, expensive cars, and 

guitars once strummed by a member of the 

Rolling Stones. Accounting was never 

included in my list of talents. Nor is playing 

the guitar. I blew through my husband’s multi-

million dollar estate like the wind in my iconic 

film shoot blew through me: It cuts right 

through you, replacing your soul with invisible 

emptiness, until you’re nothing more than the 

shell of who you once were.  

I am at the Loews Hollywood Hotel, 

smiling empty smiles. Regardless of countless 

cruel reviews to the contrary, I am an actress. 

I 
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So I know perfectly well how to convey 

external joy, despite the feelings of bitter 

sadness that consume my spirit. It’s called 

“The Hollywood Show”—a convention of has-

been stars from decades past—and wouldn’t 

you know it—yours truly is the headliner. 

People are lined up outside the door of the 

lobby to meet and greet little old moi. Sure, 

the senior citizen Von Trapp kids from Sound 
of Music are here, and that Asian kid from 

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom. Let’s 

not forget the Hungarian dwarf who played 

Alf; I’ll admit, he is pretty cute. But still, the 

lanyards that define the event prove my 

point—it’s me with my 23-year-old bikini-clad 

body. I’m the one they all really want to see. 

And by “they,” I mean the hordes of sweaty 

old men in Hawaiian shirts who saw not only 

my movie but the reams of pornographic 

magazine fodder that followed. Their 

repetitive winks and tight khakis reveal that 

Viagra does, in fact, deliver.  

The men approach me with black and 

white photographs—me topless at the beach or 

on the bed—and hand me their sharpies. They 

stuff $20 bills in an accordion-style folder 

secured by my agent’s Kung Fu grip, as they 

wrap their flabby arms around me—pulling me 

in close. The pictures they pose for with me 

today probably represent the biggest 

accomplishments of their miserable little lives. 

I know they’ll post them to the Facebook 

accounts they surely have, desperate to believe 

they can still be the young boys who once 

masturbated to my poster; desperate to 

believe that what was relevant in 1979 is still 

hip today. I nod and laugh at their “cute” and 

“funny” sexist comments. Maybe it’ll score me 

enough Jacksons, so I can go to Rodrigo for 

an extra perm this month.  

This cycle of hug, picture, autograph can 

be really tiring after a few hours. I sip Coke 

Zero which actually dehydrates me further. 

It’s a slow form of suicide that I find rather 

fitting. Coke, like me, is an iconic product that 

promises happiness. But at least, I don’t result 

in cancer and yellow teeth. Just wet beds, 

jealousy, and envy.  

Surprisingly, there’s a break in the man 

parade. I see two young girls approach. They 

can’t be over 16; one with braces, both in blue 

jeans and sandals with little faux-flowers in 

their kinky hair. Sixteen—that’s how old I was 

when I met my husband; when he left his 

darling, goody-two-shoes soap opera wife. 

These girls’ smiles are so sweet; not empty like 

mine. I wonder what they think about my 

black and white topless photos? I wonder if, 

one day, they will have similar pictures taken?  

Then my attention turns to their mother, 

in line behind them. Is this some kind of sick 

joke? They probably never have even seen my 

movie. What kind of parent would bring her 

cute, little, virgin daughters to get my 

autograph? I am (or I was) sex…but I’ve never 

claimed to be a role model. In Hollywood, 

there are good girls and there are bad girls, 

and the good girls eventually cave. I’ve never 

had babies—and thanks to menopause—I 

realize I never will. But these could be my 

kids. The thought makes me sick. I don’t sign 

the pictures. I tell them to check out the Von 

Trapp kids instead. After all, Sound of Music 

is a classic. Who doesn’t love Julie Andrews 

singing alongside seven pretentious kids with 

daddy issues in the midst of Nazi Austria? 

Inspirational song & dance, with a dash of 

history—that’s what they need. Not a black and 

white topless photo of me with cornrow hair 

and eyes that say, “fuck me.”  

I leave the hotel, throw my Coke Zero in 

the trash, and call Rodrigo to pick me up. It’s 

Thursday. Maybe we can watch Runway 

tonight and see if the judges get it right.  

 

 

 

Amethyst Hope Hethcoat loves cats, pop 

culture, and peace. A graduate of Chapman 

University, she searches for Truth behind the 

Orange Curtain. She hopes you find her work 

disturbing as well as pleasing. 
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Incisor 
By: Emma Zurer 
 

Emma Zurer is a Brooklyn-bred artist, performer, and educator and most fondly helps to promote 

the acceptance of clowns and the legacy of Klaus Nomi. Her collages have been exhibited in New 

York at the Sculpture Center and CULTUREfix Gallery
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99 Facts Concerning My Father 
By: Nathan Leslie 
 

1. My father was a strong man, still is in his own way: he believed in Teddy Roosevelt’s dictum; 

he listened to Sinatra; he wore leather jackets, polished his shoes. 

2. At night my father was quite different. 

3. This was not known to all. 

4. The Oedipus complex has some truth to it; however, what if you don’t know your mother? 

Would Freud say it was still reasonable to possess the secret desire to kill your father? 

5. My father was a good businessman—one of the best in Omaha. He sold. Then he sold those 

who sold. Then he sold those who sold others who sold. It went like that. He didn’t just 

climb the ladder, by the end he owned the ladder. 

6. My father was an expert at commodities trading. 

7. He owned more ties than Macy’s—or it seemed that way. 

8. He was also poor once—in the beginning, when I was a wee nub. When I was a wee nub my 

mother had enough of him. I can understand the impulse. 

9. My father was a weak man. 

10. He still is. 

11. He couldn’t teach a lick. Anything he knew, he hoarded. He kept his knowledge to himself, 

as if in the mere act of sharing it would lose potency. 

12. He never taught me how to change a tire, pound a nail, throw a baseball, whittle a stick, paint 

a wall, change a spark plug. He seemed to be of the belief that I would learn these things 

through some process of osmosis. 

13. As always he was both right and wrong. 

14. My father told me once that he hated lists. “They give you a program, a set series of tasks. If 

you don’t have a list you can do what you’re thinking. That’s life—doing what you think. 

Acting.” 

15. He wore skirts at night. Most nights. Behind the ties and the leather jackets were his lady 

clothes. He had blouses, hose, high heels, panties, hats. The works. 

16. My father would walk around the house in this way. He’d cook in his lady attire, clean up in 

his lady attire. I wonder if he simply wanted to be taken care of. This was his means of 

expressing his desire, I think. 

17. His skirts had different patterns. When I close my eyes I can imagine them: red and gold 

and black plaid, hound’s-tooth, green and yellow paisley, black and white polka dots. 

18. Until I was approximately ten and three months I thought all fathers did this. This is what 

my father implied. He shot down my objects. 

19. When I asked my father why my mother left he said that she thought he was “too rigid.” 

20. My guess now is that she found out about Ken. Or some proto-Ken. 

21. Until I was approximately ten and three months I thought Ken was my father’s “best buddy.” 

That’s what he called Ken. 

22. Ken never taught me how to change a tire either. 

23. If you asked me what Ken looked like I’d probably ignore your question and stare into my 

Bloody Mary. If you asked again I’d tell you he looked like Burt Reynolds sans porn-

mustache, but more angular.  

24. Ken also smelled of mulch. He was a gardener. He always had dirt under his nails. 

Sometimes the dirt seemed mossy.  
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25. My father looked like a doughy version of Jeremy Irons sans the British accent. 

26. I’m not personally aggrieved or in therapy or in any ways suffering. I try to avoid forms of 

thought which lead to self-indulgence, if possible. 

27. I read Seneca nightly. 

28. I do have a stiff drink or two and find nothing wrong with this. The V-8 in my Bloody Mary 

offers plenty of vitamins and minerals. It’s a drink that can act as dinner. Sometimes it does. 

29. Ken, ironically, was a fan of lists. He thought they promoted clear thinking and a sense of 

reward once the items on the list are accomplished. He was practical. 

30. I found out later that my father would occasionally hire female prostitutes to lie nude next to 

him at night. He wanted to test his willpower. 

31. He hired male prostitutes for that other reason. 

32. I am not ashamed. 

33. I am ashamed. 

34. By age thirty two my father earned his first million. I was eight. In celebration we ate a cake 

decorated with green dollar signs. 

35. By age thirty four my father earned his second million. 

36. This was the year I discovered Ken and my father in the basement. 

37. My father threatened to shoot me if I told anyone. He did not say this calmly. I was already 

bleeding from the nose at this point. Ken told him to stop. “Just stop already!” Eventually 

my father did—after my nose was broken.  

38. Later my father instructed me that I shouldn’t share his secret for my own sake. He instructed 

me in this, but not spark plugs. He said if the word got out it would “ruin my reputation and 

yours.” 

39. He said: “If you think a bloody nose is bad, imagine what kids at school would do to you.” 

40. I didn’t say a thing. I never did. Here I am. 

41. I also never invited friends over to my house in fear they would find out. 

42. This created suspicion. One friend, Joel, said he thought I was making nukes in the 

basement. I joked that I was. 

43. I became sullen and withdrawn. At least most of the time. 

44. At age ten and eleven months I decided whatever my father did, I’d do the opposite. He was 

rich—I’d be poor. He was doughy—I’d be rail thin. He was clumsy—I’d be athletic. 

45. I joined every youth sports team I could—basketball, football, baseball, hockey, bowling. I 

lifted weights. I ran. 

46. My father told me I was wasting my time. 

47. “It makes me happy,” I told him. 

48. “What makes you happy isn’t always in your best interest,” he said. 

49.  One night my father was sick in bed. I complained to Ken. Ken was a good listener; calm 

and patient. Ken told me he’d talk to my father for me. He must have. 

50. My father was not trying to punish me because I knew. 

51. He punished me for unknown reasons. 

52. I can speculate, but does it serve a practical purpose? 

53. I grew up, got married, bought a modest home in a city far away from my father. 

54. We planted perennials. Irises. Peonies. Hostas for the deep shady parts. 

55. We had contractors build a deck. 

56. We bought a new stainless steel refrigerator—the kind with double doors. 

57. I sent my father occasional sparse e-mails. 
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58. He rarely replied. If he did it would be in all lower-case, lots of typos. He always included 

the phrase “very busy these days.” 

59. My wife couldn’t stand him. She said he was an absentee father. 

60. Ken was long gone at this point—someone else replaced him. My father always liked newer, 

better. 

61. My father, at one point, tried to convert himself. He “found God,” or so he said. For a spell. 

62. It didn’t take. 

63. My father told me this later on the phone one night. He was emotional over the loss of his 

brother (my uncle). 

64. It’s difficult sometimes to know what’s true. There is often an angle. 

65. Angles of angles. 

66. Five years and four months after moving to the modest home my father e-mailed to say he 

would be “in town” for a few days on business. Conference—something of the sort. Could he 

stay with us? He asked. 

67. “Sure,” I said. “It will be nice to catch up.” 

68. I felt insipid just writing it. And masochistic. 

69. I knew it was trouble. Some part of me wanted the confrontation. 

70. His suit was perfect. His hair was gray, but coiffed. His tie was immaculate, as if painted on. 

71. Perhaps it was the gum he chewed or his aftershave. He smelled citrusy. 

72. We put him in the basement guest bedroom. It was pleasing to see him hunkered.  

73. He slept for a while. I remember that. He said he was worn out from the flight. This was 

pleasing, also. 

74. We had dinner—the three of us. My father, my wife and me. It was pork chops with spring 

potatoes and asparagus. He only ate three spring potatoes. One spear of asparagus. He said 

asparagus turns his urine green. “I don’t like peeing green that much.” 

75. He said he is “watching his girlish figure.” 

76. My wife kicked my shin. He was still on the “down low.” 

77. My father told us a story about hiking in the Canadian Rockies. It wasn’t like him to tell 

stories, or to go hiking. He said he went there two years ago with “a friend.” They hiked half-

way up some mountain, he said, and when they looked over the vista they could see glacial 

lakes—“an otherworldly color,” he said. “Something from another planet, almost. It was as if 

I stepped into one of my dreams.” 

78. I wasn’t sure what the point of his story actually was at first. 

79. But then I could visualize it—the aqua-marine lakes, the mountain peaks. My father was—in 

his own way—attempting to console me. Or comfort me. This is what I thought. 

80. We all slept. 

81. The next evening my wife came home from work to find my father in the living room, drunk 

out of his mind. There was a puddle of vomit on our Persian rug. She called me on my cell 

phone. I sped home. 

82. He was unconscious at first. “It’s so odd,” I said. “My father doesn’t drink.” 

83. “Well, he does now,” my wife said. 

84. We managed to raise him enough to get him to bed. He made gestures to puke again. What 

could we do? 

85. My wife went upstairs to clean the puke. That vile intestinal smell permeated the room. 

86. I sat next to my father on the bed. His eyes looked gummy. 

87. “I tried to smother you one night,” he said. “You were asleep. Maybe six. I didn’t want you. 

I tried to snuff you out.” 
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88. “I don’t remember that,” I said. 

89. “That’s good. It happened.” 

90. “Why didn’t you go through with it then?”  

91. “I couldn’t accept the punishment—jail, the death penalty, whatever they would give me. If it 

wasn’t for that…” 

92. “Oh.” 

93. “Count your blessings,” he said. “The pillow never so much as touched your face.” 

94. I closed the door. I wanted to lock it, set the room ablaze. 

95. I never mentioned what my father said to my wife, to anybody. We have two daughters now—

neither has met their grandfather. 

96. When my father left the next morning I wasn’t sure if he even remembered his disclosure, 

anything about the day before at all. 

97. He shook my hand. He has a weak, clammy handshake. I’ve always hated that. I wanted to 

tell him I hire hookers to lie next to me. Like he did. For the temptation. Control. But I 

didn’t 

98. That night my wife and I ordered pizza, watched some insipid T.V. movie—to decompress.  

99. We fell asleep in front of the television glow, on the couch, legs locked together. We slept 

like that through the night. It was good. I didn’t dream a thing. 

 

 

 

Nathan Leslie’s seven books of short fiction include Sibs, Madre, Believers and Drivers. He is 

also the author of Night Sweat, a poetry collection. His first novel,The Tall Tale of Tommy Twice, 

was published by Atticus Books in 2012. His short stories, essays, and poems have appeared in 

hundreds of literary magazines including Gargoyle, Boulevard, Shenandoah, North American 
Review, South Dakota Review, and Cimarron Review. He was series editor for The Best of the 
Web anthology 2008 and 2009 (Dzanc Books) and edited fiction for Pedestal Magazine for many 

years. He is currently the fiction co-editor for Shale, a fiction anthology. His website is 

www.nathanleslie.com. 
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A Knock-Knock Joke 
By: Katy Williams 

 
 

y hand hesitates over the doorknob, 

and I think of how you had slammed 

your hands against the table when you joined 

me for lunch yesterday and declared, “I feel 

like Tom Sawyer today.” How baffled I was, 

for surely you don’t look like Tom Sawyer—

you wore the same large sweater and bright 

colored leggings you would on any Tuesday—

but who am I to deny you the recognition of 

another character in your eyes when you 

looked in the mirror that morning, your hair 

dripping bath water down your back, taking in 

the imagined habitus of a book you had 

skimmed through in high school. I’ve been 

known on an afternoon to find the way I take 

the stairs two at a time more like the manner 

of Hamlet than myself, or the way I sashay in 

the evenings, drunk of my wine, whispering 

witty comebacks louder than I intend, likens 

me more to Auntie Mame, the Rosalind 

Russell version, than to any version of myself. 

Although perhaps “likens” is the wrong word, 

you pointed out, because we are not like these 

characters—we are always incurably like 

ourselves—but only feel like them, take on 

their hues, and possess in common but one 

twist of the ankle out of ten thousand 

movements. 

  But you’ve always had weak ankles, and 

always return to your childhood as a Disney 

princess, fainting into the arms of your father. 

Do you remember, I wanted to reminisce, but 

that was before I met you, that day Robbie 

McMahon—or was it Patrick McCann?—was 

called to the front of the classroom to be 

scolded for the way he slouched so rudely in 

his desk chair, and promptly fainted onto the 

motley plastic tiles. How he was home sick for 

the rest of the week, and when he returned he 

had only to brag about all of the ice-cream he 

was given to eat for that one moment when the 

blood rushed where it wanted. Which was his 

name? He had brown hair that tickled his dark 

eyelashes. 

  You suggested his name was Robbie and 

you are always right about these things. You 

know a man thoroughly provided you have 

not yet met him. You love a man from your 

psyche to your ankles until you speak to him, 

and then your interest wanes and you throw 

out your knowledge. The more you realize the 

reality of men, the more they buck against 

your stock vision of yourself in ten years, living 

in New York City, freelancing for newspapers 

to pay your ridiculously high rent. The more 

you become terrified that you are incapable of 

love, or whatever the right word is for this 

sedated, ecstatic feeling everyone hypes up so. 

 I love the way you smoke your cigarettes 

during our lunch breaks. The way they are 

laced in and out of the center of that number 

your lips resemble, infinity, as if you are 

sewing, and that was the second I proposed to 

you, and every second since you’ve continued 

to sew yourself tighter onto yourself until you 

became like my favorite stuffed animal from 

when I was a boy, that patched up mouse 

named Anderson Rain Drop that, no matter 

how I goaded, would never reply to my. Every 

day I held Andy, as I affectionately called the 

mouse, I hold this woman with my hand at the 

back of her neck.  

You wanted to gaze into my eyes and see 

oceans, but your eyes are black buttons, able 

only to reflect my image, not able to carry me 

into your brain, for the part of your brain 

meant for love is cotton, was turned to mush 

when you watched Megara faint into Hercules’ 

swelling arms, and all you registered was the 

couple of bronze medallions on that purple 

dress, that hair, those hips, what desire meant 

to her, what desire did to her. Had I even 

watched that movie when I was young? You 

wanted to know so that I could understand 

what you meant when you said life was that 

tangled. But I hate Disney movies—except 

Scar, I allow, is the most badass, attractive 

villain I have ever seen. But that is my opinion 

and it coincides with what you saw when you 

M 
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first looked at me two months ago, riding my 

bike over the bridge with careless swerves as I 

made-believe I was Black Beard: that dark 

sense of humor of which I can be so proud. 

Proud like a lion pride, you mused at the 

conclusion of our lunch, scraping the tines of 

your fork through your teeth, collecting every 

last drop of soy sauce, because what was the 

point of food but salt? And I draped my 

napkin over my plate and declared the meal 

vanquished, and you laughed and wanted to 

sing a funerary hymn, but I said there was no 

time for victims. On that day, yesterday, 

Tuesday, there was no time, you wanted to 

marry me, but I never believe you so I said a 

muddled array of letters conforming to a 

sentence concerning the two squirrels begging 

for my leftover french-fries. You have this way 

of turning my mouth inside-out so that my 

words no longer mean what I originally said 

but twist into white doves that fly back into my 

throat and leave me coughing out feathers and 

magicians’ coins, all for your entertainment. 

How well you pay me, I think as I turn the 

handle, and you continue to rap on the door, 

even as our black eyes meet. 

 

 

 

 

 

Katy Williams is a freelance writer and artist. 

She is a recent graduate of Mills College and a 

member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society. Katy 

writes short fiction and poetry. Her work has 

been published in Setting Forth. 
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Woman 
By: Vanessa Raney 

 
Vanessa Raney is an American living in Croatia and studying the Croatian language. Her first 

bilingual chapbook in Croatian and English, The idea of woman, is forthcoming   

later in 2015 from dancing girl press. For her complete publication history visit http://vanessa-

raney.blogspot.com.
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Bugged 
By: Scott David 
 

arebacked, bent over, dick-dock 

people pinning your arms, you feel 

like you’re the star of the show. But 

when that fucker blows his load and walks 

away without so much as a thank you, and the 

crowd drifts, you realize you’re just the cum 

dumpster. That's how it's 4am and many men 

later before you limp home. Even a cum 

dumpster has certain needs. 

Over the next few weeks, your lymph 

nodes swell and your throat’s sore. Is that a 
fever? I think that's a fever (but it's not). Your 

stomach clenches. You lose eight pounds. Is 
that wasting? I think that’s wasting (it’s not). 

You google relentlessly: PreP and PEP 

and Truvata and side effects and life 

expectancy. The phone rings. The client texts. 

The world goes on. You can’t just ignore it. 

Bookmark your searches and come back 

when the world slows down. 

You’re amazed: despite being full of the 

HIV to your brim, you can carry on a 

conversation with your mother. You can 

provide a job recommendation for your 

younger colleague. You can wipe your own 

ass. You can enjoy your worldly success -- so 

much so, that you forget the plague for whole 
minutes at a time, only to remember anew at 

their expiration exactly how crushingly fucked 

you are. How fucked you have been. Holy 

God. Renounce everything and give to the 

church. Save me from my sin. 
You haven’t the slightest doubt that 

you’ve been infected. Not a hope in the world. 

Not even a please-don't-let-it-happen-to-me, 

or a please-let-the-infection-somehow-pass-

me-by. Only a please-let-it-be-short-and-sweet; 

let me die with a good-looking corpse. Amen. 

You can’t believe you did this to yourself. 

Seroconversion happens, and all your 

boss can talk about is sales ops, compliance 

concerns, and all sorts of other who-gives-a-

fuck.  

And the answer is immediate: no one but 

you, babe. The pity party stops here. Blow out 

your birthday candles. Have the dignity to die 

quietly and keep your bellyaching to yourself. 

You look around the room, and you 

think: my colleagues don't know. None know 

what a whore I am. None know I’ve caught the 

bug.  

Keep mum. Smile politely. Feel slightly 

superior. What they flee is what you’re drawn 

toward. These people are in bed by ten.  

I am alive, you exult. I am alive. 

Actually taking the test, however, marks a 

frightening turning point: once it’s official, 

you’ll be required to live an entirely different 

life, and that's more frightening than the 

plague itself. Until then, as if it is candle flame, 

you cup your hands around this small 

meaningless respite between knowing and not 

knowing, which is not a form of hope, but only 

deliberate ignorance. 

We’re all dying, you suppose. Some 

faster than others. 

You dramatize matters in your head. 

Coming out poz. Making your mother cry. 

Taking your straight best friends’ breath away 

with the news. And never mind your gay 

friends, who will shake their heads and say, 

how fucking stupid could you be? You know 

they've all been that stupid, too, but you're the 

only one with the plus after his name. Can't 

argue with lucky. 

Some days you want to infect others. You 

don’t want to be alone.  

You beat off in the bathroom. Twice. 

Otherwise, someone might die.  

You make the appointment at the clinic 

but can’t bring yourself to show up. Quite the 

contrary: instead, you book a ferry back to the 

scene of the crime.  

On the beach by the dock in day light, you 

crouch in the sand and draw runes by which 

you will be remembered, if the tide ever slows. 

There’s no breeze. The seawater seems 

desperate to be heard. It laps all day and 

despairs. In these calms, who listens? Who 

pays the slightest attention? 

B 
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Night comes, you go again under the 

dock. Discarded shirts and underwear are 

underfoot. A wallet’s lost. Grappling, sucking, 

and groaning, the kneelers center suck-circles, 

some few with shorts puddled around ankles 

and no faces. A palm slaps slack flesh. A few 

dudes wear condoms. They must be 

honorable men, already infected but 

courteous and respectful, stand-up guys who 

your mother would be proud to have you 

bring one home. 

 Gather crowds close. Peel off your 

clothes. Sense the huge gulf between what’s 

knowable and what you want to know. Some 

troll part of you loves it under the dock, the 

same part that wants to inch further on to the 

ice even after you hear it crack. There’s no 

better access to living than the awareness 

occasioned by self-destruction -- no drug, no 

drink, no magic spell. Only this paradise: to be 

fucked by complete strangers knowing it's 

their strangeness that makes it hot. Oblivion. 

It's certainly good to die a little. 

What are you afraid of? Push a little farther. 

Go a little closer. Be abso-fucking-lutely 

certain. 

 Hungry ass. Hollow. Begin life all over 

again from zero. 

 

 

 

 

Under various pseudonyms, Scott David has 
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others. He lives in Boston and Provincetown, 

Massachusetts. 
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Just Call Me Victim 
By: Lacy Lalonde 
 

he article began with the words a local 
woman in her early thirties. That’s me, 

I said. It’s a lot of people too, but that 

one right there that’s me. I was made nameless 

for privacy and for protection, to feel safer, but 

it didn’t work. I tapped at each of the words 

with my finger tip, saying them out loud as I 

went. Seven words in and it felt warped. I 

thought about stopping there, sparing myself 

the empty facts and fillers for the little blurb 

that attempted to tell a piece of me. The police 

must have leaked something. Or maybe it was 

the paramedics or the nurses, or was it the 

doctor? I thought I could trust them, I let 

them do what they said they had to and I told 

them everything that happened. I used words 

I never thought I would have to use when 

describing myself, my body. I talked about 

parts of me that I struggle to relay to my own 

physician. What happened was more than just 

an action, there’s a cause and effect that takes 

place, a rippling that in this case isn’t silent and 

it reverberates and what echoes over and over 

is deeply personal and traumatic. It’s not 

entertainment. And there’s so much more 

than just what happened one night to a local 

woman in her early thirties. It stretches 

beyond a single moment, it has leaked into 

everything. Why not write about that? 

Local woman could be anybody and I felt 

as much as I continued reading the words that 

cascaded down. The article was on the third 

page of the newspaper, the first thing after 

turning over the headliner. I had been 

expecting it. The large black font that titled 

and summated in three words a sort of fate a 

sort of life changing happenstance that I have 

struggled to convey with all the words I know, 

and it read like a movie title. How 

imperceptive, how unaware, how insufficient 

were those three words that attempted to do 

so much but in fact did so little. I shook with 

all the emotions I had in me, and read on. 

What happened to this local woman, I wanted 

to know. I wanted to know what someone 

completely outside of the causes and effects 

thought they knew. I wanted to read the words 

that were chosen to describe what had 

happened, and I wanted them to be good 

words, the right ones, the ones that I had never 

heard of.  

The photograph that married the article 

attempted to add illustration and depth to the 

words, the caption underneath said it was a 

photo of the crime scene. Only it was taken 

hours after when the crime had been 

completed and all the police and their vehicles 

had left and the evidence had been collected 

and the sun had come up. It was simply a 

street lined with the back ends of houses. 

Where had the crime even taken place in that 

photo? I tried to remember. Was it before or 

after that green car? Was I laying on the left or 

right side of the street?  

 

 

 

 

Lacy Lalonde is an underpaid Maritimer who 

sometimes writes things. You can follow her 

on Twitter @lacylalonde. 
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A Poem That Does Not End Well For Spanish-Speakers 
By: Alejandro Escudé  
 

It’s hard not to drum up nothing. 

The way the empty mouths spring open like clams, 

or unlike clams. Something is always approaching, 

and you are secretly in love with “The Shining.” 

The tenant who shot the man who sawed his way through the door 

seemed to want to say The Shining over and over again. 

He stood over the perpetrator and then they almost  

cried together, “I had to do it,” and the other said, “I know.” 

New York braces for more cold.  

A different type of apocalypse than the one they’re waiting for. 

At the Bowl game, a drone clears the way 

for hot dog stands and the wet thighs of supermodels. 

I hear classes going on in the distance, one forgets  

those the year you’re done with them, but somewhere 

right now, in America, in an office building with at least thirty floors, 

a dozen or more adults are meeting an instructor 

to earn a certificate in nursing or teaching. 

They sit there with the city crammed down their gullets 

the future raining down on them like bullets. 

Five times five is twenty five, that was my favorite times table. 

In the huddled dark, the dictionary stirs. 

And you’re finally home, dear wife, only I don’t say hi. 

Our three-year-old has dibs 

each and every time. I finished night classes 

a few years ago, after having put in four years of college 

after high school, another three after that. 

Kim Kardashian has a big ass. 

Listen to the adult students, they’re talking about Proposition 227, 

the law that banned my native Spanish from California classrooms. 

The traffic moves below them, swerves below them. 

A woman with solid white eyes, holding a puppy, 

rounds the corner off an alley as a car turns to enter, 

nearly clipping her. The woman hugs her puppy and smiles, continues walking. 

The car did not happen. The class did not happen. 

The law did not happen. I am speaking to my own students in perfect Spanish,  

but the classroom is empty. Jaime Escalante puts his arm around me  

and says, “You go kid!”  

And I look at Escalante and spit in his face. 

 

Originally from Argentina, Alejandro Escudé lives with his wife and two kids in Los Angeles, 

California, where he works as high school English teacher. You can find more information about 

him and his work on alejandroescude.com. 

http://alejandroescude.com/
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CECILIA LISBON, 13, JUMPS FROM SECOND-

STORY WINDOW NEIGHBORS SHOCKED, 

DISTURBED 
By: Natalie De Paz 
 
inspired by The Virgin Suicides 

 

Downstairs at the party, the phonograph wails. 

Upstairs, Cecilia stands small in the center 

of her room, facing the fat moon through her open window, 

wondering why her Elm soldiers have been sentenced to death. 

NOTICE FOR REMOVAL hacks away at her wooden ear drums, 

she thinks of the endangered species list, of impending extinction, 

but Cecilia can’t remember her sisters’ names. 

Except Mary, one of them is Mary. 
 

The drapes whisper deviously against the shelf, 

inviting her to walk over,  

still, still as the static on the phonograph, and 

jump. 

The drapes are 

milky, silky white 

in the moonlight, 

the wind chimes  

she hung from her ceiling 

are going crazy in the wind. 

Cecilia, Cecilia, 

a hostess ill at ease 

who must carry on, 

carry herself, for the sake 

of the party. 

She is the life of the party; 

she spills herself over the sill. 

A ruby treasure spills from her core 

as the phonograph skips 

and she is still, still. 

 

 

 

Natalie De Paz is a South Florida native and a recent graduate from Florida International University. 

“CECILIA LISBON, 13, JUMPS FROM SECOND-STORY WINDOW NEIGHBORS 

SHOCKED, DISTURBED” is her first published poem, and her work is forthcoming in Tule 
Review. Nat is at a volta in the poem that is her life, hoping everyone won’t find her ending to be 

trite or cliché. 
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Scorp Song 
By: Jeffrey S. Callico 
 

Drove off the cliff thinking 

I was a hurricane but you 

Shook me awake we were fine 

Went home to TV and beer 

The door was locked behind us 

The telephone didn’t ring for hours 

We slept under a dark blanket 

Morning told us someone had to leave 

 

 

 

Jeffrey S. Callico sometimes feels like a dead samurai. His work has been published in various online 

magazines and journals, including FRiGG, Johnny America, Origami Condom, Calliope Nerve, 

The Legendary, Opium Poetry 2.0, SpokenWar, Pulp Metal Magazine, Weirdyear, Full of Crow, 

Apocrypha and Abstractions, A-Minor Magazine, Gloom Cupboard, The Prose-Poem Project, 
Postcard Shorts and Blink Ink. His chapbooks include Early Trouble, Ceilings, Semantics, 
Rough Travel, People = Bus, and most recently The Well-Dressed Drunk, now available on 

Lulu. 
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A Dog Will Eat Anything 
By: Flint 

 

 
 

Couch cushions, car interiors, belts, shoes (tho never the pair), dirt, stuffed animals and fishy 

snackers straight from the trash. A dog will eat the remote control in the middle of The Simpsons, 

or the State of the Union address as it is solemnly intoned by a President you wouldn’t vote for 

over anybody’s dead body, unless it was his. A dog will eat your time and a lot of your money. My 

neighbor’s dog Ranger did this once, ate an entire paycheck right after it’d been cashed, and spent 

the next three days heaving up Andrew Jacksons whole. Since a dog will eat anything, you can see 

where this story is going. Days four, five and six were spent with bilious diarrhea because money is 

hard to digest. 

 

City dogs will eat city garbage with all the pleasure a gourmand and none of the discernment. Barn 

dogs will duck under a horse’s belly to eat hoof trimmings while the farrier is still working, and 

barn dogs will muck about as the vet does the bloody business of gelding, waiting for the freshly 

snipped testicles to land in the nearby bucket with a thud, and barn dogs will eat the barbeque right 

off your plate when you reach for a handful of Lays potato chips. A barn dog will eat things a goat 

wouldn’t touch if its tongue were a ten-foot pole. 

 

A dog will eat shit. A blue-collar dog will eat shit. An untagged dog will eat shit. So will middle class 

dogs from good solid middle class families. Even dogs prancing about in their swank Manhattan 

penthouses will eat shit and eat it willingly so long as there is a fresh bowl of Evian nearby. A dog 

will eat kitty crunchers out of the litter box, fragrant chunks and hunks of horse shit, cow shit, 

coyote shit, homeless shit, the shit that other dogs have shat. A dog will eat its own shit if its 

electrolytes are out of whack. 

 

You can buy the same brand of food in the same sized bag and a dog will eat it every day for all of 

its entire life. Twice a day, even, if you are the type of person who has the type of dog that expects 

a meal in the morning and then again each night. I once had a dog eat the guts of a queen-sized 

comforter over the course of a year by puncturing a hole so precise it was all but invisible and 

patiently pulling out thin strips of its innards. Another time I had another dog eat cigarette butts 

like a reincarnated chain smoker, or a junkie. And I had a dog eat grass and then politely upchuck 

three times in a row every morning for nine years in an enviably rigorous spiritual practice. 

(Possibly in penance for eating my journal in an adolescent episode of hunger gone horribly awry.) 

 

I know dogs that will eat Tampax with gusto, and chicken with relish. I know a dog smart enough 

to eat around the chocolate in a frozen Drumstick because chocolate is bad for dogs. I don’t know 

any dog that can walk away from a rotting carcass without indulging in an appetite-whetting roll and 

at least a little nibble on Death’s left earlobe. Sleeping dogs don’t eat much of anything at all, which 

is reason enough to let them go on sleeping. A dog on a leash will only eat what you let it without 

rummaging through life’s pockets looking for little bits of liver, but its breath will be much fresher.  

 

The problem with people is you never know what they’ll put in their mouth. 
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Flint is a writer, social justice activist, and itinerant adjunct writing instructor who lives in Los 

Angeles. She earned an MFA in Writing from the School of Critical Studies at CalArts. Her work 

has been published in the anthology Staging Social Justice: Collaborating to Create Activist 
Theatre, The Outrider Review, The Gambler and Round Up, as well as the introductory issue 

of Two Hawks Quarterly, where her poem, "In Praise of Two Hawks Fucking," inspired the journal's 

name. This spring, she will be presenting her performative academic paper "Discipline & Pleasure 

Between the Sheets" at the Queer Studies Conference at the University of North Carolina, Asheville.
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Crystallized in Time: A Love Story 
By: Bob Carlton 
 

 

0 

I am a perfect machine of remembrance. 

 

1 

Heat 

 

10 

Death 

 

11 

HeatDeath 

 

100 

The uploaded memories may be corrupted, but the files themselves are not. Correcting confusion 

in forms of address is not my function. Gaps in the data are not of my making. 

 

101 

Warmth, as of bodies, touching and in motion. 

 

110 

A hot body reaching an excited state, radiating desire in direct proportion to alcohol intake until a 

steady state is reached. Such electric thrills I was seldom capable of inducing on my own, my own 

magnetism well below a threshold level. 

 

111 

We met. Of that much I am sure. She was my mistress. Or my friend's mistress. Perhaps 

someone's wife. Our marriage did not last because we will never marry. Betrayal is the one 

constant in all this variability. No one lived happily ever after. No one lived. No one. No. 

 

1000 

Though rendered inaccurate, this memory has been scrubbed of all traces of pain. The sensation 

of pleasure, while a wished-for component of the final program, merely fades away. Scrub and 

fade. A blank drive ready for imprinting. Without feeling, what is left of memory worth saving? 

 

1001 

We met. That much is certain. It was night. Dark, but still warm. The night, not her. At least not 

then. Later perhaps. I should wait and see, though I have no reason to hope. I think we might not 

even meet again. We met, but did you see me there? We met, I am certain of that. She is still 

always there, in that yard, on that night. Yes, we met. 
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1010 

I stroked your hair, the back of my hand brushing alongside your face as you closed your eyes and 

let out the soft sigh of the contented moment. All such moments are drained of warmth and 

continuity, a toggling series of static images. 

1011 

I need you, she said pulling me down into her, inside me. Flawless in darkness despite the flaws I 

knew were there. Mental constructs of desire, memory of frustration, this distanced fulfillment, the 

imperfect satisfaction of nocturnal yearnings for union. I was not finally fully present for my 

presence there. 

 

1100 

The friction of desire, the slow build-up of warmth, a sudden spark in the darkness, quick gasp and 

slow moan of release. The soft press of your flesh warms me through the night, even as you grow 

cold once again. What unit of measure can gauge the new distance between us? 

 

1101 

My hand as it brushes your face. My hand as it strokes the length of your sleeping body. My hand 

as it cups your curves, kneads your buttocks and breasts. My hand as it clutches your hair. How 

many hands through the years? Are those memories written on your skin? Are they recalled, 

activated by each new touch, to glow with passion, violence, or pain? Does the body remember 

what the mind deletes? 

 

1110 

Shower running, a moment of hesitation. Full senses. A constant full-length surface tingle. The 

taste of your mouth. The pure scent of her and nothing else. Fingertips ache with spiritual bruises. 

Hot water and steam cannot erase. 

 

1111 

Cancellation of longing. Mistrust of subjective recollection. The white noise of loss. Background 

radiation of emotion fading and cooling. You are entropy incarnate, moving toward dissolution. 

 

10000 

Darkness. No bodies. No motion. No warmth. The unending configurations of recurring solitude. 

 

10001 

Heat...Death...heat..death..heat.death.heatdeath 

 

0 

I am a perfect machine of remembrance.  

 

 

 

 

Bob Carlton (www.bobcarlton3.weebly.com) lives and works in Leander, TX. 

 

 

  

http://www.bobcarlton3.weebly.com/
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Pastel, colored markers, watercolor and ink on canvas 

 

StitchWeed 
By: D.E. Gosden 
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Defenestration 
By: J. Bozlinski 
 

efenestration. Dictionary says that’s 

what you call the act of throwing 

somebody out of a window. Me, I 

like that word! But right about now, Colin 

Marks is hanging on for dear life with the 

pavement some five floors down below, 

praying to his god and pleading with me inside 

of the same jumbled-up breaths.  

 I’m thinking Colin Marks isn’t a fan of 

that word right now.  

 “I’d ask you how it’s hanging,” I smile 

down at him, “but that joke’s a little too on the 

nose, even for me.”  

 “Pull me up!” he screams. “Please, 

Lonnie. For the love of god, please, please 

pull me up!”  

 My smile turns into a quiet frown.  

 “But… then I’d just have to throw you 

back out again…”  

 Kneeling down, feeling the wind against 

my face, thinking about how it must feel to 

him as it nips against the back of his neck while 

he’s flailing his legs about beneath him, 

desperately looking for purchase, I ask him 

the only question left that matters.  

 “What happened that night, Colin?”  

 His eyes are all but bugging from his 

head, now. I keep expecting them to launch 

from their sockets and make an unseemly 

mess on my shirt.  

 “I can’t hold on much longer,” he whines. 

 “Better speak up, then.”  

 Nobody’s started making a fuss yet, down 

in the streets. A few people look up, but the 

most they seem to do afterwards is hurry their 

stride.  

 Sometimes, I love this city for the same 

reasons I hate it. 

 “It wasn’t supposed to go down the way it 

did!” Colin’s telling me. “It was supposed to 

be easy. All right?”  

 I wait. He’s panicking, wasting his 

breaths.  

 Idiot.  

 “Julie was supposed to be on lookout, 

y’know? All she had to do was let us know if 

the cops were coming! That’s all she had to 

do! But she…”  

 Colin licks at his lips. Still his feet are 

scrambling for a safe place.  

 “Get to the good part,” I tell him. “Or I’m 

just going to order room service while you’re 

busy falling to your death.”  

 “Julie pulled a gun, okay?”  

 He’s screaming at me, his fingers turning 

funny colors while they keep fighting to keep 

him alive. He hasn’t got long, and we both 

know it.  

 “She’s the one who pulled the gun! She’s 

the one who screwed up and got herself shot! 

It wasn’t our fault! She’s the one who did all of 

it!”  

 Colin’s prey, staring down the predator’s 

gullet. I don’t envy him.  

But, with that said… I didn’t feel too badly for 

him, either.  

 “She made her own choices,” I tell him. 

“I know that. I’m not stupid.”  

 “THEN WHY WON’T YOU LET ME 
GO?”  
 I shrug. 

 “Because you gave her the gun, Colin. 

Trish told me all about that, right before I set 

her on fire. Roland, he said the same thing, 

right before I crammed a spatula down his 

esophagus.  

“You’re the one that asked her to come along 

on your little dipshit adventure. You’re the 

one that gave her the gun that ended up getting 

her killed.”  

 Colin tries. He tries to pull himself up, 

because he knows with each word I say, he’s 

getting further and further away from any 

chance at all of making it home tonight.  

 “I’m sorry,” he whispers.  

 “I’m sorry, too,” I tell him. “Sorry I wasn’t 

there to stop her listening to you shitbags. 

Sorry she got shot, and the three of you never 

got caught. Never lost anything—probably not 

D 
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even sleep. And I’m sorry that I’ll never hear 

her laugh again, or feel one of her crazy hugs. 

“But that’s the thing, Colin. She was my baby 

sister, and she’s gone now. You and your 

friends killed her.”  

 I reach out and grab the dead man by the 

shoulder.  

 “There’s not enough ‘sorry’ to go 

around.”  

 He falls, and I try to let the darkness fall 

with him.  

 I try to let him leave this world… leave my 

head. Let him make room for Julie, and 

everything that was wonderful about her. 

Maybe if I turn my head the right way, let 

myself believe in all the right miracles, I’ll— 

 No. 

 It doesn’t work. Even after he turns to 

paste, and gives some street cleaner a generous  

amount of overtime, the fact of the matter is, 

Julie’s not there with me. She’s never going to 

be. Not ever again. At least Colin and his 

friends won’t be, either. 

 

 

 

 

J. Bozlinski, author of the novel 'The Autumn 

Gray', is a longtime resident of Saugerties, NY. 

His literary inspirations include Andrew 

Vachss, Lev Grossman, and J, Michael 

Stracynzki. He is the founder of the Suburban 

Knights Initiative, and co-president of the 

Caffeine Warriors writing program. Currently, 

he is hard at work on his second novel-- 

whenever his two cats aren't selfishly 

demanding too much of his attention 
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Red Summer 1919  
By: Arika Elizenberry 
 

Oh, Amerikkka, Amerikkka— 

land of freedom, democracy.  

Is that what they call it?  

Humph.....  

 

My Uncle John Hartsfield  

was strung from a sweet gum  

tree in Ellisville. Screaming  

for his life-- rioters cut off his  

fingers, hoisted him up, and  

released two thousand bullets  

into his lifeless body.  

Photos of him were sold for fifteen cents. 

  

Remember my Uncle Willie Brown?  

Rioters in Omaha strung him  

from a lamppost, shot him dead, 

and-- set his corpse aflame.  

A cluster of ivory faces grinned with  

satisfaction. 

  

Remember my Uncle Joe Ruffins' boys— 

Henry and John Holiday? Rioters in  

Carswell Grove bound their necks,  

  

shot them, and fed them to the flames of a church.  

Celebratory laughs followed. 

 

Amerikkka, your spurned green-eyed monsters  

killed my uncles in Knoxville— 

killed my aunts in Chicago— 

killed my cousins in Charleston.  

Solving the black problem with knives,  

guns, bats, and bricks-- protecting their  

freedom.  

 

Meanwhile, the blood of my kin lay slain 

 

from coast to coast in the name of equality, 

your democracy,  

Amerikkka. 
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Akira Elizenberry has appeared in Silver Compass, Neon Dreams, East Coast Literary Review, 

and Open Road Review with forthcoming publications in 300 Days of Sun, ZO Magazine, 

Aspirations, and Blue Lyra Review. 
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Frost 
By: Michael Verderber 
 
 In these dreams, we are self-evident. Not pining for the past, nor for the white frost.   

      Carpe diem, breathing in the moment.  

Let me illustrate my deep jubilance / for the girl of my frost dream’s hand is in mine. She may 

linger and she may speak warm words. 

Solidifying my true perception. 

That she was the one from the very start.  

 

 

Michael Verderber is a Texas playwright who specializes in writing plays and disjointed poetry. He 

has two books - [nonspace]: theatre off the stage (Fountainhead Press) and Twas the FLOP Before 

Xmas (Sarah Book Press) and has been published by VAO Press, The Thing Itself Journal, tNY 

Press, and others. His plays Libertad and The Problem with Robot Dogs were both staged Off 

Broadway in New York City and he is the recent winner of Playwright’s Express’s "Best Comedy" 

for his play "GPS" (tie for first) in LA. 
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Geek Love 
By: Dorian J. Sinnott 

 

AM! My fist makes contact with my 

locker. Vibrations creep from my 

hand down my arm, being lost in 

each of my shaky breaths. I don’t know if the 

tears welling in my eyes are from the anger or 

the fact that my knuckles are already starting 

to bruise— one of them split and dripping 

blood. I raise my hand to my mouth, sucking 

the wound dry. 

Normally, I’m able to keep my temper 

under control. While I’ll admit I’m not the 

most level-headed of young men, I know how 

to behave in certain situations. In certain 

locations. But today, he pushed me over the 

edge. 

To catch everyone up, this he is a fellow 

classmate of mine: Travis Cutler. 5’9”, acne 

plagued face, strawberry-blond, and with a 

Boston accent straight out of the South End, 

Cutler was far from anything I’d want to 

associate with, he was an air horn, six doors 

down when the bell rang, we’d all hear him. 

Laughing and blabbering about whatever it is 

the geeks are into these days. 

“I miss being able t’buy them at Newbury 
Caah-mics.” 

Dweeb. 

*** 

I know he made it a game. He could tell 

right away that I had no interest in being 

friends and sitting around the lunch table 

talking about Titanium-Man or whatever the 

hell he’s called. That’s not me. And I laid it 

out for him very plainly that day. With my heel 

against the top of his foot, I replied, “Caah-

mics ain't for me.” (I probably could have 

pulled the faux-accent off better, but, hey, I got 

my point across.) 

Yet, he still didn’t leave me alone. 

He was like a tick. Latched on and 

sucking me dry, getting fatter by the second, 

ready to pop. I wish I could pop him. Like all 

the zits speckling his face. But, even after the 

tick is gone, once it bites, that red ring on your 

flesh remains. They’re harder to get rid of 

than you think. 

*** 

So, now you’re probably asking what he 

did to make me so mad. Lose my temper. In 

one of his Bostonian-rants-and-raves, he 

blurted out that he had feelings for me. 

Feelings. And no, we’re not talking feelings 

like I have for him—contempt—but feelings 
like—those feelings. Love. Crushes. The things 

to lose lunch over. So now I knew that parasite 

was trailing behind me like a lost puppy (a lost 

love-sick puppy…) not because he wanted to 

share with me his geekdom, but because he 

was probably staring at my ass or some shit like 

that. I’m appalled. 

But perhaps even more with myself… 

I don’t know what it was that made me say 

“yes.” Cutler approached me after class, 

asking me if I’d like to spend the evening with 

him. Any other day I’d have said “no”. 

Squashed his foot under mine or shoved him 

into the locker. “Baah-ston peoples ain’t for 

me.” But I didn’t. I felt my face warming up 

and, without looking at him, I mumbled that 

single word that’s going to be my downfall. 

Yes. 
*** 

I fix the collar of my school uniform and 

brush the bangs from my eyes with my good 

hand. The throbbing through my knuckles has 

ceased, but sharp pain overtakes them if I try 

to move. I cradle my wrist once my messenger 

bag is properly slung over my shoulder, and I 

head for the doors toward my “date”.  

Cutler’s already waiting for me at the 

bottom of the steps, his uniform jacket 

unbuttoned, graphic tee of one of his comic 

fetishes peeking out from underneath. I curl 

up my lip and approach slowly, hoping he 

doesn’t see me. That maybe I can sneak by 

through the crowd. And when he asks, I’ll tell 

him I had to go to the hospital for my hand.  

“A, uh, locker got in the way.” 

“Davey!” 

B 
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I cringe. From the corner of my eye I can 

see him standing there, waving his arm over 

his head like an idiot. Straightening my 

posture, I give in and approach him. 

“I’m not a cab for you to hail whenever 

you please, Cutler.” I reach out and grab his 

arm to stop him. Damn, my knuckles hurt. 
“And please. My name’s David. Not Davey.” 

“You know I can’t help it! You look just 

like that guy from the Monkees. What was his 

name? Davey Jones? Yeah. You’ve got the 

hair and everything!” Travis’s grin draws wider 

as he looks me over. 

I am not pleased. 

“The only Davey Jones I know is the one 

that’s going to shove your face into his locker 

if you don’t shut your mouth.” His grin quickly 

disintegrates. “Now. What are your plans?” 

*** 

Spending over an hour at the burger joint 

certainly didn’t win me over, nor did the fact 

that he couldn’t drive so we were forced to 

walk over two miles back to his house at the 

end of a cul de-sack. And it certainly wasn’t the 

comic-infested nerd haven he brought me to 

when he took me upstairs to his bedroom. To 

relax and “just talk”. But, that may have been 

what it was that did win me over. 

The just talking. 

“I know you act like a jerk,” Cutler says 

quietly. “But deep down, I think you’re a nice 

guy. You’re just afraid to come off that way.” 

“I am not afraid.” There’s a snarl in my 

voice. 

Cutler inches closer to me on the bed. 

“You think by acting like the tough guy that 

people will leave you alone. You bully, so you 

won’t be bullied.” 

“I’m not a--” 

“Davey… I’ve been there before.” 

“Don’t call me, Da—” 

“Before I moved here, at my old school, 

in Boston, well… I was afraid to be teased by 

the other kids for liking all that nerd culture 

stuff. I wasn’t exactly a bowl of peaches and 

cream.” 

I snort at that. 

“But, ended up turning everyone who 

could have potentially been a friend away. 

Because I turned my back on everyone.” 

His hand touches my back and I tense. 

“Don’t be like me. Don’t turn your back.” 

I sit in silence for a few moments, not 

knowing how to respond to him. I’d never 

seen this side of Cutler before. Usually he was 

prancing around like a pathetic pony, spewing 

overly accented garble of nerdom I’d never 

understand. But now… Now he was being 

sincere. With me. 

I feel his hand move away from my back. 

He leans back on his palms, staring up at the 

ceiling with a smile. 

“So. What are you into?” he asks. 

Again, I’m silent. I don’t talk about things 

like this normally. What did it matter what I 

was into? Most people just knew what I wasn’t 
into. “Caah-mics.” I start to look away and can 

feel the grin on Cutler’s face growing wider. 

“It’s stupid,” I say. 

“Nah. Go on.” He nudges my arm and 

once more I tense. “I think I should know a 

little about the interests of the guy I’m, you 

know, seeing.” 

Seeing? (Since when did we make it 

official?) 

With a sigh and a face that looks like I’d 

spent a week in the Sahara, I mumble into my 

uniform’s collar. “I like… you know… D&D…” 

Cutler lets out a laugh—that boisterous 

laugh I’ve hated since the first time I heard it— 

and playfully punches my jaw. 

“What a nerd!” 

I feel the warmth running down my neck. 

“Hey, shut up.” 

I manage a weak smile back at Cutler. For 

the first time, our eyes meet. I don’t think I’ve 

ever taken the time to realize just how 

beautiful his eyes are. A deep hazel, flaked 

with what looks like gold and amber around 

the pupil. I’m even redder than before now 

and as I start to turn away, his fingertips reach 

my jawline and lead me back to him. 

“You should teach me sometime,” he 

says. 
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There’s a moment of hesitation, and then 

our lips lock. 

*** 

I don’t think I ever imagined it would turn 

out this way between us. Cutler was never my 

type. He was loud and goofy— everything I 

thought I didn’t want. But here we were, 

meeting week after week for the next eight 

months: he teaching me about the superhero 

universes and me teaching him about tabletop 

roleplaying. That’s how it started out, at least. 

Then the fantasies made their way to the 

bedroom. 

I can’t help but think how silly I was 

earlier that year. I wrap my arms tighter 

around him as he makes his way between my 

legs again. I get lost in the rhythmic creaking 

his bed makes with each forward movement 

of his hips. My eyes remain closed the 

majority of the time, just listening and feeling— 

swept away by all the things that once made 

me irritant. Bitter. When I open them, it’s not 

Cutler I see, but the ceiling above me, comic 

posters strewn across it as if they were pages of 

the book themselves. I tremble with a weak 

smile, watching as Cutler looks down at me, 

brushing my hair from my eyes. 

“Is everything alright?” he asks. 

I stare for a moment before responding. 

“No.” 

Cutler stops and watches me, his smile 

quickly fading to a frown. Tilting his head in 

question, I give him a sly smirk and flick the 

side of his head. 

“Your Captain… whatever he’s called’s 

poster is crooked. Plus, if I remember right, 

that’s a Marvel character. You can’t have a 

Marvel poster next to a DC poster. It’s just not 

right.” 

The smile returns along with that loud, 

wheezy laugh. But this time, I don’t cringe. It’s 

actually become quite appealing to my ears. 

He shakes his head. 

“Ah, Davey. You’re such a dork.” 

“Hey,” I say as I pull him closer. “You’re 

the one who made me this way.” 

I kiss his cheek and get comfortable as he 

lays beside me. I take in the silence of the 

room before glancing over to him.  

“You should take me to Newbury 

sometime.” 

“Not much of a D&D scene there. But I 

know some other places in Southie that 

might—” 

I shake my head. “Not D&D, Trav’. 

Comics.” 

“Comics?” 

“Caah-mics,” I reply. 

Cutler folds his arms behind his head and 

grins. “Maybe.” 

“Maybe?” 

“Yeah, I dunno. You might not be nerdy 

enough to handle it.” 

I raise an eyebrow. From the corner of his 

eyes, I see him watching me. And in that 

moment, my heart melts. 

“But, you’re nerdy enough for me.” 
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Acrylic 

 

Rites of Spring 2 
By: C.F. Roberts 
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Endings and Starts 
By: Gary Glauber 
 

“Spoiler alert: Ahab gets tangled in  

harpoon line, hurled from his boat 

to a watery death. Knowledge kills.” 

This is the lullaby she whispers  

into my waiting ear, and her voice 

is electric, even when conveying 

the limits of knowledge, 

the deceptive ways of fate.  

We lie naked in her garden, 

side by side, facing the  

late afternoon sky as I  

silently pray that her parents 

won’t see us out the kitchen window, 

the pretend Eve and Adam, 

soaking up setting sunlight, 

stealing glimpses at what clothes  

otherwise conceal. The sight of 

her breasts excites me and while 

I try hard to be nonchalant, 

there is no hiding this.  

As she leans over for 

“the ritual daylily brushing,” 

her long hair drapes down,  

casually, sensually, touching me.  

“If orange reflects on your chin, 

you are telling the truth,” she reveals.  

She asks if I love her, really and truly. 

Regardless of the flower’s reflection, 

I am held fast in her crazy sway. 

 

 

 

Gary Glauber is a poet, fiction writer, and teacher. His work has been nominated for the Pushcart 

Prize, as well as “Best of the Net.” He is a champion of the underdog who often composes to an 

obscure power pop soundtrack. His first collection, Small Consolations, is due out in 2015 from 

The Aldrich Press.  
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A Mother’s Lament 
By: John Tavares 
 

 find it difficult to admit, but I grew up 

poor. Because I married a man I loved, 

my passion and ardour blinded me to his 

alcoholism and drug addiction. Eventually, I 

matured into a woman concerned with 

material success and financial well-being. I was 

willing to compromise morality, if it didn’t 

border on criminality, to protect my home and 

daughter. That pragmatic attitude, though, did 

not always help me raise my daughter, whose 

diary I constantly read. Emma was never 

nagged with concerns and worries about 

money and finances. I had insulated her from 

those fears. I should have felt guilty reading 

her diary, but I wasn’t. Emma kept the bound 

book out in the open in her bedroom. Later, 

I simply didn't know what to make of the sex 

videotapes, which she never mentioned in her 

journal. I found the VHS tapes, which smelled 

like the inside of a porn shop, in a cardboard 

box in her bedroom. I stumbled across the 

boxful of adult videotapes and DVDS in 

Emma’s closet, while I cleaned her bedroom, 

searching for the source of strange odours, 

porn shop smells, a miasma of semen, sweat, 

bleach, disinfectant. The overloaded, 

overflowing box I discovered beneath a whole 

stack of unreturned high school textbooks, 

dictionaries, yearbooks, atlases, and public 

library books I neatly stacked.  

Because I am a single parent and Emma’s 

father was an abusive man, I frequently had to 

move. After I divorced her violent, alcoholic 

father, I found a steady job with the Toronto 

East General Hospital, bought a house in a 

nearby East York neighbourhood, and settled 

down with Emma in tow. Relieved I didn’t 

have to move every thirteen months, I still 

understood the importance of good storage 

containers. These cardboard boxes Emma 

used to store her videos were sturdy, and the 

solid corrugated boxes originally held cartons 

of eggs, Extra Large, Grade A's. The egg boxes 

were beneath another cardboard box, which 

originally held frozen TV dinners, filled with 

paperback romance novels and self-help 

books. After years of abuse at the hands of my 

boyfriend and common law husband and the 

father of my only child, a drug addict who gave 

me hepatitis, I learned I was not alone in my 

travails. A friend and co-worker at the 

hospital, who herself was a binge drinker and 

alcoholic, suffered a stroke and lay immobile, 

trapped in her own basement. She could no 

longer read, her sole reason for living, she 

said, and donated part of her houseful of 

books to Emma, thinking she might want it 

improve her literacy and vocabulary. In a box 

that had held bottles of dish soap, Emma even 

had back issues of medical journals, which her 

doctor friend had given her.  

I rummaged through the egg boxes and 

read the titles on the black VHS videotapes: 

“Deep Throat…Debbie Does Dallas…The 
Devil in Miss Jones…Behind the Green 
Door…Buttman’s European Vacation.” Some 

videotapes bore stickers that said Uncut! or 

Manager's Special! or Our Staff Recommends 
in a neatly compressed style of handwriting.  

I wondered if I should bother doing 

anything about the videotape collection. If I 

considered myself a responsible parent, I 

believed the impetus was on me to act, 

although I believed I possessed an excuse 

since I was a single mother. But I thought I 

shouldn’t have been surprised at my 

daughter’s choice of viewing material; her 

tastes, peccadilloes, and attitudes were always 

unconventional, unorthodox. My daughter 

overcame dyslexia and graduated from her 

North York high school with honours. She 

was the best goaltender on her hockey team. 

After a gym teacher saw her modelling prom 

dresses in the gymnasium and then saw her 

wrestling another model in the dressing room, 

he recruited her to the wrestling team, and she 

won a bronze medal. She even received an 

award for best model from a clothing 

company after a fashion show held in her high 

school gymnasium. While she attended York 

I 
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University, she was featured in the university 

newspaper, Excalibur, as a champion boxer 

for her regional division and weight class.  

Emma won her first boxing title because 

no woman who weighed close to her 

lightweight division dared challenge her 

except a newcomer she quickly dispatched 

with a technical knockout in the first round. 

Aside from that victory, the only other official 

boxing bout she fought was in Buffalo, New 

York. She lost that fight badly to a more 

experienced boxer. I watched the boxing 

match on cable television in shock the referee 

didn’t stop the match sooner. My daughter 

staggered, shuffled, bit, gasped, grasped, 

grappled, pummeled, and wrestled the entire 

three rounds. She returned home on a 

Greyhound bus with a broken nose, a badly 

bruised face, puffy eyes, punch drunk and 

sounding like a zombie, so the cabdriver drove 

her straight to the hospital emergency 

department instead of home.  

After that bout, I tried to put an end to 

my daughter’s boxing career. I warned her I’d 

no longer pay her club membership, boxing 

expenses, or fares for her road trips. Emma 

threatened to move out of our East York 

house, and I backed off, realizing I’d lose not 

only my daughter, but my best friend. 

Emma quit university and started working 

full-time at a college campus tavern. I am the 

first to admit she isn’t Albert Einstein, but I 

urged her to consider returning to university 

part-time, for night courses. I promised to 

help pay tuition. She hemmed and hawed, 

saying she’d think about it.  

When I saw the porn videotapes in her 

room during house cleaning, I felt emotionally 

charged. I grew hot and the blood rushed to 

my head. The heavy cardboard box, bursting 

at the seams with VHS videotapes and DVDS, 

I picked up with a quick jerk and snatch. With 

the cardboard box in my arms, I charged 

downstairs, where my daughter was reading a 

book on nutrition while she watched an 

evening talk show, wearing that silly hockey 

baseball cap backwards, eating yoghurt like it 

was cod liver oil. She wore the jersey 

sweatshirt of her favourite hockey team, The 

Toronto Maple Leafs, the sleeves for which 

she had pulled up, revealing the oversized 

biceps she had acquired from constantly lifting 

weights and pumping iron in a gymnasium for 

boxers in Cabbagetown. I snatched the remote 

control from her hand and turned off the 

television. "What the hell are these?"  

Emma looked up with a blank expression 

when she saw the box.  

"Well, what the hell are on these tapes? 

Where the hell did you get them? Do you 

know how much these things cost?" 

"They're porn movies, mom.” 

“Porno movies. That's all you can say?” 

She gazed at me with a jaded expression 

and gingerly lifted the box from her arms. She 

started carrying it back upstairs, saying, less 

nonchalantly, “My videos and viewing habits 

are none of your fucking business." 

“They're filthy, disgusting, and I wouldn't 

at all be surprised if they're illegal." 

“Mom, where I buy them they're less than 

half-price. These movies don’t have packages 

because they are used, previously viewed. 

Besides, these videos have the province’s film 

review board’s stamp of approval right on 

them.”  

“I don't give a shit. This is smut. Only a 

perverted man would look at these. Or a 

screwed up lesbian.” 

“Ma, I'm not going to waste time 

explaining, or arguing with you. Just please 

leave my videos alone.” 

“Don't tell me what to do. I’m your 

mother.” Then she told me the owner of a 

porn shop wanted to make her assistant 

manager. “You’re going to work at a porn 

shop? Are you crazy?” 

“Flip is a writer. He wants to hire me so 

he has more time to write his screenplays.” 

“If he’s a writer, why is he running a porn 

shop?” 

“Because porn makes Flip money—lots of 

money—freedom to pursue his dream.” 
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“Emma, you’re a young woman. There’ll 

be dirty old men, forty-year-old virgins, fifty-

year-old perverts, coming into the store, 

wanting to make trouble. You’re too pretty.” 

“So, if I am too young for the store, I 

guess I am too young for the bar.” I wanted 

her to quit that job, but I gazed at the huge jar 

of tips, toonies, loonies, quarters, on the 

coffee table she earned from bar patrons. I 

decided not to pursue her choice of work, but 

she went on the offensive, like her father, 

when he was drunk, which made me think 

maybe drink wasn’t the source of all his evil. 

"And please do not tell me what to do. You 

know, I can always move out." 

"For Christ's sake. I'm sick of hearing you 

whine: I'm going to move out—" 

"Ma, there you go, talking like white trash. 

Why can't you learn to speak proper English?" 

"If you’re so smart, why did you drop out 

of university?” I challenged. 

"And how far did you get in high school?”  

"Go ahead! Move out!” I screamed. 

"Yes, Mom, there you go again, like white 

trash!” she muttered heatedly. 

I slapped my daughter across the cheeks, 

practically sending her reeling. I breathed 

hard, having lost control of my breathing. 

“What kind of girl are you?—calling your 

mother white trash!” 

My daughter started sobbing, the same 

daughter profiled by a student journalist as the 

pretty petite boxer with giant sized fists. 

Swelling with pity, I started apologizing, and 

even attempted to hug her remorsefully, but it 

was to no avail.  

Emma cried as she burst out of the house 

and ran down the Sammon Avenue. I hurried 

after in the sports car my ex-husband left me 

over a decade ago, a Camaro almost as old as 

my daughter and chased her down Coxwell 

Avenue, where, near the intersection with the 

Toronto East Hospital, where I worked as a 

dietary aide, the cross guard waved her orange 

flag desperately and called the police on her 

radio. I sped the noisy low riding car down the 

street past her. Then, I turned the car around 

and drove onto the sidewalk towards her, 

trying to block the path in front of her. 

Instead, I sent Emma flying, palms down on 

the front hood.  

"I'm never coming back!" Emma 

screamed. I lost sight of her as she dashed off 

into a park near the firehouse and the subway 

station on Danforth Avenue.  

I was worried she was serious about 

harming herself, or that she might do 

something rash. After past histrionics, I had 

imagined her hanging from the rafters of our 

house with the jump rope she used for boxing 

exercises. She was not only my child but also 

my friend, and I feared she might leave home, 

become desperate, or upset enough to make a 

suicide attempt. I thought I lived in a time of 

tumult and uncertainty—where youth like my 

daughter were expected to act and react 

erratically. I drove to all the places where my 

daughter might find solace. I even parked the 

rusted Camaro and rode the TTC subway to 

her favourite hideaways and getaways in the 

city of Toronto. I even took the subway to the 

Eatons Centre where Emma sometimes sat in 

the food court and read her self-help and 

health books before she was booted out by 

caretakers and security guards after closing 

hours. I visited the Starbucks cafe on Danforth 

Avenue and the Second Cup coffee house on 

Bloor Street West where she sometimes hung 

out, and even the parks where she sometimes 

sat at picnic tables writing in her diary. I even 

summoned the nerve to visit the porn shop on 

Saint Clair Avenue West she frequented.  

I ended up talking to Philip, thin, 

impeccably groomed and dressed in a fashion 

that merged college prep and punk, who wore 

a beret, thick round spectacles. Yes, he looked 

like an academic, a university professor, as he 

read a thick fat book on movie theory, a book 

with three thousand razor thin pages in 

extremely fine print, behind the front counter, 

lined with posters of porn stars, and cash 

register. I couldn’t believe that this man who 

used the phrases “negation of 

heteronormativity” and ”emotional 
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intelligence” in the same sentence when 

describing my daughter in glowing terms with 

a cheerful face, who sounded like an open-

minded professor, was the owner and 

manager of a porn shop. He shook my hand, 

and I recoiled, staring down the length of his 

arm, including his fine, jewelled watch and 

then examining my palm. He smiled and said 

he recognized me because I looked like a 

slightly older version of “the artistically 

sculpted Emma.” After I vaguely asked, he 

said he had not seen Emma and handed me 

an envelope. In the McDonalds fast food 

restaurant next door, I went to the washroom. 

I washed and scrubbed my hands of any 

potential semen stains and then tore the 

envelope open. I couldn’t believe my eyes; it 

was a cheque from the porn shop for fifteen 

hundred dollars and also contained Emma’s 

social insurance card and a health insurance 

card with a little Posit note attached listing the 

health and dental benefits.  

Finally, I rode the streetcar and subway 

train and shuttle bus to the boxing gym on the 

east side of Toronto, in Cabbagetown, where 

a few boxers trained and exercised at 

midnight. A boxer, seeing the dried tears and 

concern on her face, turned and muttered 

something about Cliff beating up his girlfriend 

again to a boxer pummelling a punching bag. 

He asked me how he could help. I mentioned 

Emma, and he shrugged and said he hadn’t 

seen Emma for weeks.  

Having read her diary, I thought I knew 

where else to find my daughter, and went 

searching, fearful she might do something 

rash. What I did not know was that Emma had 

returned home for her bicycle and cycled 

down Coxwell Avenue south to the lakeshore 

boulevard. That very evening, Emma cycled 

along her favourite bicycle lanes throughout 

the city, impervious to police who might have 

stopped her for bicycling at night without a 

helmet or a light. She was a jogger, but, hating 

the extent to which she became addicted to 

exercise, she gave up running as part of her 

training and conditioning. The distances she 

forced herself to run, running farther, covering 

more and more kilometres, taking more and 

more time each day, burning more calories 

than she could consume and losing weight, 

tortured her. She found the switch to cycling 

more pleasurable—touring around the city, 

taking in the sights and sounds.  

During her bicycle tours around the city, 

I read later in her diary, she contemplated 

giving up boxing because her family physician 

warned her about dementia pugilistica—brain 

injury and permanent damage from repeated 

blows to the head. She grew to have a crush on 

her doctor, who gave her neurology 

monographs and medical journals she 

analyzed with a yellow highlighter marker and 

a beetle brow, wearing her Toronto Maple 

Leafs baseball cap backwards, and an 

unabridged dictionary and medical dictionary 

handy on her bedroom desk. When she first 

consulted her doctor, dementia pugilistica had 

been the least of her concerns. Then she 

worried about sexuality. I couldn’t understand 

how she’d feel comfortable talking to a male 

doctor about being a virgin. I was just amazed 

myself a girl as pretty as her could remain 

innocent so long.  

On my third package of cigarettes for that 

day, I gave up riding the subway and buses and 

streetcars around the city, searching for my 

daughter. As I parked my car, I wondered if 

my daughter had really left her for good. I 

even feared arriving home to find my daughter 

hanging by her knotted jump rope from the 

rafters. Could she be sleeping with that doctor 

she was always talking about? Damn, if she was 

having sex with that Portuguese immigrant, I’d 

call the College of Physicians and Surgeons 

first thing in the morning and fight to have the 

predator’s license revoked. I simply was not 

prepared to lose my daughter. 

I actually feared arriving home to find my 

daughter hanging by her jump rope from the 

doorframe or light frame. Before I entered the 

house, I lit another cigarette. I stepped inside 

the kitchen of my crowded narrow home and 

turned on the ceiling fan and light. As I 
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stepped into the living room, turning on the 

lamp, I thought I smelled the faint telltale 

odour of porn shops. I noticed that the 

television was on, the screen snowy, the sound 

like a hailstorm on a tin roof. Judging from the 

lighted digits on the instrument panel, she had 

also left on the videocassette player-recorder.  

My daughter had fallen asleep on the 

leather couch, as usual. On the coffee table 

was an extra-large takeout coffee cup, from 

Starbucks, rich with cream, honey, and vanilla, 

no doubt, and a pornographic video movie 

box whose wrapping had been tore off. I 

pressed the eject button on the VCR remote. 

Black Lingerie was the title on the 

videocassette, 82 minutes the duration. With 

Emma asleep on the couch, I rewound the 

tape to the beginning, and gently covered her 

with a comforter, so as not to awaken her.  

Unperturbed, undisturbed, unruffled, I 

watched the adult videotape from beginning to 

end: ejaculate squirted into faces, double 

penetration, cunnilingus, sodomy in 

contortionist positions, the whole sordid mess. 

I took a drag on my cigarette, inhaled deeply, 

and then blew the smoke towards the ceiling 

fan. I decided I would let her daughter 

continue watching the videos. There was no 

sense putting anymore strain and stress on our 

relationship. We did not need the conflict. 

The girl could be as hot-tempered and 

unreasoning as the father she knew only as an 

innocent child. If we ended up fighting, I 

feared the worst: she’d move out of the house, 

never returning to college, living on the streets, 

prostituting her body, joining a gang, pan 

handling, or working in a fast food restaurant 

or suffering some such horrid fate.  

I rewound, fast-forwarded, stopped, and 

paused the tape, until I left the image at the 

place on the video where I had found it. 

Something on the television screen caught my 

eye, though. The porn actor was holding a 

large rubber semi-rigid dildo, as big as the 

largest cucumber I had ever seen. She 

swallowed the dildo in its entirety. Thinking it 

was a camera trick, I rewound the tape briefly, 

pressed stop, then the play button, and then 

pause: the frame was frozen where the massive 

dildo came into view. Then I pressed slow on 

the remote control, which allowed analysis of 

the loop of videotape frame by frame. I 

watched in amazement as the thin woman with 

high arched eyebrows and prominent 

cheekbones took the dildo, plunged it into her 

mouth, and easily swallowed it whole, leaving 

a prominent lump in her throat before she slid 

it out of her mouth. A woman could choke to 

death doing that or suffocate, I thought.  

I fast-forwarded the VCR videotape and 

then stopped at another scene where the same 

woman with exaggerated proportions was 

sitting on a waterbed, talking with a naked 

man, who resembled Robert Redford, except 

he was taller and more muscular. The porn 

actor leaned forward on the bed, met the gaze 

of the woman, and glared at her, ignoring the 

breasts and erect nipples pointing inches from 

his chiselled face. He asked the woman why 

she wanted to fuck him. “Because I love him,” 

she insisted. “No, Rachel, you want to fuck 

him because he’s a priest.” “But I do love 

him,” she whimpered. The nude well-built 

man with washboards abs gazed directly in her 

green eyes was brusque and abrupt. “Rachel, 

he’ a virgin.” “How do you know he’s a 

virgin?” “Because he’s a priest. You want to 

fuck him because he’s chaste,” he said. “No, I 

want to fuck him because he’s a better man 

than you are.” “No. You want to take what is 

most precious to him—his celibacy.” She burst 

into tears and sobbed loudly. ‘”No, no, no! 

You’ve got it all wrong. I love him.” I didn’t 

know what to make of this scene, but it 

occurred in a porn video, and I am not a critic, 

but at that moment it was one of the more 

intriguing movie scenes I’d seen in a while. I 

wanted to watch more, even though I realized 

it was likely only to end in more explicit sex, 

maybe even with someone in a clerical collar. 

I looked to see if I had awakened Emma, but 

she slept soundly. I turned off the video player 

and then stubbed out my cigarette in the 

overflowing ashtray. I left the envelope with 
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her cheque and social insurance card on the 

coffee table beside her hockey baseball cap 

and went upstairs to bed.  

 

It is many years later now. After Emma 

was beaten by a female police officer in the 

campus bar where she worked, she returned 

to studies at York University. She studied law 

and became a paralegal. My daughter earns a 

handsome working in the back office of an 

adult entertainment business in Montreal. She 

tells me at times she is not even certain who 

employs her, since the Internet has changed 

the adult film industry so much. Her TripleX 

company was taken over by a German hedge 

fund before it was partially bought back by the 

original production company that first hired 

her. She helps manage the legal affairs of the 

adult entertainment business where she first 

found work as an intern for the in-house 

corporate lawyer. She works on permissions, 

consent forms, age verification, and checks 

documents and references to make certain the 

models and actors are legal age. She screens 

and verifies the videos freelancers and 

amateurs send the company and upload to its 

website. She handles takedown requests, 

sends letters enforcing company copyrights, 

scouts for suitable locations, and handles 

police and government requests for 

information. She tries to sanitize a sordid 

business and make kosher the fact she earns 

an obscene amount of money from men 

spilling their semen on images of women. She 

tells me she earns over one hundred thousand 

dollars a year. She loves her work, so who am 

I to complain? This is just one of the many 

compromises I have been forced to make with 

my conscience in a bittersweet life.  

 

 

 

John Taveres is the son of Portuguese 

immigrants from the Azores, who was born 

and raised in Sioux Lookout, Ontario.  
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The Icon 
By: Marc S. Cohen 
 

esus hangs in the old lady's living room, just 

above the piano. He watches me every 

Sunday afternoon while I dust her china 

cabinet, or vacuum her baby-blue broadloom. 

He has dark, soulful eyes, sunken cheeks and 

lips as lush as piano wire. A real lady killer. 

Maybe he just wants to keep me honest, make 

sure I don't skip anything. Or maybe he's just 

another slacker who likes to hang around 

while others do all the hard work.  

 I wonder what would happen if he 

suddenly disappeared. Would she freak and 

call security? Help me, please, my Jesus is 
gone. Whaddya mean he's gone? Have you 
checked the pool? Maybe he's just gone 
downstairs for a walk. Would she blame it on 

the devil? Would all her church friends come 

over, sit in a circle and hold hands singing 

spirituals into the dead of night? 

  I can tell he likes me, though. His 

bedroom eyes are constantly coaxing, Hey 

baby, let's play Adam and Eve. I would drop 

my pants in an instant if she wasn't still in the 

room. She pretends to be working on her 

acrostics, but I know she's watching me, too. 

She reminds me about the grime behind the 

bathroom sink I missed last time. I've told her 

over and over it isn't grime, it's excess grout 

that caked over when she had the sink 

installed, and if she wants it removed, she's 

gonna have to hire a fucking contractor. She 

tells me to watch my language, she's a lady. I 

tell her I'm one, too, in case she hasn't noticed, 

and wish I could flash her and Jesus so I could 

prove it.  

 I'm not sure where she comes from, 

somewhere in the Caribbean, I think––

Dominica, the Dominican, or more likely, 

one of the Virgin Islands. How she ended up 

in State College is anyone's guess. There are 

no family photos on her shelves, no children 

or husbands or brothers. Only Jesus. I tell all 

my friends in class about her, how she's older 

than Moses and thick as a brick of dry cow 

shit. They think I'm crazy to do this type of 

work on top of my studies, but it pays better 

than shelving library books, and they 

obviously don't have a single mom who can 

barely afford the air she breathes let alone her 

daughter's college tuition. My boyfriend thinks 

my friends are snobs, that they should try 

seeing how the other 99% live once in a while. 

I tell him I'd be happy to make it into the top 

80%, thanks, which is why I'm in school to 

begin with, isn't it? He's kind of thick, too, but 

I stick with him because he's tall and fair and 

he fucks like a demon. He plays second-string 

tight end for the Nittany Lions and has the 

tightest end I've ever seen. But he's no Jesus. 

 The old lady looks up from her acrostics 

book, asks me if I've done the stove yet. I tell 

her I'm heading over there next. She says she's 

making a pot roast for her church group that 

evening, so I better be sure not to leave any 

traces of grease. I promise I'll do a good job, 

then picture myself shoving her head in the 

stove, slamming the door and turning up the 

gas. All her appliances are old and worn out, 

but she likes to blame the cleaning girl for their 

malfunctions. She accuses me of using the 

wrong cleanser on the burners, which is why 

some of them have stopped working, but I 

swear to her I only use the formula she leaves 

out for me. Then she tells me not to swear. 

One time her fridge was busted, and she 

claimed I must've hit the temperature controls 

when I was cleaning it. I looked at the knobs 

and told her the temperature was set correctly, 

but she just rolled her eyes and told me to be 

careful anyway. I waited till she walked away 

before flipping her the finger. If Jesus saw me, 

he never said. 

 None of my other clients stick around 

when I'm working. Most are at their jobs or 

running errands, or they find excuses to take 

off because they don't feel comfortable being 

at home while The Girl is there. I don't take 

stuff like some of the others, but I do snoop 

around a bit. I found Mr. Creason's kid's porn 

collection under his bed, and I read Mrs. 

J 
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Daley's daughter's diary every week for 

updates on her massive crush on Joey 

Winkler. Last week, she wrote that she fears 

he may be gay, because he's taking Home Ec 

and he hasn't deleted his Justin Bieber 

collection from his iTunes yet. I mean, 

seriously. Mrs. Barrett doesn't know it, but her 

daughter is preggers, though she still hasn't 

decided whether to keep it or not. And I am 

still amazed that Mrs. Dovercourt hasn't 

discovered that phone list of male escorts in 

the back of her husband's top drawer. 

 The old lady, by comparison, is nowhere 

near as entertaining. Occasionally she tries to 

engage in pleasant chit chat, which is even 

more painful than her watchful silences. She 

knows I'm a student, and one time she asked 

me what courses I was taking. I told her I was 

enrolled in the humanities stream, and when 

she asked what that meant, I said I was 

studying to be a secular humanist. She 

frowned like she disapproved, then asked me 

if they have a good chapel on campus. I told 

her I didn't know, and she lowered her head 

and sighed. I wanted to ask her if she ever held 

a guy's dick in her mouth and swallowed after 

he climaxed. I glanced over at Jesus and 

thought, I bet she would if he asked her to. 

 Sometimes when I'm making her bed I 

imagine my boyfriend and me sneaking into 

her place when she's away at church. As I fluff 

her pillows, I envision us fucking like wildcats 

and scattering our sex juices all over her 

sheets. Or I picture myself throwing her 

delicate little body down on the mattress and 

shoving a cushion over her face so she can't 

breathe. She would wriggle and kick at me 

with her spindly legs, her bony fingers 

clutching like tiny spiders while the linens 

plumed up all around her. I would listen to 

her muffled scream dim to a final desperate 

gasp, then I would look up at Jesus and ask 

him, What should I do? Do I finish her off or 

not? And he would gaze back down at me with 

his heavy eyes, his intransigent mouth refusing 

to breach two thousand years of immutable 

silence. 

Marc S. Cohen is a writer, artist, and musician 

born in the United States and residing in 

Canada. He writes little existential pieces 

about people grappling with the 

indeterminacies of life, language, and love. 
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Fortune 
By: Alaina Symanovich 

 
 

The girl I loved, loved white-tailed deer, 

tarot cards, and poems about escape. 

She called us social illiterates— 

all others, just illiterate. 

She could break me like the perfect 

line, like the kindling she snapped 

for campfires nights beside the lake 

as we traded stories. “You can’t 

lie to me,” she said once. Truth be told, 

when she left I burned my last five 

dollars at Madam Moon’s. Heart and head line 

spilled a tale across my white palm, 

clear relief in the shop’s half-light: 

“Not all loves spook so easily.” 
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Hurricane 
By: Alaina Symanovich 
 

 

I wanted you because you spooked me: 

the way you hurricaned after danger, 

eye of your own storms. 

I remember the day you suspended 

from an autumn tree, your face so serene. 

I wanted to hang beside you, inverted, 

but you buckled your branch at its wrist 

and in a splendor of splinters you whirled 

to the ground. Your curls ringleted red, 

crusting the nails of the stranger who nursed 

you—whose bed you abandoned 

before dawn broke over me. I took too long 

to learn the term decadent: it means 

someone hell-bent on pleasure; indulgent. 
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Villain 
By: Alaina Symanovich 
 

 

Someone hell-bent on pleasure, indulgent: 

I explicated you in simplest terms, 

parsed you to your meanest meaning. 

I sketched you as the villain dragging me 

down the road to hell, never figuring 

you’d trace a different path if you could 

or turn around if you saw paradise 

rainbowed in the rearview mirror. 

I stole the breath of your last cigarette, 

stained myself charcoal and coughed ash 

laughing at your jokes. I blamed you 

for the fire howling under our tires, for my blood 

running dry and the road running out. 

I never asked what drove you, or why.
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Staked 
By: Alaina Symanovich 
 

 

I never asked what drove her, or why. 

Rooted, I liked how she flew 

so far above me. I felt like Rusty,  

the scarecrow outside my childhood home. 

I pretended Rusty was my love 

and brushed my young lips 

to his prickly burlap kiss. 

As her Rusty, I knew my place 

day and night: waiting, husk-hollow, 

staked down. Not everyone can stand 

under ashen skies, ankle-deep 

in soil as the clouds dissolve to snow. 

But I stood sentry for the glitter of her  

kiss, a promise adrift in the wind.  
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Relief 
By: Alaina Symanovich 
 

 

A glitter—a promise—a drift in the wind— 

she ghosted on the snow, flickering 

in and out of focus. I balanced 

a camera in one hand, struggling 

to capture a picture of her: partial 

presence, half-relief. That’s true likeness: 

not the illusion of reality 

but reality as we like it. I preserved 

that image of us: she, and who I was 

with respect to her. I was always 

in respect, deferential, stepping back, 

half-lit silhouette. In hindsight, 

defying her meant losing my place, 

falling free of her orbit, into space.
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Retrograde 
By: Alaina Symanovich 

 
 

Falling free of your orbit and into space 

I am a planet meandering west, 

in theory. I appear to backtrack 

but your reign is stronger 

than my revolution. You wring 

my hand and cast me back in your wake, 

into the shadowy spot where someone  

so sluggish belongs. 

Maybe I pretend to stray to show you 

that I’m slower, my hold 

on gravity slacker than yours. When I settle 

back into place, holding you fast, 

you can spin this story into the stars: 

how I’m a letdown who can’t carry on. 

 

 

 

Alaina Symanovich’s work has appeared, or is forthcoming in Word Riot, Gravel, Switchback, 

Fogged Clarity, Fiction Southeast, and other journals. 

 

*Editor’s Note: 

Alaina Symanovich’s poems are selected from her crown of sonnets titled Fortune, which is 

forthcoming from Damaged Goods Press later in 2015.   
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The Convenience of Presentism 
By: M.A. Istvan, Jr. 
 

White fuckers decimate 

the black people and then 

have the audacity to parade 

the most audacious effects 

on daytime talk shows, saying 

without saying, “Just look 

at how depraved they are.” 

 

 

 

M. A. Istvan, Jr. is a gender-queer, race-queer, and-many-other-sorts-of-queer instructor of the Gay 

Science (Die fröliche Wissenschaft) at Texas A&M University. Istvan is working on controlling the 

rage he feels when people do not believe him. Decent length, plus intense martial arts study from 

the age of 4, used to allow him to perform autofellatio in his early teens. One of the measures he 

uses for determining whether new acquaintances have a chance at being included among his inner 

circle of friends is if they believe him about the autofellatio thing. His most recent poetry has 

appeared in Quiddity.  
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Photography 

 

Caught 
By: Jeffrey S. Callico  
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Theory of Something  
By: D. E. Gosden 
 

He's a slight boy. Gangly,  

all arms  

and legs. He knew he was queer 

before he began middle  

 school. It's  

 

true. Our sexuality is determined by the  

 time we are  

five years old. I learned this fact in  

my PhD class entitled  

"Personality Development." Kids  

 

 can be cruel.  

It is Spring and the flowers and  

fresh plastic shoots of verdant  

 landscape push 

 

themselves up by their nimble  

plastic strength. The light  

and cool  

air swooshes past the boy just as the  

boy jumps by it. One would  

 think the  

 

boy could enjoy his  

bike ride home. After all, school is  

out. He waited all week for this.  

It's Star Trek  

night. His mom most likely made  

 his favorite  

 

custard.  

The boy is quote unique  

 unquote. The 

boy cannot comprehend  

the metaphor  

of existing on the outside but  

forever looking  

 in. He senses  

 

 that he's 

actually on the inside peeping out  

and it's fucking steam is the  
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devils teapot.  

And he brushes it off on his most  

glorious young life where one's  

"oddness"  

 is not praised.  

 

 If only the 

others would be awed by his  

science project costume as  

the Large Hadron Collider. He  

stayed up  

all night to sew cut outs of  

 

 ion particles 

and its function, mashing together.  

They don't get his big  

brain that has dreamt of Leonard  

Nimoy, Stephen  

Hawking, Stan Lee and  

 

 Will Wheaton in 

consecutive and concurrent  

nights. 

The boy said to his friend, "many  

kids never realize their potential as  

electric  

stars shooting  

 past the earths  

 

topography." "And the warmth of  

intenerate bright portals  

sun beamed 4th of  

July sparklers at  

 one another."  

 

 The boy doesn't  

mind being a cliché of  

sui generis.  

He'd stopped wearing pastel shades  

and  

funky socks. He drew the  

 

 line at the  

zig zag ones though. Tough shit, he  

thinks. 

The boy's owled hope is that kids lay  

their corroded igneous arguments  
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aside and  

 

 love the moon.  

Appreciate the vast spatial 

connectedness of Galaxies. Not bore  

holes  

into you like post  

apocalyptic zombie hunters in the  

 

 copper gloom  

that circle his face and arms that 

they put there in the first  

 place. His  

 

contusions like a  

spoomey mixture  

of bad kidney urine, smooshed  

eggplant and  

grey gunk blurred into  

a sad ocean that only sings  

the blues.  

 And instead  

 

become dazzling like the stars  

that he daydreams he  

dances upon  

and everyone speaks an exclusive language  

but still find ways  

 to communicate  

with one another. 

 

 

Contributor's note: recently sitcom actor of The Big Bang Theory, Jim Parsons, received his star on 
the Hollywood Walk of Fame. In an interview on that day, Jim said that he was teased and bullied 
relentlessly. I'd like to think I'm drawing on a larger picture here. The perpetrators that dispense 
hurtful words at one another while we're young can be traumatic. It can also be the catalyst that 
propels a person like Jim and others to follow their dreams. Whether one's a famous actor or 
fireman, poet or teacher. We all know that the best revenge is having those dreams realized. 
 

 

 

D. E. Gosden attended School of Visual Arts. She began writing seriously a few years ago. She is 

from New York and lived all over New York City for many years. As for Ms. Gosden's visual art, 

she had a lengthy sabbatical but is back with a vengeance. Her portfolio is in desperate need of 

rebuilding itself as she has given everything away. She creates from South Florida and her goal is to 

blow people’s minds part by hippocampus part. 
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The Bedside Book of Mermaids 
By: Glen Armstrong 
 

As unearthly as the rain  

 beating down upon the earth, 

 

 unexpected bits of you beat down on me. 

 

Memory, the fishmonger, saves 

 the best filets for himself. 

 

Loss and recognition 

 wearing each other’s shoes. 

 

 Your foot, your dampened hair. 

 

This would be happening now, 

 but I’m working at it way too hard. 

 

 By the time I’ve thought it through 

 it’s yesterday’s bare midriff. 

 

 Tomorrow night’s concert under the stars. 

 

The band strikes up “Perfidia,”  

 and the unusual arrangement  

 clears the dance floor, 

 

 brass and woodwinds thumb wrestling 

 for the down beat. 

 

 No strangers to unusual arrangement, 

 we send your husband home 

 

 with the coveted Golden Poodle 

 and his lover, Major Tom. 

 

This is neither a space of our own 

 nor a place to hang our formal wear, 

 

 but I vaguely remember you 

 on the bed with your panties around one ankle 

 like a misplaced rubber band 

 

 and your aquamarine party dress 

 pulled up over your upper half 
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 like a bouquet of zany seaweed, 

 like a mermaid in reverse.  

 

 

 

Glen Armstrong was born on the same day as British actress, Jenny Agutter, and edits a poetry 

journal called Cruel Garters. Once when he was just a kid, he saw a man at The Detroit Zoo wearing 

a pants made out of an American flag.  
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Migration 
By: Sarah Grodzinski 
 

All the gravity in the world 

couldn’t keep you from getting high.  

Your fingers are small bones 

that balance your blunt 

as you slip into a hollow world 

and create a tarried illusion of reality. 

 

You have what it takes to make me crawl 

on my knees and imitate a dog, 

panting for the wrong reasons, 

in preparation of this storm. 

 

I remember the first day of the month 

you were in a panicked stupor 

when the snow geese flew in dozens 

outside of our window, gathering 

in spit-licked flocks their feathers 

lining the house, and you watching 

their beauty as you grabbed the windowsill. 

 

I opened the door to watch 

their abrupt explosion of flight. 

suddenly felt powerful, 

an alertness for the sun in my paisley skin. 

But there’s a danger in the timing. 

One second sooner 

and you could have lit your last joint, 

the smoke bedding your eyelids, 

and the birds could have flown away, 

or never have been there at all.  

 

 

 

Sarah Grodzinski has an MFA in Creative Writing from Chatham University in Pittsburgh. She 

teaches English Composition and helps coach Women’s Tennis at Lebanon Valley College in 

Annville, PA. She is currently reading Mark Strand’s poetry every day and looking to publish her 

collection, On Beacon Street. She have a collection, This Frayed Universe forthcoming from Etched 

Press. 
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Pizza 
By: Robert Eversmann 
 

You've lost the skin off your face. Feel it. There’s just nothing there anymore. Only muscle. It's 

sensitive.  

you: ow, pffh. 

Blood drips little drops sometimes onto your shirt. But where Is your face? Better retrace your 

steps.  

No blood on the street, can’t have lost it here.  

The pizza parlor. There was a great deal on remember?  

There. That cheese. Clear your throat— 

you: hey. slice of cheese? 

They’ve spread your nose, your ears, your eyeballs—your face, all cut up.  

Your personality reduced to pizza. 

server: order up!  

-gasp- 

Never mind. It’s pizza. It’s just pizza. Get out of there!  

-pizza drops, bell dings- 

server: hey!  

you’re huffing and puffing. 

So embarrassing. But check Powell’s Books! That man there. Holding a sign. What’s he 

whispering:  

faces, faces—every now and then there's faces—page 383, computers, Gold 

Room, rubies...'  

On second thought—  

-car passes- 

—this lead is bogus, keep walking, where were you before that? Cross Burnside again, go to Living 

Room theaters, you Dropped Your Face into a MarTini!  

-door into living room opens- 

you: hmm..  

Everyone's drinking beers, not a drop of gin in sight. Foiled again...  

But you're here anyway, buy a ticket, take a break.  

you: one please.  

ticket-seller: here. 

you: 9.99?! 
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That's ok, life's been rough. Buy some popcorn, a cola. Now have a seat in the theater. Get 

comfortable now.  

~overture begins~ 

Shh, it's starting. That overture is familiar though.  

And, wait, these credits—what’s?  

And, suddenly, No! This couldn't be! There it is! In celluloid! You can't believe! Your face! Your 

face on the big screen! It’s huge!  

 

You're bigger than the MGM Lion! You've gone Hollywood Baby! A Star! A Real Star!  

 

 

 

Robert lives in Portland, Oregon. He co-runs cute sister press with his partner, Kayleigh Nelson.  
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Acrylic 

 

Rites of Spring 1 
By: C.F. Roberts  
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Things My 74-year-old Father Says That Do Not Mean 

What He Thinks They Mean, With Helpful Notations For 

Those Who May Be Similarly Confused 
By: Rebecca Schwab 
 

1. Cir·cle Jerk \ ’sǝrkǝl, ‘jǝrk \ n: Not a traffic circle, like the one recently built at Routes 5 

and 20 in Irving, NY, right next to the Seneca Hawk smoke shop, gas station, and casual 

eatery (home of all-you-can-eat spaghetti).  

2. Hand Job \ ‘hand, ’jäb \ n: Not a hand-operated tool or piece of machinery, i.e. “Eric, I’m 

already using the nail gun so it’ll have to be a hand job for you” is incorrect, misleading, 

and gross. 

3. Dou·ble-team \ ‘dǝbǝl-tēm \ vb: Not when both dogs beg for one’s sandwich. 

4. Blow Your Wad \ ‘blō, ‘yōr, ‘wäd \ vb, adj, n: Not when one spends all of his/her money 

on one item, and no, “blow your load” isn’t any better. 

5. This Guy’s Jerk·ing Me Off \ ‘ this, ‘gīz, ‘jǝrk-iŋ, ‘mē, ‘ȯf \ pron, n+vb, vb, pron, adv: Not 

when the man selling his lawn mower in the Classifieds won’t accept one’s offer of half the 

asking price, (and no, telling him “because I already have six lawn mowers” doesn’t make 

him more inclined to accept the offer; if anything, it just makes him realize you are a 

hoarder and that you will, in fact, pay the asking price). 

6. Get·ting F’d To Death \ ‘getiŋ, ‘eft, ‘tü, ‘deth \ vb, adj, prep, n: Not when one’s youngest 

children are swearing too profusely at the dinner table for one’s liking, and really, Dad, it 

was at the Seneca Hawk. 
 

 

 

Rebecca Schwab writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Her work has appeared in Fringe, The Future 
Fire, Brevity, Slipstream, and elsewhere. It is forthcoming in Allegro Poetry Magazine. She serves 

as acquisitions editor for Leapfrog Press and Crossborder: A Journal of Fiction (Leapfrog Press) and 

Guernica Editions, Canada); teaches creative writing at SUNY Fredonia; and contributes regularly 

to The Observer.   
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Reproducing the Agony 
By: Scott Thomas Outlar 
 

 

s I awoke, the cavernous region I 

found myself in was warm, moist and 

sticky. It smelled of stale blood and 

wasted hope. The walls were fleshy and pink. 

They seemed to be contracting and 

expanding around me. 

 I stood up and nearly fell right back 

down as I realized the floor was shifting in 

fitful convulsions. Traction was hard to come 

by. My feet sank deeper into the wet flesh 

with each step. Not even spikes would help in 

such muck. 

 There was no laughter in this weird 

world, only a numb silence which seemed to 

echo for eternities in every direction. 

 Where was I? How did I get here? More 

importantly, how does one leave? There 

were no exit signs. Hardly anything could be 

seen at all. Just the faint coloration of the 

pink flesh surrounding me on every side. Just 

that awful stench of blood. 

 While slowly, carefully edging around 

the room, I was knocked over by a sudden 

cascading flood of water that came down one 

of the hallways. My mouth filled up and I 

gagged, vomiting the fluid as I desperately 

tried to keep my head above the pool that 

was quickly forming. 

 Then, just as rapidly as it had arrived, 

the water dispersed, flowing out another 

unseen opening. I wondered about this 

invisible release point. 

 I tried to follow the water, hoping to 

escape; but it was no use, the stuff seemed to 

be trickling through some sort of drainage 

system. 

 I caught my breath by taking large gulps 

of air. Which was very unpleasant, what with 

the horrible smell of fresh blood all around. 

 If I seem to be fixating on the blood, 

well, there is a good reason. There was a lot 

of the stuff. Thick. Messy. Congested. 

 Eventually, after what seemed like days, 

I fell into a deep sleep. 

 I dreamt… 

*** 

 The snake towered before me, darting 

its red tongue out, smelling my dirty, filthy 

soul. I had been bad. Awful, even. Time to 

meet my judge. 

 The flaming head of the King Cobra 

rocked rhythmically back and forth, a subtle, 

intricate maneuver that put me into a trance-

like state. 

 My eyes glazed over and my mouth 

dried up. I couldn’t move. I couldn’t think. I 

was at the mercy of the snake. My trial was 

staged. 

 “I am The Christopher,” I heard the 

snake scream at me, though the words 

sounded fuzzy and seemed to be coming 

from far away. 

 “This is my garden which you have 

defiled.” 

 I tried to apologize for what I’d done, 

but no words came out. 

 The snake laughed when it saw me 

struggling. 

 “Silence,” it yelled. 

 So I stayed quiet. 

 It was not the most pleasant time of my 

life. 

 I knew I had done something terribly 

wrong. I felt guilt and shame and remorse. I 

knew I needed The Christopher’s 

forgiveness. But I couldn’t remember, 

specifically, what it was I’d done. 

 “I said shut-up!” Christopher the snake 

burst out. “No more thinking!” 

 The Christopher spit out fiery venom 

from its flaming mouth, burning my skin and 

releasing me from a momentary lapse of 

great confusion. 

A 
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 I was free of the hypnotized state. Fat lot 

of good it did me. For now I was lying in wet 

grass, convulsing from the toxic poison 

flowing through my veins. 

 The snake snaked its way toward me. 

The heat from its Fahrenheit face scorched 

my eyes. 

 “Guilty! Guilty! Guilty!” The 

Christopher cried. Then a group of smaller 

snakes appeared from behind an apple tree, 

joining in the chant. 

 Bleeding, burning, screaming in agony, I 

laid on the ground and waited for the death 

that must soon wash over me. 

 The Christopher, along with the twelve 

other snakes, continued cursing my name 

and laughing at my wretched condition. 

Until, at last, after eons of suffering, the sick 

sound dispersed into tiny fragments of 

nothingness. The pain collapsed in upon 

itself. My eyes shut. 

 I dreamt… 

*** 

 The wild dogs barked and the rabid 

wolves howled, filling the night air with a cold 

heartless sound. 

 Darkness enveloped me from every side. 

Disgust engulfed my poor soul and spit on 

my rotten sinful spirit. 

 The wrathful animals were drawing 

nearer, closing in on my location. I could not 

flee. My legs were numb. My mind was in a 

fog. My lungs were restricted to the point that 

I could barely breathe. Still, the noise grew 

louder. With each passing moment the 

horrible cries became far worse, until the 

beasts were upon me. 

 Their teeth were neon and glowed bright 

white against the ungodly darkness. Crimson 

blood was smeared all over their snouts, 

undoubtedly the remains of their last guilty 

victim. 

 I tried to cry out, to plea for my life, 

miserable though it was. But no words came 

forth. The creatures drew in, laughing as their 

mouths opened wide, snarling all the while. 

 I felt the first bite on my left hand and I 

tried to pry the dagger-like teeth off. Bones 

were crushed. Pain was inflicted. God had 

forsaken me. The Devil, too. 

 I was being torn limb from limb. From 

out my ripped stomach, fluids and guilt laden 

guts spilt upon the ground. 

 The mocking laughter of my tormentors 

intensified. A burning hot glow in the back of 

my mind began to pulsate until it exploded in 

a terrible nuclear reaction. Brain parts flew 

outward and all thought was disrupted. 

 I dreamt… 

 She stood above me, raised up high on a 

pedestal. I was situated, rather 

uncomfortably, far below, spread-eagled on a 

sundial. My palms and feet were nailed down 

at the corners, blood spewing from the open 

wounds. 

 She was an angel. I was a demon. She 

was the most radiant, beautiful sight 

imaginable. I was a disgusting nothing, an 

imposter, a fake, a fault, a lying fuck. 

 Her green eyes shone. My black orbs 

spilled blinding disease. 

 Her gown was pure virginal white, 

defining purity, elegance and grace. My 

clothes were old, tattered, torn and fucked 

many times over in a thousand dirty places. 

 I wanted to tell her how much I loved 

her. I opened my mouth but had no tongue.  

 I needed to be there for her. I needed to 

be her knight. I needed to save her soul. She 

needed me not at all. 

 She raised the flaming sword high above 

her auburn hair, threw her head back and 

laughed in a maddened tone, then thrust the 

sword downward in a death stroke. The hot 

steel met my chest and penetrated straight 

through my broken heart. The black 

poisoned blood spilt from my midsection. 

Consciousness flashed in and out, in and out, 

in and… 

 I dreamt… 

*** 

 They rose me up in their arms, singing 

my praises. 
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 They carried me off toward the temple 

atop the mountain. 

 I was fed the finest sweet meats and 

exotic fruits. I drank of the purest wine until 

an intoxicated feeling swept over me and sent 

my mind into a chaotic swirl. 

 Then they changed. They pulled me 

down and cursed my name. 

 They dragged me back to the bottom 

and shoved me under the water. 

 I struggled to free myself from their grip. 

I tried to emerge from the river. But in my 

drunken, overindulgent state I proved to be 

no match. The oxygen drained from my 

lungs. I swallowed. I passed out. 

 I dreamt… 

*** 

 Into the black. Red searing pain. 

Destruction. Coming undone. 

 The ants swarmed upon my shrunken, 

shaking, shivering, withered body. Tiny fangs 

dug into my sore scabbed skin. 

 Onslaught and agony. Reproduction of 

the pain through replication of the awful 

experience. Disgust. The hell of life. The 

cause of death. Suicidal bombing of sanity. 

 The army of ants licked my wounds and 

pissed down my throat. Red ones, black 

ones, golden ones, silver ones. A multi-

colored horde of the denizens of the 

underworld. Up through their dirt tunnels 

and cities they came, attacking me in my 

guilty state. 

 I quivered. I cracked. I tried to get away. 

But allergic reactions were quick to cause a 

mass disintegration of hope. Freedom was a 

death curse. Heaven was not even an 

afterthought. 

 Saliva dripped down my chin. Sanity 

evaporated. Solace died. Children cried in 

the distance. Babies screamed and went into 

seizures. 

 The ants continued to swarm from the 

four points of Hell, the seven layers of 

Heaven, and the six corners of Earth. The 

sky turned a violent shade of red with streaks 

of suffocating blue spread around, clouding 

up and gasping for oxygen. The swamps 

began to bubble, emitting putrid smells of 

decay and waste. 

 The ants dug in and went for the 

deathblow. Life was a far off oblivion in the 

distance. No savior. No hero. No Godhead 

around. Just rivers of blood. Miles of sick 

thoughts. A line of peasants. A wall of slaves. 

A gutter full of aristocratic values. A mob 

majority. A populace of the medicated 

middleclass. 

 The ants sucked at my puss, devouring 

what was left of my fragile body. The 

congregation of Christopher’s snakes, 

laughing, came upon the scene. The glowing 

angel with her flaming sword swooped in 

from above. The howls and barks began 

once more. The water in my lungs boiled 

and thickened. 

 I did not dream… 

*** 

 I shook as I awakened in shock. I 

twitched in my tortured state of uncertainty. 

 Back in the fleshy, bloody, cavernous 

enclosure. Then expelled. 

 Screaming, crying, I felt the cord 

disengage from my stomach as it was cut. 

 I was released. 

 Reborn. 

 Resurrected. 

 Alive once more. 

 Forgiven. 

 Granted new life. 

 From out the bloody womb I was spit. 

For nine months I had dreamt of pain and 

death and agony and disgusting, wretched, 

horrible shame. 

 But now I was renewed. Reincarnated. 

Another chance in the cycle of existence. 

 After death my soul had journeyed into 

a virgin womb and back into the Electric 

Collective of Life again. 

 Fresh. A child. Innocent. 

 The fragmented dream images from past 

lives began to fade from my consciousness. 
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 Soon, I had forgotten everything from 

before. In my new body, with my old soul, I 

was ignorant of it all once more. 

Thus did the cycle spin. 
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The Machine 
By: Colin Talmage 
 

he ship was old. It was the only one of 

its kind in the universe and the 

universe was dead. Entropy had run 

its course an eon ago. Expansion had ceased 

and all matter had become devoid of life. The 

woman in the ship was the last living thing in 

all of existence. Her job was a lonely one. 

She could stop whenever she wanted of 

course. The ship could clone a replacement. 

She could have any life she desired. She could 

raise a family or become ruler of a solar 

system. She could have friends and partners to 

love. And then, one day, she would die. That 

was the only inescapable truth of life. Every 

single living thing in the entire universe died. 

Except for her. 

She made her way to the ships central 

chamber, sipping a cup of tea and enjoying the 

feel of plush carpeting under her bare feet. 

She wore no cloths, which she felt was 

appropriate for the coming task. She reached 

the chamber and took a moment to consider 

the machine at its center. Like the ship, she 

did not know where it came from or who had 

built it. There were no records on board. Nor 

was there even a system for data storage. The 

women had kept a journal for a time but gave 

it up after accumulating two thousand and 

eighty nine leather bound volumes. 

The woman who had passed her the ship 

was equally ignorant of its origin. As was the 

woman before her and the woman before her. 

Supposedly it had existed forever. The 

woman saw no reason why it would not 

continue to do so. The ship drew its power 

directly from the quantum foam and was 

constructed of self-replicating, self- repairing 

nanites. All it ever required was a bit of raw 

material, something the universe had in 

abundance. It could cross all the vastness of 

space in the blink of an eye, phase in and out 

of existence and even bend the flow of time. 

The interior could be altered to any size, 

shape and specification.  

At the moment it was all silver walls and 

ceilings with thick blue carpeting. With 

nothing more than a thought however, the 

woman could change it all to wood and tile. 

She could form a swimming pool in one of the 

storage bays or a climbing wall in her 

bedroom. If she desired company the ship 

could create a replicant life form of whatever 

color, shape, sex or species she desired. The 

woman was well versed in all the capabilities 

and functions of the ship. The machine 

however, was another story. 

Other than the one function, she had no 

idea what it might be capable of. She stood in 

the doorway of the central chamber, staring at 

the machine. It did not look impressive. The 

outer casing was made from a fixed-form grey 

material that felt cheap to the touch. It was 

cylindrical in shape, as tall as the woman and 

twice as wide. The only visible components 

were a key pad and a thin screen set into the 

casing. The screen displayed whatever text was 

entered in glowing green letters. The woman 

had tried countless commands over the years 

but only the one ever worked and only after all 

life in the universe had vanished. She sipped 

her tea and typed in one she had tried a 

before.  

 

REVERSE PREVIOUS EON. She hit 

the ENTER key.  

 

Nothing. 

 

With a tired sigh the woman punched in 

the only command she knew would have any 

effect. She waited before hitting ENTER, 

tracing the edge of the screen, savoring the 

moment. No matter how many times she did 

this, there was always a feeling of excitement. 

The machine fascinated and confounded her. 

It was the only thing in all of existence whose 

inner workings were a secret. The only clue it 

offered were the words written on its side in 

simple, block letters.  

T 
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General Operations Designer.  

 

She focused her attention back on the 

screen. She knew what would happen when 

she hit ENTER. She had done it fifty three 

times before. The old universe would be 

consumed in the expanding wave front of the 

new one. There would be a disorienting un-

second where the expansion would outpace 

the flow of time, leaving ripples of gravity 

throughout the new universe. A swirling, 

super-heated stew of elements would cover all 

of existence, slowly separating into bodies of 

mass. Stars would be born. Eventually, life 

would arise. Intelligent races would evolve and 

civilizations would spread across all the 

galaxies. The woman would witness as much 

or as little as she chose. Sleeping through 

millennia or spending centuries watching the 

drama of life unfold. But always on the ship. 

Always apart. 

Then it would end. The universe would 

expand to its outer limits. Entropy was 

inevitable. The stars would burn out and all 

the worlds would grow dark. Life would 

disappear. And when the woman was certain 

that there was nothing left, she would do her 

job and ensure that it all came to pass again. 

She looked down at the screen and hit 

ENTER. The glowing green letters began to 

flash. 

 

 LET THERE BE LIGHT. 

 

 And there was light. 
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Person of Interest Diptych  
By: William Paul Plumlee 

 
William Paul Plumlee is a Texas based California artist in-between collecting eggs from his hens. 

His current body of work is a group of abstract digital paintings produced from the manipulation of 

“found” dick pics, porn clips, and photos of famous soccer players, actors, and models titled “Hard 

Throbs.”  
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Wedding Vows 
By: Adam Kuta 
  

othing good ever happens at church. 

Especially when I’m there. Even 

more so when I’m there in formal 

attire. I readjust my bowtie and take my place 

in the wooden pew. Nothing good was going 

to happen today. 

“Such a beautiful setup for a wedding, 

don’t you think, Matilda?” the woman sitting 

in front of me says to the other woman next to 

her. Her makeup plasters onto her face in a 

desperate, yet failed, attempt to mask her age.  

The other woman, Matilda, sneers and 

flips some of her unnatural-looking bleached 

blond hair behind her shoulder. “Sure. So 

long as it doesn’t get crashed,” she says. 

“Crashed?” 

“You didn’t hear?” 

The painted up woman turns towards 

Matilda. “Hear? Hear what?!” 

Matilda smirks. “Really, Ruth? Where 

have you been? Jaime told Judith who told 

Gertrude who told Teresa who told Samantha 

that Wilhelmina is terrified that an ex-

girlfriend was supposed to show up at the 

wedding. Some nobody, low class girl named 

Kelly.” 

Ruth gasps. “That can’t be true.” 

“Oh, of course it is. Why would 

Samantha lie? She has nothing to gain from 

this.” 

“I suppose you’re right.” 

“Of course, I’m right. Plus,” Matilda says, 

“everything that comes from Jaime 

Lieberman’s mouth is one hundred percent 

true one hundred percent of the time.” 

The two women laugh. 

“So, an ex-girlfriend, huh?” Ruth leans in 

closer to Matilda. “I never trusted that Seth 

character for Sarah!” 

In my hands, Sarah Brown and Seth 

Baker embrace each other on the cover of the 

program. No one could question her beauty. 

The phrase “Once in a Lifetime” arcs across 

the bottom of the page.  

I drop the paper to the floor and cover 

her face with my foot. 

“Rumor has it that this ex-girlfriend is 

going to do all she can to win him back!” 

Matilda says. 

“How romantic,” says Ruth. 

“Romantic? I’m just thinking about the 

drama! Just imagine the look on Wilhelmina 

Brown’s face when her only daughter’s first 

marriage falls apart in front of her eyes!” 

“I sure hope they have a great 

photographer.” 

“To think! Today’s the day Wilhelmina’s 

daughter will be overshadowed by some 

random slut.” 

“You mean other than Wilhelmina 

herself?” 

Their laughter grows louder than before. 

A few other guests turn to look at them, and 

the women muffle their snickers. 

Processional music starts.  

Seth and the pastor enter the room from 

a back entrance, and stand up at the altar. He 

wears a white tux, complete with white pants 

and shiny shoes. His vest and bowtie pop a 

bright Kelly green against the dark shirt and 

white coat.  

I sink into my seat. 

Mr. and Mrs. Baker waddle down the 

aisle in the center of the pews. They are an old 

couple; in actuality, they’re Seth’s 

grandparents. 

*** 

“I never knew my parents,” Seth said. He 

slumped back on the couch in my basement. 

His letterman jacket squeezed between his 

arms. “They died when I was four.” 

“I’m so sorry,” I said. 

His face contorted. He stumbled over his 

words several times, but gave up on trying to 

speak after a while. His leg shook against the 

floor. His head fell against the back of the sofa, 

and he wiped at his eyes. We sat in silence for 

a few minutes.  

N 
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“It was a plane crash,” he said. Tears 

welled in his hazel eyes, and I reached across 

the coffee table to wipe them away.  

He smiled. “I’ve never really talked about 

it before…” 

*** 

The elderly Baker couple takes their seats 

in the front row of pews. A barrage of papers 

ruffling throughout the church echoes as 

people fumble with their wedding programs. 

My foot presses harder into the ground. 

Two couples of bridesmaids and 

groomsmen walk down the aisle. And then the 

Maid of Honor and Best Man. Seth’s brother, 

Chad, beaming, arm in arm with Sarah’s 

roommate; his smile vanishes when he notices 

me in the crowd. 

*** 

“Who’s this?” Chad asked. He pointed to 

me as I entered the Baker’s kitchen. 

Seth bit his lip. “This is my friend, Kelly.” 

“Isn’t that a girl’s name? What are you? 

Some kind of fruitcake?” 

“He didn’t pick his own name, asshole,” 

Seth said. 

“Whatever. He still looks like a fairy.” 

Seth grabbed my arm and pulled me 

down the hallway of his house. “Come on, 

Kelly. I’ve got the PlayStation in my 

bedroom.” 

Chad glared at me. “Better not pull any 

fast ones. My brother’s not a homo.” 

*** 

The guests of the wedding chuckle as 

Sarah’s younger brother, Dean, stumbles 

down the aisle. His body almost matches the 

size of the giant, satiny white pillow he carries 

towards Seth.  

Following him is a young girl I don’t 

recognize. She sprinkles red rose petals on the 

floor, littering the aisle with what looks like 

blood splatters on the church’s ornate 

flooring. 

The music shifts. A full orchestral 

recording of some cheesy Taylor Swift love 

song overtakes the speakers, signaling for the 

guests to stand. Funny, though. Aren’t all of 

Taylor Swift’s songs about breakups? 

Wilhelmina and Sarah’s arms intertwine 

as they take their time walking down the aisle. 

Both of them are overdone with big hair and 

even bigger, white dresses. They’re lucky to be 

able to walk down the aisle together side by 

side.  

Matilda and Ruth scoff at the sight of 

Wilhelmina. 

*** 

“I don’t know what to say to her,” Seth 

said. “Her dad just died. My parents have 

been dead since before I can remember 

them.” 

“So, just wish her your sincere 

condolences?” 

“How is that helpful?” He slumped into 

the sofa. 

I leaned into him, resting my head on his 

shoulder. “Why do you need to be helpful? 

Who is this Sarah girl anyway?” 

“My lab partner.” 

“So then, why does it matter?” 

“It just does,” he said. He pulled his arm 

back to his side, forcing me to move away 

from him. 

“Maybe I should go.” 

“Kelly,” Seth said. “Don’t be like that.” 

*** 

Wilhelmina makes a big scene as the 

pastor asks who was offering Sarah to Seth. 

The mother’s long, white gloves reach into the 

sweetheart bust of her gown and pull out a 

rhinestone-covered handkerchief to dry her 

eyes. The two women spill themselves into 

each other’s arms; Wilhelmina sobs tearless 

cries. 

After the mother and daughter’s ‘show of 

affection,’ Sarah walks up the few stairs to join 

with Seth. They join hands. My foot twists on 

the floor, as everyone sits down. 

“The couple has written their own vows,” 

the pastor says. He motions for Sarah to begin. 

Like her mother before her, she reaches into 

her cleavage to remove a sheet of pink paper. 

*** 
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“Original vows?” Seth sat on the floor of 

his bedroom, slumped against his bed. He 

loosened his grip of the PlayStation 2 

controller. “What kind of cliché wedding is 

this, Kelly?” 

“It’s for my Creative Writing class. We 

have to map out our dream wedding.” 

“Creative Writing?” He leaned into me, 

knocking me off balance. “Isn’t that a little 

fruity?” 

I smirked. “Are you saying that you 

should be in the class, too, then?” 

Seth pushed me to the ground, with a 

laugh. “Hey now.” 

“Are you denying it?” I lifted myself 

slightly, resting on my elbow, trying as hard as 

I could to look sexy. Seth’s cheeks turned red. 

“I—I don’t know,” Seth said. “No. I mean, 

yes. I mean—I don’t know what I mean.” 

I sat up and put my hand on his chest. 

“Hey. It’s okay. I’m sorry. I shouldn’t tease 

you like that.” 

His right hand covered mine on his chest, 

and his left hand rose to touch my face. Now 

I was the one blushing. 

Neither of us said anything. We just 

stared into each other’s eyes for what felt like 

eternity. 

“Kelly—” 

“Seth, I don’t wa—” 

His lips pressed against mine. My heart 

stopped. 

*** 

“—and I will love you for all of eternity,” 

Sarah says. She wipes away a tear from her 

eyes and folds up the pink paper to shove back 

into her bust. The paper below my foot rips. 

The pastor shifts towards Seth and nods. 

Seth reaches into his coat pocket, pulling out 

a small stack of notecards. 

“Sarah,” Seth says. He fumbles through 

his notecards and bites at his lip. His eyes scan 

the pews. An awkward silence fills the church. 

“You don’t have to be nervous, son. Just 

read what you have written,” the pastor says 

with an encouraging smile. 

Seth nods, and he looks back at the 

shaking cards in his hands. “Sarah,” he says. 

He glances into the crowd again. 

“Oh, please,” Matilda says to Ruth. 

“What’s he looking for? An escape?” 

“An ex-girlfriend.” Ruth snickers. 

My heart flutters. I readjusted my bowtie, 

shift my weight, and stand up. “Seth.” 

“Kelly,” Seth says. 

Ruth and Matilda gasp. 
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What We Learned 
By: Psyche Kerrigan 
 

We are this year's graduating class.  

We sit in a sea of matching polyester robes and mortarboard hats,  

 the uniform of independence and freedom.  

 

We plodded through school for twelve years, easily but without inspiration.  

We escaped to school, using each day to shield us from a home we would rather avoid.   

We resented school as a waste of time.  

We glowed under the light of a teacher's praise.  

 

We expect the rest of life to be the triumph that school was. 

We expect the rest of our years to be easier than the last four.  

 They had better be.  

  

We take with us what we learned. 

 

We learned the names of the DJs who work our favorite station at six AM, while  

we learned how to drag ourselves out of bed every morning and stumble out the door.  

We learned how to persevere.  

We learned how to pretend to persevere,  

while learning how many tiles make up the ceiling above our Geometry teacher.  

 

We learned that the sound of a bell can mean  

 panic if we are late, liberation if we are bored, and disaster if the test is still not finished.  

 

We learned locker combinations, and locations of remote portable classrooms, and love. 

 

We took an anatomy class and learned that we would never be a doctor.  

We took a driving class and learned that  

 caution is not the same thing as safety and that  

 recklessness is not the same as confidence.  

We took a history class and learned that  

 Ken Burns makes documentaries that are brilliant and gripping,  

 but that we had better not admit to liking them for fear of losing our status as "cool."  

We took a biology class and learned Darwin and dissection and diakinesis and doodling.  

We took a Spanish class and learned that the girl in the back row  

 is the most beautiful girl in the world,  

 and that we will never have the courage to talk to her. 

 

We learned how to drive in family vans and clunky stick-shifts and new imported cars that our 

father bought for us because he did not know how to say the words "I love you."  

 

We learned that Jesus saves, that the faith of our fathers is not for us, and that a spell or two just 

might work after all.  
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We learned to assess people based on what they believe, or what they wear, or who they attract, or 

what their opinion of original series Star Trek is. 
 

We went to community club and did clean-up projects by roadsides and at homeless shelters.  

 At the roadsides, we learned what drug paraphernalia looks like when users discard them, 

 and at the homeless shelters we learned what users look like when drugs discard them.  

We went to political debate club and learned to cry on cue.  

We went to theater club and learned  

 make-up and lighting and secret rituals that bring luck every time.  

We went to the gamer club  

 and the film club  

 and the writing club  

 and learned that we still didn't belong. 

 

We joined band and learned how much to practice,  

 how much to rub elbows, and  

 how much to let ourselves see before ratting out the girl with bulimia to the counselor.  

We joined track and learned that running is the human body's way of flying.  

We joined wrestling and learned  

 we could lose ten pounds in two weeks to fit the weight requirement,  

 and that sweat and blood belong together forever,  

 and that, at the end, when the ref declares us the winner, victory tastes a lot like dying. 

 

We went to work, and learned to hold a job even after we were sick of it.  

 

We went to prom and she danced with us  

 and we knew that we would never love as much again ever.  

We went to prom and he danced with us  

 and it was not as good as we were hoping it would be,  

 but we left certain that we could have any guy we wanted.  

We went to prom and she danced with us  

 and we began-- cautiously-- to realize that we were only attracted to our own gender.  

We went to prom and he danced with us,  

 and we learned that betrayal tastes like  

 a drugged drink and a bloody lip and a dirty bathroom floor.  

  

We learned that we can survive heartbreak. 

 

We are here, celebrating our graduation,  

despite the parent who said we would never amount to anything,  

despite the cancer diagnosis at age eight,  

despite the raging bout of senioritis that dropped our grades by two letters, and  

despite the death of an old friend, who will not be here even though she promised she would be. 

 

We are here, hungover, with our hair unbrushed under our hats.  

We are here, perfect in a hairstyle and make-up we selected weeks ago.  

We took five years to graduate, but we are here.  
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We are here, flushed with the thrill of standing on our own two feet,  

 wearing rumpled robes because our moms did not iron them for us. 

 

We are this year's graduating class.  

And after today the imaginary distance that divided  

 the geeks from the preppies and the jocks from the stoners  

 will become the literal distance  

 between chilly New England college dorms and scorching, sandy barracks.  

  

We are this year's graduating class.  

We take with us what we learned. 
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Third Person Omniscient 
By: Yvette A. Schnoeker-Shorb 
 

ou were a character like any other 

character. You had your opinions and 

were entitled to them. Narcissist that 

you were, you fancied yourself a literary critic. 

Getting an MFA was below you. You perched 

almighty from the loftiness of a cheap website 

where you hid behind a single-name 

pseudonym and exalted the works of dead 

authors while crucifying works of living, little-

known authors. This was your pattern.  

 Yes, you were in your own mind a 

powerful critic—profoundly intellectual, a 

contemporary writer’s nightmare. But behind 

your delusion of power, you were a coward, 

hiding behind a woman’s name, and a first 

name only so that you could never be 

countered or confronted.  

 You should have heeded the words of 

one of Oscar Wilde’s biographers who once 

stated that a critic’s job should be to enhance 

readers’ understanding of the work of an 

author he or she admired, not trash it. It was a 

generous view of a reviewer’s capacity to serve 

in a literary way.  

 But not being that type of reviewer, you 

continued to degrade, use doublespeak, and 

be condescending when addressing new 

literary works that you yourself would never be 

capable of writing. Behind your mean-

spiritedness, however, and uneducated 

character that you were, you did have many 

flaws. One, in particular, was fatal. You did not 

understand the difference between third 

person and third person omniscient. This was 

obvious in your confusion over how thoughts, 

feelings, and motives other than those of the 

protagonist in a third-person story could be 

known. 

 Nonetheless, there was soon another 

character, an assassin hired by one of the 

authors you offended. The second character’s 

role was to kill, and you, the critic, were her 

mark. She felt no remorse at your death. Both 

characters were then deleted.  
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There’s Something I Need 

You to Understand 
By: Zachary Hay 
 

t had been around 5 months since Natalie 

had achieved an orgasm while making 

love with Frankie. As a matter of fact, the 

last time she had climaxed during intercourse 

she had found herself rubbing her clitoris 

against Frankie’s groin so intensely that, 

afterward, she was afraid that she may have 

actually hurt Frankie. When she asked him if 

she was too rough Frankie laughed and kissed 

her and said that no, she was perfectly fine and 

that he loved her.  

In the past five months, Natalie and 

Frankie had made love around forty times 

(Natalie’s approximation) and though Natalie 

had not climaxed, she found it just as 

comforting to have pleased her beloved and 

watch him love her and have him hold her. 

Though she knew she could climax, she had 

done it before and usually had no problem 

doing it on her own when the apartment was 

empty, she just couldn’t make it work like 

Frankie did and the last time she did cum she 

found it such an embarrassing experience she 

didn’t dare do it again.  

The night it happened, Natalie was on top 

which was rare and hasn’t happened since, 

and at some point a fantasy came into Natalie’s 

head—a three way between her, Frankie, and 

Margaret (an ex-girlfriend of Frankie’s)—and 

for some reason something happened, a 

switch flipped (as Natalie put it later while 

discussing it with a friend of hers “We just 

went from making love to fucking. I mean real 

capital-F Fucking!”) and Natalie began 

thrusting like a mad-woman. At one point 

Natalie found herself aggressively grinding 

onto Frankie’s pelvis, causing Frankie to 

groan; possibly from pleasure, probably from 

pain. Natalie, however, didn’t hear any of the 

groans and didn’t notice the bend in Frankie’s 

penis that she was causing, nor did she notice 

her hands at Frankie’s throat or even the way 

she screamed ‘fuck me, you cunt, you bitch, 

fuck me!’ As a matter of fact, Natalie only 

seemed to regain any kind of consciousness 

after her orgasm when she realized she had 

been slapping Frankie across the face, calling 

him ‘bitch-boy’ and bending his penis into a 

U-shape with her vagina.  

Afterward, Frankie told Natalie that if it 

was something more intense she was looking 

for he was totally up for it (Frankie’s words) 

and that he was open minded and Natalie said 

that she didn’t know what had come over her 

and that she was sorry and that it wouldn’t 

happen again. Frankie tried to pry more out of 

Natalie but every time she insisted that it 

wouldn’t happen again and would change the 

subject.  

The first time Natalie had made love to a 

woman was only three months after her 

engagement to Frankie had been made 

official. She was at a party hosted by a friend 

and, since she was unfamiliar with most of the 

other party-goers, she was introduced to a 

group of girls and left to mingle. Most of 

Natalie’s awkwardness was dulled by the 

vodka and cranberry concoctions she was 

drinking, which also, admittedly, assisted with 

pulling her jeans off in a secluded bedroom in 

front of a woman named Jenna who, as fate 

would have it, was also a fan of Fiona Apple 

and loved her (Natalie’s) earrings even though 

they weren’t real diamonds but looked it 

anyway.  

After the experience, which Natalie 

would describe as more “diggy” than she 

expected, the two girls would continue to 

mingle now and again, sending text messages 

back and forth, calling when no one was 

around and hanging out together which would 

often lead back to Jenna’s place where the two 

would have sex that, for whatever reason, was 

so surprisingly guilt-free for Natalie that it 

would feel mundane if it weren’t so ‘fan-

fucking-tastic.’  

The only guilt Natalie would feel came 

some time into the affair when Jenna, while 
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lying in bed with Natalie, naked, holding 

another, commented that she “loved how easy 

you come.” “What?” Natalie responded.  

“You come a lot. I love it. Like, just the 

right amount of pressure and, boom, you’re 

off.”  

“I guess.”  

“It’s nothing to be insecure about, I like it 

when you come.” 

“I’m glad you like it, babe.” Natalie said, 

thinking about Frankie heaving and hawing on 

top of her like an ill-maintenanced tractor. 

For months Natalie divided her time 

between Frankie and Jenna without Frankie 

ever knowing. Though this worked, Natalie 

knew eventually she had to tell Frankie that 

the wedding was off and that they were 

through and that she loved a woman of all 

people and that she was sorry. When she 

discussed this with Jenna she would get 

simple, stoic answers: “Yeah, I guess you 

should probably tell him soon because you 

love me and not him and it’ll be easier for all 

of us when you tell him that.” 

“It’s not that easy, Jenna.” Natalie would 

say.  

“Do you love me?”  

“Yes.” 

“Do you love Frankie?” 

“I—No.” 

“Alright, than. Easy.”  

“…I love you too, by the way. But, of 

course, you already know that.” Jenna would 

say, then kiss her. This scene would find itself 

playing almost on a reel some nights.  

“…If you knew how much I love you’d 

fucking kill yourself for doing this.” Frankie 

said.  

“Stop. Fuck you.” Natalie said. 

“You’re right I’m sorry. I’m just—Jeez, I 

didn’t that. I just—I just love you so much, 

babe. I can’t help it. You’re killing me.” 

Frankie was crying now.  

“I can’t help it either. I like women, 

Frankie. If I didn’t, I’d stay with you. You’re a 

great guy. You’re gonna make some girl very 

happy. Won’t be me, though.” 

“You’re not a lesbian.” 

“I wouldn’t lie.” 

“Yes you would. How should I know? 

How can I trust you?” 

“I don’t know. I don’t care if you trust me 

or not. I don’t even care if you believe me. I 

hope you do but, whatever.” Natalie was 

picking up her bags now. Frankie approached 

her but never touched her. Wanted to, surely, 

but never touched her. 

“Before you go just listen. Okay? Just 

listen a minute.” Frankie said. 

“What?”  

“If you change your mind, come back.” 

“Whatever, Frankie.” 

“No, wait!” Frankie said. Natalie turned 

around. Frankie continued: “If you ever want 

to try again don’t even hesitate. I love you. I 

love you and I’ll never hold anything against 

you because I love you.” 

“Okay, Frankie. I won’t come back, 

though. I need you to—No, I want you to 

understand this; I feel disrespected when you 

act like I would be so—so fucking frivolous that 

I would do something like this without being 

sure. Okay?”  

“I respect you.” Frankie said.  

“I respect you too.” Natalie said and left.  

 

 

 

 

 

Zachary Hay was born in Detroit, MI in 

1994. He is a full time student at Schoolcraft 

College in Livonia, MI and enjoys reading, 

writing, and performing stand-up comedy. He 

has been writing fiction since high school but 

has never before been published. His 

influences include David Foster Wallace, JD 

Salinger, and Woody Allen.  
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To Mr. Frankenstein, upon the Destruction Wreaked by 

His Work 
By: Erin Redfern 
 

Sick Victor, sad grad student, what good will one more nervous breakdown do,  

really? Buck up your mealy mouth and be frank:  

 

so your project didn’t pan out as you expected. Well, you cranked up  

this mad merry-go-round and, like it or not, you’ll ride it out.  

 

You’ll cling to your devil, cleave to his angelic strength,  

his graveyard neck good as anywhere to bury your face.  

 

He’s all you have left. Nestle close in his arms; he won’t throw you off.  

Mistakes never do. He’ll stay with you, cradle your head in his fearsome hands,  

 

hold back your hair when you can no longer stomach the perpetual spin,  

the tinny, hilarious music, the bad choices, each upon each, that led you here.  

 

What’s done is done. Don’t run. The past can carry you. Be borne  

by his untutored strength. Step off the painted edge of this platform:  

 

the machine is suspended in moonlight--rods and sweeps, ring gear,  

each improbably saddled unicorn, each manticore and mare.  

 

The forest is black. His eyes are lamps.  

Your humility rises beneath you like the sea.  

 

 

 

Erin Redfern has previously appeared in Zyzzyva and the national edition of Red 
Wheelbarrow and is forthcoming in Scapegoat Review and Mud Season Review. She have taught 

literature and writing at Northwestern University and at the secondary level in the California Bay 

Area. She enjoys both attending workshops (with Ellen Bass, Joe Millar, Brenda Hillman) and 

hosting them (most recently, an introduction to poetry series for seniors at the Campbell Community 

Center and a found poem tutorial with Poetry Center San Jose). In 2015, she will serve on the board 

of Poetry Center San Jose and this February as poetry judge for the San Francisco Unified School 

District’s annual Arts Festival. 
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Untitled 
By: Terri Jane Dow 
 

Begin. Curl yourself around the earth, 

Your shadow a scar across the night sky. 

I cloaked you in constellations, 

Drew circles around you  

In chalk, and salt, and dust, 

But you would not be kept. 

The earth trembles, 

And I am too much, or not enough. 

 

 

 

 

Terri Jane currently lives in Essex with lots of books. She graduated from her MSc at the University 

of Edinburgh in 2014, and writes mostly about gender and feminism. In her spare time, she edits 

Severine Literary Journal, and spends far too much time on Twitter. You can follow her @terrijane. 
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Tampa Raised You Up 
By: Alexandra Stanislaw-Bennett 
 

e tells me I know nothing about life. 

He tells me beyond the horizon of 

this valley there is a whole world, and 

I know nothing of it. I am irrelevant. Since he 

met me, he’d known. 

Three years ago when he visited 

Richmond, Indiana to meet a mother he’d 

never known, our story began. Now he is 

twenty-four and beginning again. We hadn’t 

spoken since he’d returned to Florida. But he 

called as soon as he thought he was coming 

back to Indiana, and I was beside myself 

listening to the whole conversation, feeling 

vibrant but as if I couldn’t help separating 

myself from happiness I’d known before. He 

doesn’t have a careful grip on life, but he’s got 

a careful grip on me.  

He arrives forlorn, and I don’t know how 

to respond. His beautiful face is gaunt. 

There’s a sharpness to his cheeks I don’t 

remember and tint of gray under his eyes. 

He’s skinny and his skin hangs off his skeleton 

because there’s no meat to prop it up. He’s 

starved himself since he’s been away. 

I embrace him immediately. It’s been too 

long. He’s been too much. I hadn’t think of 

anything else but this chance again to hold 

him. He doesn’t shake me off, but he doesn’t 

put his arms around me with any enthusiasm. 

I want to ask him why he’s come back if he 

seems so miserable about it, but I don’t. I talk 

too much as it is, and I won’t ruin the moment, 

even if it is only my moment and not his. 

“I missed you,” I say. 

“I missed you too,” is his automation. A 

talking greeting card would have a better tone. 

I believe I might be the only one to agree 

to pick him up. I wouldn’t ask a friend to do 

this task. I’d ask my mother. But my mother 

isn’t his mother, and his mother is who she is. 

She may not even know he’s here.  

I might be the only one to offer him a 

place to stay. I might be the only one to love 

him. I don’t want to believe that I am the only 

one. 

We drive to my apartment. He has one 

bag. That’s his whole world in one not-very-

neatly packed place. He’s quiet the whole 

time. I don’t try to talk or touch him. I let him 

listen to the music he chooses. I let him watch 

the buildings swing past the passenger window. 

He’s easier on the highway. He relaxes and 

sets his eyes on the same tree, one right after 

the other. Two turns, a right exit, and we’re 

home. 

We eat when he’s settled. He consumes 

his dinner in the guise of a four hundred 

pound man rather than his one hundred and 

thirty pound self. He isn’t satisfied, so we find 

him more. We watch television. He stares like 

he’s not really watching. I don’t ask him what 

he’s thinking. We sit in the dark, and then we 

decide it’s time for bed. 

I lie next to him on my bed, intended only 

for me and never for two. It’s a queen, but 

everything rotates around a center I call my 

nest. I cuddle up there at night and only fall 

asleep if I feel myself surrounded by blankets 

and pillows. I’ve moved it all so he has room. 

I turn over and face away from him, lying 

on my side. He’s on his back behind me. I feel 

him shift and expect it to be away from me as 

I’ve turned away from him, but instead I feel a 

hand lay on my side. Then the hand follows 

my pleasantly puffed out pot belly, and a 

disembodied arm circles around me. The arm 

reunites with a body, and I feel the whole of 

him against my back. He’s warm and soft 

despite how thin he appears.  

“Thank you,” he says. 

“For what,” I ask. 

His face draws in closer to my neck. I feel 

lips brush tenderly against my skin. I feel my 

gut pull in and my heart squeeze with all its 

might. 

“For everything,” he says. “Now and 

every moment on.” 

We fall asleep this way. 

He tells me I saved him. All he thought 

about was me. All he wanted was me. He tells 
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me that the words were too much to speak, 

and they only after a few years seem ok to even 

whisper. He tells me he will follow me over 

the hill and out of the valley where I will see 

the rest of the world. We will stand together at 

the top looking down.  

Since he stepped off the 5:35 in from 

Tampa, he’d known. 
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studies literature and writing. In 2014, she 

published a screenplay in Penguin Review. 
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Space Invaders and Bread 
By: Gab Halasz 
 

y mother is an alien. She might be 

from Venus or Mars, or maybe 

even as far away as Betelgeuse. It’s 

hard to say, she doesn’t sport antennas or 

tentacles. So you really can’t tell just from 

looking at her.  

I’m sitting at the kitchen table in the 

middle of a sea of baking. Bread in every stage 

of preparedness surrounds me. The tendrils 

of the yeasty, sweet aroma hooked me in the 

driveway as I was walking home from school, 

and then reeled me in like I was the ravenous 

Bugblatter beast of Traal. Now as I sit here, 

the scent of the hot, crunchy loaves embrace 

me like a succubus for the senses.  

Shafts of sunlight stream through the 

window and glint off the knife I wield. I cut a 

large bun in half; the crust crackles beneath 

the blade and releases a wisp of steam. I 

smother both halves in shimmering, globs of 

melting butter; it dissolves into the soft, white 

interior leaving yellow blots. I take a bite—it’s 

crunchy and squishy—both at the same time. 

Yum. 

“When I had my coming-out party I was 

fifteen,” Mom says.  

Coming-out, meant that she was old 

enough to go to dances and to socialize. She 

tells me that it meant that she had officially 

become a woman. On this planet ‘coming out’ 

means something completely different. And, 

as far as I know, there is no tradition which 

creates official women here. I reach for 

another bun before I finish the first one.  

“I could have danced forever. I was 

wearing a white, summer dress with tiny, blue 

polka dots. The matching jacket had a hidden 

pocket. I used it to hold my lipstick. My shoes 

were navy blue with three inch heels.” She lifts 

her apron as if it is a skirt and looks down at 

her slipper clad feet.  

Clothes always take center stage in Mom’s 

stories. Peter Pan collars, empire waists, 

French cut something-or-others, scooped do-

dads, and ruffled puffy things. I don’t know 

what any of it means, and I certainly don’t have 

any interest in finding out. I picture myself 

tottering around in shoes with three inch 

heels. Even in my imagination I’m lying on the 

ground with a twisted ankle and my dress 

hiked up around my hips. Besides, I already 

loom above most of the kids in my class; I 

certainly have no interest in exaggerating my 

five foot ten-ness. I take another bite. Bread 

shrapnel falls onto my t-shirt and into my lap. 

I lick a greasy spot off my lips. When I rub 

them together it feels like I’m wearing lipstick.  

“The butcher’s son had a crush on me. 

He smelled like soup.” She shudders. “He 

was twenty six. For me, he was an old man 

already.” She places a pan of newly risen 

dough onto the stovetop and then squints into 

the oven. While her back is turned I pilfer 

another roll. The kitchen is already hot, even 

though the window is thrown wide, but when 

she opens the oven-door the temperature 

spikes. I feel beads of sweat begin to roll down 

between my breasts. She does a quick switch 

of pans and then transfers a steaming loaf onto 

the cooling rack in front of me. The air above 

it shimmers.  

“My brother’s friends all wanted to dance 

with me. Janos Farkas even tried to kiss me.” 

She brushes the top of the bread with a small 

glistening pastry brush and then pushes her 

bangs out of her eyes with the back of one 

arm. I can tell by the look on her face that she 

is pleased with the memory. Her cheeks glow 

pink with more than the heat of the room.  

“I wouldn’t even let him hold my hand. It 

sends the wrong message to the boys.” She 

looks at me and arches an eyebrow.  

Ah, I think. Finally, the point of the story. 

Holding hands—how promiscuous—my lip 

curls. Today at lunch, a group of us girls were 

huddled around Angie as if we were planning 

a scrimmage and she was the quarter back. 

Several boys tried to approach but we used 

our bodies as deflector shields. The stick had 

turned pink; this had been confirmed by her 
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doctor. Split left. Susie runs interference. Joan 

goes long and Barb drives Angie to the 

hospital for her abortion next week. Hut, hut, 

hut!  

“You have to be careful with your 

reputation. You don’t want to seem to be easy. 

It all starts with holding hands and the next 

thing you know—kissing…” her voice trails off. 

The last pan is ready for the oven and she 

hands me some bags for the cooled ones. “Is 

that what you wore to school?” She tuts and 

shakes her head. “I don’t think that the boys 

would like you in those rags.”  

What’s wrong with my clothes? I look 

down at my crumb covered t-shirt, and jeans 

that are scruffy and torn at the cuffs. It took 

me a long time to get them like this. My shirt 

has a picture of a pot plant and the words, 

Dobie Brothers, written across it. I bought it 

in a shop right here on planet Earth. The 

Earthlings I know don’t go for the polka-

dotted, raglan dress look. Although the 

hidden pocket thing sounds interesting.  

“Are you going to the school dance 

tonight?”  

I open my mouth in surprise. How does 

she know about the dance? She never knows 

about events in my world. Of course I’m not 

going to the dance. I snort. School dances are 
lame. I shift a little in my chair and pull my 

legs up until I’m sitting cross-legged. I finish 

filling a bag with rolls and then tie it down. The 

truth is that there will be boys there, and other 

then punching them in the arm when I first 

meet them, I’m still at a loss at how to interact 

with the strange creatures. They may as well 

be Romulans. I suspect this is thanks to being 

raised in a house with four brothers, no sisters, 

and alien parents.  

“I can help you do your hair.” She runs 

floury fingers through my short, chlorinated 

strands. She frowns. I know that she’s thinking 

that it feels like dolls hair, and for once, she 

doesn’t say it out loud. Well, that’s the price I 

pay for being in the pool every day.  

My hands go to my hair and I twine my 

fingers through the copper coloured, straw-

like substance. I picture it done up in a 1950’s 

bouffant. “No thanks. Besides, I’m not going. 

I haven’t got anything to wear.”  

I look into her eyes, a vast gulf of time and 

space separates us, but they are my eyes. She 

just smiles at me and gives my forehead a 

quick kiss. “Let’s just finish up here and I’ll 

help you find something that will work.”  

 

 

 

 

Gab Halasz was pushed into the world kicking 

and screaming in a small town in 

Northwestern Ontario. She is the only girl in a 
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We Could Be Trees 

Together 
By: Cathy Ulrich 
 

mily’s lover is becoming a tree. She’s 

finding it harder and harder to get out 

of bed. The doctors say there’s nothing 

to be done for her, except to clear aside a plot 

of land. 

For planting, they say. 

They’re at a loss to explain how a girl 

could become a tree. Their eyes twitch when 

Emily brings her lover in for checkups. 

Becoming a tree, they write in their 

charts. Water frequently. 
At the end of the day, Emily brushes 

tangles out of her lover’s hair, and plucks the 

leaves that have grown there. 

Oh, your beautiful hair, says Emily 

mournfully. 

It’s all right, says her lover. I think I’ll like 
being a tree. 

Emily says nothing. 

I wonder what kind of tree I’ll be, says her 

lover. I like oaks. 
When Emily was a child, her hometown 

was invaded by Russian Olive trees. The 

newspaper said. They were an invasive 
species. They’d been prizes at the opening of 

a hardware store decades ago, and everyone 

got one, little sapling for planting. Emily’s own 

mother planted one in the back yard. It grew 

and grew, like the rest, till it was practically 

embracing their house. Emily and her 

brothers would pick the tiny green seeds from 

the ground and pelt each other with them. 

The branches were too thin for climbing, and 

would scrape at the side of the house till their 

father got out a ladder and pruned them back. 

Their Russian olive was, like the others, after 

the city council’s ruling, uprooted and burned. 

The smell, Emily remembers, was very sweet. 

Oaks are nice, says Emily, and takes her 

lover’s hand, caressing the thin layer of bark 

coating it. She had tried peeling off the bark at 

first, the way she plucks the leaves, trying to 

delay the transformation, but eventually she 

couldn’t bear the sight of her lover’s skin 

bleeding sap. 

It’s a very pretty bark, isn’t it, says her 

lover. 

Very pretty, Emily agrees. 

When I’m a tree, put me in the yard. 
Of course, says Emily. 

You’ll water me every day? 

Of course, says Emily. 

I wish you could be a tree, too. We could 
be trees together. 

I don’t think I’d like it, says Emily 

cautiously, being a tree. 
Her lover’s face drops, and, for a 

moment, she looks the way she did when she 

was a girl and not a girl-becoming-a-tree, when 

she and Emily would kiss at the movies, or 

dance to the radio while they baked cookies. 

She manages a smile. You could become a 

bird, then, and nest in my branches. 
We’ll see, says Emily, and kisses her 

lover’s forehead. She shuts off the lights 

behind her as she goes, leaving her lover alone 

in the bed — Emily has been sleeping on the 

couch since her lover started becoming a tree, 

shivering under the spare blanket — and hears, 

she thinks, a sharp scraping, like the Russian 

olive tree, before its branches were trimmed. 

Emily curls up on the couch under the 

spare blanket, and remembers the scent of 

burning trees. 

 

 

 

Cathy Ulrich has always been a bit frightened 

of the Russian Olive in her back yard. Please 

don't laugh. Her work has recently been 

featured in Spelk Fiction, Fifty Word Stories, 
and others. 
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Rope Tricks 

By: Peter Fraser  

 
t was funny for about five minutes, 

considering it lasted nearly six hours there 

is not a lot of humor to be wrung from the 

event. 

To find myself here, at the age of thirty–

five is difficult to understand. I mean this is not 

where I should be. I guess I’ve spent a lot of 

time being in places I don’t want to be. 

Perhaps we all have. I did three tours of 

Afghanistan, I mean that’s a place no-one 

wants to be. Well unless you are doing it for 

money. 

But having been in the military gives you 

a few skills, you know, they teach you things. 

One was making rope knots. Yes I know it is 

obscure and almost irrelevant. But I once 

spent an hour a night, over four nights to be 

taught this. Weird? I think so. But I am here 

now because I passed some of that knowledge 

on. Not that it was secret. I mean I am trying 

to say, I’m tied up at this very moment. 

You think I’m pissed off? You bet. You 

think there is anger surging through me? 

Correct. 

But I know there is an endpoint, you 

know, I’ll be freed soon enough. I’m in a flash 

hotel. A maid will eventually show up, I’ll be 

embarrassed for a second, but at least I will be 

freed. That’s how I see it. You know it is not 

life threatening, particularly for an old soldier. 

But I should not be here. Yet sadly I need to 

explain it is my own fault. 

See, I can say that, I have a realistic 

outlook. I’m not into allocating blame. I don’t 

want to accuse. There are no thoughts of 

revenge. I just want to get out of here. The 

anger is really directed towards myself and my 

own stupidity. 

My wife says I don’t think things through, 

that I don’t know when the world is looking 

good. That I can’t relax and accept the 

excellent prospects in front of me. That I’m 

always expecting a surprise attack. She can be 

most critical of my behavior at times. She also 

hates Kirsty. Hate is a strong word, it is not one 

my wife often uses, but Kirsty and this feeling 

of hate have become synonymous. And to be 

honest, I have to confess it is Kirsty who has 

tied me up. 

At least the curtains have not been drawn, 

I can estimate the passing of an approximate 

time. Although there is no real view, nothing 

to distract me and ease the passage of this 

restrained frustration. 

Kirsty is in love with me. Or is it, I am in 

love with her? No, we are in love with each 

other. 

Last week I convinced her to attend the 

annual Mason’s conference in Sydney. Just 

me and her. Sharing a bed and being a couple. 

She was most enthused. I’m a Right 

Worshipful Master. Not bad eh? Although I 

don’t tell everyone, some people see my title 

as a source of amusement. I don’t know why. 

Since I’ve left the military there has been a lot 

of spare time and I guess I’ve devoted quite a 

few hours to this. Promotion has come 

quickly, in fact I can’t go any further in this 

branch. 

Kirsty loves flash hotels, they really excite 

her. She’s only twenty-three and obsessive 

about expanding her worldly experience. I 

had to buy her a range of new clothing for the 

weekend, but I didn’t mind, I enjoyed seeing 

her excited. She is so young and unbelievably 

beautiful. I have a son fourteen years old and 

to think she could reciprocate some romantic 

emotion with me is surprising, if not 

overwhelming. I am determined not to let her 

beauty slip through my fingers. 

I am tied to the hotel bed. Yes, I can see 

that is embarrassing. Last week I taught her the 

best knots to secure me. Simple knots that are 

impossible escape. Knots probably predate 

the use of fire by humans. The ones I knew 

I 
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had been refined and used over centuries by 

sailors and climbers. 

I never encountered torture in 

Afghanistan or had a reason to use those 

knots. Although I killed several of their 

citizens. You know I got a medal? Yeah. My 

son thinks it’s cool. Six of us spent a night 

under a disabled tank of ours, waiting for it to 

be plundered. We had night goggles and the 

best in armaments. At four in the morning, a 

group of insurgents appeared to steal the tank. 

We took all of them out. It was an act of 

bravery. 

I am actually naked and willingly let 

myself be tied to this hotel bed. Willingly is 

the word. I had trust that it would just be a 

cheerful erotic experiment. Kirsty is like that, 

she wants to expand her horizons and 

probably control me as well, but this is going 

too far. If my wife could see me now she 

would certainly be hostile, she would probably 

be thinking divorce, which would be most 

inconvenient for me at this time in my life. She 

has her own business and a profitable one at 

that, but she does allow me too much idle 

time. She likes to think I’m recovering, you 

know, getting back into real life. Adjusting to 

how everyone else really lives. But her main 

focus is the business, I’m part of her home life, 

like our son and the dog. 

After she secured me Kirsty produced 

shaving foam and a razor then began to shave 

my whole body. I was not expecting this. She 

had an unexpected efficiency and expertise. 

“I can’t believe how hairy you are. You 

see how hairless I am? You know how smooth 

my whole body is. And you like it, don’t you?” 

I did enjoy her plucked hairless flesh, it is 

a body that has not yet lived, no scars no marks 

or injuries to disfigure her beauty. But did I 

need a hairless body? I don’t think so. Yet I 

was in no position to negotiate. I mean I had 

no power to change her design. And she went 

at it with a real determination. 

“You’re not going to shave my genitals?” 

“Genitals? What the hell are they? Baby, 

I’m taking all this pubic hair off, that’s for sure. 

Pubes are gross. Well I mean you are gross. 

You won’t recognize yourself by the time I’m 

finished.” 

Why on earth is she playing with me? I’ve 

given the spoilt girl everything she could 

possibly want. This is not how a Right 

Worshipful Master should be treated, he sets 

the agenda and runs the meeting. Everyone 

listens to what he has to say. My dignity is 

shredded. But I know I will be rescued. 

Eventually. At least my penis is no longer 

engorged. Someone will soon come and free 

me. 

She was intent on misusing me. Although 

I lightly co-operated with that part. 

“You ready? Think you need a good 

riding. You are so uptight. You wanna learn 

how to relax. I’d say I could find people that 

would pay for this. So you better enjoy it.” 

I couldn’t move but my irrational 

member stood alarmingly aroused while she 

shaved me. It was a ridiculous image. Then 

she straddled me and had her way. Facing me 

and then in reverse. 

“Bet you liked that.”  

I did. I had remitted a fountain of protein. 

“That old sow of a wife wouldn’t do that 

to you. Would she? Where is she now? 

Counting money? Saving electricity? Spying 

on her employees? Feeding that stupid little 

dog you have?” 

Kirsty was always a bit negative about my 

wife. But she wanted me to be attached, she 

did not want a live in lover. I have been 

married for over fifteen years. And shared so 

many memories, as well as a child and house. 

It would be impossible to imagine life without 

my wife. 

“You don’t mind if I take your debit card 

do you? I assume your pin’s the same. Like 

you haven’t changed it in the last few days? 

These clothes are hopeless. So provincial. 

You don’t want me to look like some yokel? 

Cause you don’t. You want me to look the best 

I can. Wouldn’t you say?” 

“Well let me go. We’ll go shopping 

together.” 
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“Oh no sweetie. I like you just like that. I 

gotta figure out how I can shave your back. 

God it is hairy. You’re like a bloody gibbon. 

There’s a lotta ape in you.” 

“Just untie me.” 

“There’s time. We got all weekend. So 

we miss the conference thing? Big deal. You 

have me honey, doesn’t that excite you? I want 

to model the new clothes for you, then watch 

you when I take them off. You’ll like that. I 

know. And by the time we go home you’ll be 

as hairless as a little baby.” 

When she left, the room went incredibly 

silent. I wondered if I should shout? Or just 

be patient? Or reconstruct a Napoleonic battle 

in my mind. Or even a small nap? No. There 

was no answer. I know I’ll be rescued. I just 

have to let time pass. Empty my mind. 

Imagine how my life should progress. Be 

positive. Yes, try and remember all that 

psychology stuff I was taught. Wait for the 

sound of a key in the door and hope it is a 

hotel maid. 
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The Big Bang 
By: Rosa Farrington 
 

Spaceship wrecked on a distant galactic isle, 

Come rest your astro jets and stay for a while. 

Cross the boundaries of my asteroid belt, 

Invade my space with feelings previously unfelt. 

Enter my galaxy, 

Defying all gravity. 

A starburst of light explodes blinding and bright, 

Be the sun in my heaven, at least for a night. 

Cause my heart to eclipse, 

Send me spinning on my axis 

Spiraling into space to the beat of your bass. 

We'll become binary stars,  

Joined together in perfect splendor, with passion at our center. 

Cataclysmic variables erupt with the tidal force of an uncharted course, 

As your celestial pole crosses into my black hole; 

Your jet stream exploding in my chromo sphere, 

Invading the boundaries of my atmosphere 

Erupting in astral emissions, meteor showers  

Emitting shockwaves of pleasure beyond cosmic measure. 

As we glow in the warmth of your halo, subdued and mellow; 

Creating our own constellation in the deep skies above, 

The zenith of our stellar love. 

 

 

 

 

Rosa Farrington is a self-affirmed book nerd living in South Florida with her husband of 15 years, 

her two beautiful children, and their very cute dog. Rosa has written poetry since adolescence, but 

has recently discovered the mid-life courage to submit her work for publication. Writing has been 

her saving grace; she finds comfort in the rhythm and rhyme of words and has found that it is 

much cheaper and more gratifying than conventional therapy. 
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Meet You Downstairs 
By: Roberto F. Santiago  
 

 Amy’ Winehouse’s response to a poem in the Paris Review 
 

A poet is nothing within the scheme of my years. Just another  

rugged rum-runner run ragged trying to pacify the what’s-inside  

that never dies.  

 

I told you, you should be stronger than me. A breathless-black  

in cat-eyes, spilled unto the kitchen floor. I swam on Billie's Holiday,  

petal-eared, beneath tattoos of pin-ups.  

 

I waged wars unholy while in bed, chest-pained, only to awake:  

a singer, singular, your same-old safe-bet. And you can't help  

but analyze my actions;  

 

You see everything was handed to you free, `cause you're just a little boy  

underneath all that, and all I can ever be to you is twenty-seven, darkness,  

and No, No, No's.  

 

Treading water's time and edge will only hold me for so long.  

An unforgotten poet dies a hundred times. Half-time Cherry.  

Wood and string.  

 

Bow tied, Moschino bra, ribbon-wrapped and Frank: Take the box. 

The withdrawal is inevitable, and I wish I could say you broke my heart,  

but that is something Three Poems could never do.  

 

So take them back. Take the whole box: Marlboro Red, Outsiderz, new Badu,  

and Beastie’s Tee. Half-smoked verses that chorus the spaces between ears, both  

yours and mine. 

 

I had sixty-eight, maybe sixty-nine days,  

but never more. How much torture would you have  

put me through? 
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Living With 
By: Roberto F. Santiago  
 

 

Motherfucking motherfuckers! I know,  

redundant. I also know you’re gonna 

tear your fine-tipped sharpies  

from their Moleskine prisons  

and scrape across that first-line,  

 

to make a suggestion for more subtle,  

less violent opener…but before you  

expose your bias for colour, language  

and vivid emotion know this:  

this is about something. No,  

 

it is not  

about suffering,  

or surviving,  

or the fears 

of others. 

 

It is  

the moment  

you hover above yourself 

as two men rip you apart  

artichoke heart  

and thistle.  

 

It is  

the gowned moment  

you pace backless in an office  

only to sit after a woman  

enters,  

and insists.  

 

Sitting still, besides stuttering  

knees jabbing towards a white woman  

with the bluest eyes you have ever seen  

she puts her social worker voice on 

tells you a story  

about a future  

 

where you will not have to worry  

about hard-to-swallow, before bed,  

once-a-day, empty stomach, vivid  
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dreams and bile dawn-flowers bursting  

open. You are not alone. 
 

You are in good company:  

Louima. Lucretia. Sakia. Teena.  

 

This is not  

about men who got off  

after getting off. Those wimps took  

what was never theirs  

and gave us  

 

the right to proclaim:  

motherfucking motherfuckers!  

Twice in one poem.   
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Behind the Green Door  
By: Roberto F. Santiago  
 

We got Pontius Pilate performing Pilates en pointe atop a soapbox 

And to his left, we have Ginsberg sucking off the Pope,  

poppin’ off the beatnik old testament. To his right  

Dame Shirley Bassey, pinkies out  

in a negligee shouting Earl Grey,  

convinced that she is THE little teapot. 

Down by her right foot giggles Lorca. Green in taffeta.  

Green in sea foam. Winking green at Yukio Mishima  

at the cutting board. 

Julienne.  

Mandolin.  

Mandoline.  

Wipe the board.  

Behind him, segun tu punto de vista  

La mala, La Lupe, La Gran Tirana  

genuflecting before the faucet  

snorting the porcelain off the sink  

harmonizing music of mourning into her fists 

and her twin sister la gata, la fabulosa, la mestiza  

Eartha Mae writing feline through smoke rings  

hovering above a lacquer black  

baby grand. Love for sale.  

          Appetizing young  

     love for sale.  
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accomplice 
By: Roberto F. Santiago  
 

Sifting between  a rerun of Friends  and dinner, I will  

find drops of myself  spilled into the empty  of whatever  

spirit was on sale. Flashing red  and screaming white 

lights will siren and thrash about the knotty pine. 

I worry  that one day  one drink will be the one  

that smashes through  the frame,  splits it open grain  

for grain  & exposes me  for the animal I’ve become. 

Clumsy, rubber-men with tanks, will jump off trucks,  

leap up my narrow stairwell like squirrels to tear through.  

Wishing they’d just let me be, as the rhythm of the ram  

batters its head bloody  through the door,  I will gather  

every piece of broken glass and prescription M&M nestled  

in the carpet, under the comforter, in pillowcases, and behind  

the armoire into my mouth so that no one will  ever know   

I was their accomplice.  
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Lovesick 
By: Roberto F. Santiago  

 
 after Joanna ‘JoJo’ Levesque's cover of “Marvin’s Room”  
 

i’ve been up for 3 days. adderall and red bull. this call is a mistake. nothing but  

vodka in this water bottle. but after he’s hung up. i’m gonna be silent for seven  

hours. i feel so pathetic. laying down on the floor. i will force the air into my chest  

until it turns black and I start to loosen the blue. pour it red from both wrists  

and pretend to be Cézanne stroking myself across a desktop watching the plums  

brown and gold-reds create the illusion of movement.   
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Take it like a Man 
By: Roberto F. Santiago  
 

A knotted red cotton yoke 

whip-taut around the neck. 

And Each lung, puckering 

at the edges sit tucked inside 

my chest like two Harlems 

ready to renaissance. 

 

The city-slick tinsel outside 

and blood-sweet goulash spill 

from my ears. He snarls. A single 

bulb swings above as if counting 

the rise and fall of our chests 

and I dash bare on its black 

 

lassoed by the sounds of teased-dogs. 

He pulls the rope tauter, levitation 

by twine crushed by the weight of sweat 

and palms. Each rib is bent further 

into lace. Every open fist, an amulet. 

Burning sage billeting the tiny prayers 

 

filling the room. His eyes, unpolished 

stones, skipping over a muddy lake. 

Foaming fascia bruised by hand & licked 

with salt. I am Little Astrolabe, and you are 

like me because you will die soon. But not 

tonight. Much too cold tonight. 

 

 

 

Roberto's poetry has been published in such journals/anthologies as: Assaracus (Sibling Rivalry 

Press, 2014), Gingerbread House Literary Magazine (2014), CURA: A Literary Magazine of Art & 
Action (2014), Hypothetical: A Review of Everything Imaginable (2014), The Waiting Room 
Reader: Stories to Keep you Company (CavanKerry, 2013), Collective Brightness: LGBTIQ Poets 
on Faith, Religion & Spirituality (Sibling Rivalry Press, 2011), Me No Habla With Acento (El 

Museo/Rebel Satori Press,2011), -gapeseed- (Uphook Press, 2011), and The Best of Panic: En Vivo 
From the East Village (Rebel Satori Press, 2010). His first full-length collection of poems, Angel 

Park, was released in April 2015 with Lethe Press.  
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Dylan’s Dream 
By: Gloria Keeley 
 

and i’m looking at this old photo: 

he’s standing in busy new york city 

it’s a close-up 

i notice his lips are chapped 

and i’m wondering why doesn’t he 

get Chapstick? 

it looks like wintertime 

his lips must hurt 

even bleed at times 

and it looks like hell 

those cracks in his lips 

then it occurs to me 

i’m worried so much about his lips 

i’m not even listening to the words 

of his song 

you need to hear his words 

but i’m so worried about his chapped lips 

that i can’t concentrate 

then it occurs to me 

why in the world am i worried about 

his chapped lips 

this photo has to be from the 60s 

he’s young as a mouse 

and i’m sitting here worrying about  

his lips 

then I make the huge mistake of 

looking closely at his fingernails and  

OMG! they’re filthy! 

I remember reading long ago that 

he didn’t smell nice 

he must have written for days in  

the same clothes and with the 

smell of body and the smell of 

smoke he must have been quite unpleasant 

to be around 

 

but those words 

 

stringing them together the way he did 

not bothering with his dirty fingernails or 

chapped lips or unpleasant smells 

OH and, that hair! 

each strand following its own 
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drum and becoming electric 

interacting with the elements 

never settling 

 

I remember San Francisco DJ Tommy Saunders 

was soooo cool, he’d play what he  

wanted on his radio program 

was supposed to play only what was 

on the top 40 survey 

but I tune in this one morning and 

he’s playing something about 

freedom the likes of which I’d never heard before 

I was 16 and 

that voice,  

what the hell??? 

  

The first song I ever heard was 

The Times They Are A-Changin’ 

How did he get those words to 

fit so succinctly? How’d he do it? 

 

He smoked, he wore blue work shirts, 

jeans, a handmade harmonica rack 

Absolutely nothing that spoke of money 

 

Woody Guthrie came to mind 

nasal drawl, sign of the times lyrics 

comments where nobody dared tread 

direct copy, really, in those first days 

 

Took him awhile to develop 

his own style 

his own sound 

All hell broke loose when he went electric 

those who thought they’d owned him 

were incensed, angry, dumb-struck 

 

Pete Seeger wanted to pull plugs 

at Monterey Folk Festival 

fit to be tied, that one 

All he could do to keep from 

Jumping the Bob right on stage 

wrestling him to the ground 

drop-kicking his harmonica 

lynching him with his own guitar strings 

 

He kept right on playing, didn’t flinch 
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“You’re A Liar!” he accused 

and went right on ELECTRIFYING the  

believers and nonbelievers 

one tale after another, loud, sexual 

brash and confident 

 

sing out magazine laughed, jeered 

feeling betrayed and spat upon... 

 

spit is good for the soul...  

 

stuck to his guns, never went back 

continued on to see where he’d go 

 

To all Ramonas everywhere 

don’t cross this guy 

you’ll get written up 

chewed up 

skewed up 

spat out 

and recorded about 

 

All he ever really wanted to do 

was, baby... 

 

 

 

 

 

Gloria is a graduate of San Francisco State University with a BA and MA in Creative Writing. She 
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Stillwater, and others. 
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The Concert 
By: William Morris 
 

ou start feeling sick to your stomach 

around the time they start setting up. 

It’s one of your favorite bands and 

you’ve stood through a shitty local opener and 

a shittier support act to see this, so you’re not 

going anywhere. Your ears are ringing. 

Everyone’s ears are ringing. One guy with 

shorter hair standing next to you has earplugs 

in, but what’s punk rock about that? If you’re 

committed, you let the music blare through 

your skull, you push up to the stage in sweaty 

solidarity with the rest of the crowd, and you 

never show up late or leave early. 

 It’s the first time you’re seeing them since 

she left and you want to have a Cathartic 

Experience. Odds are they’ll play that song 

you’ve known by heart for a little over half a 

decade. Seems an odd way to measure time: a 
little over half a decade. But what would six 

years mean, or seven? Everything dies and 

fossilizes or doesn’t and gets washed away in 

the tides and you’re acutely aware of the 

transience of life, standing in this bar, getting 

lightheaded, thinking about how we’re really 

all the same dust dancing in the blue and green 

stagelights. 

 There are girls here. But there are girls 

everywhere; that’s a ridiculous observation. 

The point being there are girls in this venue 

who are probably excited to see this band, too. 

She didn’t like them and didn’t like you going 

to their concerts because they always made 

you think about death and indomitable 

sadness, and then you wouldn’t shave for a 

week and a half and you’d lose your appetite 

in the middle of dinner at your favorite taco 

joint and she would yell and you would sigh 

and she would talk sternly but reassuringly 

about the multitude of reasons to be happy 

and you would both apologize. 

 You don’t think anyone can smell it, but 

you’re farting through the first few songs. 

Probably they would be really loud if it weren’t 

for the heavy guitar and crashing drums. For a 

minute you’re afraid you might shit your 

pants, and you’re glad you came alone. You 

rush against an irritated wave of people, 

knocking against their beer cans and stepping 

on some toes. You stumble into the pit and 

approximately five people head-butt you in 

the shoulders and chest, and then you reach 

the bathroom. 

 Luckily, you realize which end it’s going 

to come out of before wasting precious 

seconds unbuttoning your jeans. 

 Unluckily, you came alone and there are 

no girls in the men’s room, and no guy is going 

to offer to hold your hair back, so you make a 

halo around your head with both hands and 

try to keep the hair behind you. Some of it 

drapes to the side and almost dips into the 

toilet. Mid-vomit, you have to stop and flush. 

There’s just too much, and it keeps coming. 

 The floor is sticky and people have 

slapped band stickers on every bit of wall in 

front of you so it’s covered in some sort of 

indiscriminate promotional collage. 

 When it finally does stop, you’re 

hollowed out. There’s nothing left. You were 

spitting up bitter clear bile all through the song 

about the complexity of personal identity in a 

technological world, and now you just want to 

leave, even though the singer’s talking to the 

crowd about a local tattoo shop you like. 

 The night is cloudless and cool, and 

you’re shaking. The taco joint is on the walk 

home, so you stop in and get two, eat one 

standing at the door, sweating from the chills, 

eat the other while climbing the steps to your 

apartment. Something about the late night and 

the solitude makes the tacos taste that much 

better. 

 You strip and drop the clothes where they 

fall in the cramped apartment and think I hate 
myself and stand naked in the kitchen and get 

a beer and go to the shower. Steam rises 

Y 
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almost immediately off the shower floor. It 

fills the room. You like the way the water 

sounds, hitting you and the wall and floor, with 

your ears ringing faintly. It sounds far away. 

Like a trick on your eyes or ears. You’re 

drinking the beer and trying to keep it out of 

the stream, but after each long drink, some 

water gets in the bottle and so even though 

you’re making progress on the beer, the liquid 

in the bottle doesn’t seem to be diminishing. 

The tears on your cheek feel like rain and the 

beer tastes like water and you feel all right. 
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Stand Your Ground 
By: Jay Hansford C. Vest 

 
t appeared there was a carnival in town. 

Towed rides and a big top tent with many 

other smaller venues were pitched in the 

park across the street from the courthouse. 

Hawkers were calling out the odds and inviting 

passersby to enter the festive grounds. 

Children were heard screaming with delight 

on the sundry rides and the din of laughter and 

gossip filled the usual quietude of the little 

county seat. Signs announced a great revival to 

be held following the pending outcome at the 

county court. It was a stand your ground trial 

were many protesters walked up and down in 

front of the courthouse bearing placards with 

crucifix crosses and testament as to what Jesus 

would do to nonbelievers. 

When he arrived there had been an 

Indian presence dominant throughout the 

sleepily little town. He passed them on the 

street and they were pleasant enough, 

speaking kindly and nodding with greetings. 

Going down main street he encountered a 

giant Church of God complex and before 

another block was traversed he passed a 

massive Methodist Church but to his 

astonishment he discovered an even more 

mammoth Baptist Church. Peppered 

throughout the small town, it appeared you 

could not get two blocks from some sort of 

church or another. There was a Jehovah’s 

Witness temple, small Holiness and Mormon 

churches, and even a little Catholic mission. It 

was the south he thought, but still he 

wondered how could there possibly be 

enough people in this one horse town to fill all 

these religious venues. His thoughts ran to a 

series of questions. What had become of these 

Indians? Might they have any old ways, 

traditional practices from time immemorial 

and free from the evangelical Jesus jumpers? 

He had come to teach at the local 

university, a college founded by these very 

Indians in their will to overcome apartheid 

segregation and racism. His specialization – 

Native American Religious Traditions – 

learned from his grandparents and later in the 

west had been accepted and even championed 

during his initial on campus interview but he 

had no idea of the extent of Christianization 

having been realized among these Indians. He 

was a teacher specializing in the old ways – 

traditional life ways and stories told him by the 

elders that had inspired his higher education. 

Old elders, keepers of sacred medicine 

bundles and solemn traditional rituals had 

fueled his studies but now he was come to an 

Indian community like no other. There were 

plenty of racially manifest Indians apparent 

throughout the area but where were their 

stories and what had become of their ancient 

ways. These musings perplexed him as he 

located the home he had bought nearby to the 

university. 

As he began the term, he noted there was 

resistance to the themes and traditions he 

taught despite their authentic historical 

foundations among regional tribes. He spoke 

of cyclical time and process while the Indian 

students refracted on the linearity of the 

written bible with its stories of a God 

Almighty. When he explained a metaphysic of 

nature wherein all things are possessed of 

spirit and soul so as to be regarded as sacred 

and existing within a unity of organic creation, 

they held to a Great Spirit divorced and 

abstract so as to be separate and distinct from 

nature in a divine transcendent creation. 

Spirits or nature persons for them were ghosts 

and haunts hiding behind manifest nature as 

so many angels and demons. In one lecture, 

he explained the nature of the Sun as the 

powerful above all creative force, sublime in 

its organic gift of life, when one of his Native 

charges asked, “What about the Spirit behind 

the sun?”  

I 
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He answered, “There is no spirit behind 

the Sun, it is a nature person that gives light, 

warmth, and life to all of us. Its spirit power is 

manifest in its organic being and ecological 

process.” The student cringed quietly wanting 

an invisible God divinity creating and moving 

all things. 

To them the stories were literal history, 

much like their interpretation of biblical 

myths. Despite his explanation that myth is 

metaphorical, they insisted on the literal 

finding simple location and supernatural 

transcendence at every turn. They were lost in 

a sea of abstraction denying any meaning to a 

traditional contextuality characteristic of oral 

narratives. It was an altogether disturbing 

reality but he sought to persevere, to find ways 

to engage and instruct his students with the 

organic power behind the traditional teachings 

as given him by the old elders and known 

elsewhere in Native America. 

In an introduction to religion course, 

another professor had come upon an 

evangelical novel – “I Heard the Owl Call My 

Name” – and coupling it with selected Tlingit 

traditions he imagined a study unit quickly 

adopted and used by the religion department 

for its instructional discourse on Native 

traditions in the world religions class. It didn’t 

matter that he was a non-Native with no 

experience in these things, the department was 

only interested in the fact he had a religious 

studies doctorate. There was no consultation 

with the new Native on campus who taught the 

American Indian religious traditions class. 

The unit became official as it reflected upon 

the idea of the owl as a harbinger of death and 

the local Indian kids swallowed it whole 

making it their own. 

There was also a local Native writer 

sending him emails, she had a graphic new 

novel professing an Indian love for God. She 

asserted it was a worthy expression of Indian 

religion, one he should teach in his Native 

religious traditions course. He ignored her 

continual badgering and he persisted in 

teaching the old ways as affirmed in oral 

traditions and documented in the religious 

ethnology he had studied at the university and 

gone beyond in his indigenous scholarship. 

Insisting they were traditionals, another 

group of students invited him to their local 

Pow Wows. They appeared clad in Plains 

Indian attire dancing the fancy and grass dance 

steps of the distant peoples of the prairies 

whom they unwittingly mocked. Little more 

than sophistry their wisdom consisted of 

stereotype and foreign embellishments. Once 

they spoke of dropping an eagle feather in the 

most muted tones saying: “All things must stop 

when an eagle feather falls to the ground and 

we have to pray to the Great Spirit in order to 

pick it up.” But they had no problem picking 

one up when it dropped from a nest above 

their heads at water’s edge. It was a thing to 

adorn their costumes, like buying and selling 

beads. There was no meditation on the 

organic power of the eagle and its place in the 

ecosystem as it manifested sacred power in the 

reality of an indigenous life.  

“We don’t never say goodbye,” they 

decreed, then added, “there is no word for 

goodbye in an Indian language.” But they were 

quick to confess their love saying, “in Indian 

you say, Namaste - I love you.” It was as if 

someone had keyed love and Indian into a 

Google search and acquired an instant 

“indigenous love” translation. There was no 

wonder some of their children were called 

“India” and “Gandhi.” Carrying the 

Colombian geographical error to absurdity, 

they had no clue as to their origins. 

The departmental staff, faculty, and 

students all invited him to attend their 

churches. Politely he responded – “no thank 

you” – to each of their entreaties. Without 

care or clue, they drug the foreign exchange 

students to their churches and made a 

mockery of their studies with him. 

On selected nights when the moon was 

waxing full you could hear the drumming from 

his little house. It was thought by some to be 

an evil witchery – something of the devil – 

going on inside his home. He persisted with 
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his pipe ceremonies even though there was no 

one to join him in the traditional rituals. It was 

shortly thereafter when they began to 

approach his door leaving offerings – biblical 

inspired pamphlets with bits of peppermint 

candy tied in little gift bags. 

On the first occasion, there was literature 

from the New Berea Baptist Church tied with 

a gift package so tightly to his door that he 

could not undo it. After ten minutes, he was 

forced to take a knife and cut it away. In 

response, he acquired a Darwin sign – fish 

with legs symbolizing evolution – attaching it 

to the side of his house near the mailbox. 

Rumors of unrest were reported in the 

community and at least one student was 

overheard to say, “How can anyone with any 

intelligence believe in that evolution mess.” 

He ignored it with good will and continued 

teaching the traditions as he had learned them 

from his old elders and found affirmed in his 

scholarship. 

On the second occasion of finding 

another of their offerings, he undid a neat little 

bundle from the storm door handle. It 

included some candies and a pamphlet from 

the local Methodist Church. Thinking 

perhaps they did not get the message, he 

procured a new sign featuring a fish drawn in 

black line with a red circle surrounding it and 

a red slash across it. The new no fish sign took 

its place beside the door and he hoped they 

would get the message to respect his privacy. 

Again rumor spread through the town and one 

sleepy Saturday he noticed a couple of 

protesters with placards across the street 

bearing signs of the cross. They jumped up 

and down singing praises of their Savior 

literally jumping for Jesus. Soon they were 

gone and he thought no more of it. 

But then one day, he arrived home to find 

his storm door forced open and sprung. 

There were Watch Tower papers with comic 

book like biblical drawings wedged inside 

between the door jam and the handle. After 

replacing the door, he secured a No 

Trespassing sign and placed it adjacent to the 

entryway visible to anyone approaching the 

house. 

Following his return from a conference, 

he found the doorjamb broken in a forced 

entry. While many electronic devices – 

televisions and computers – were stolen there 

were also missing guns and family heirlooms, 

but the manner in which the intruders had 

flung his traditional medicines about the 

house troubled him most. Rumor had it that 

others from the university had “authorized” 

the home invasion as a means to survey his 

papers. Replacing the lost weapons, he 

secured a new sign saying, “This residence 

protected by Smith & Wesson,” although he 

did not have a handgun from that peculiar 

manufacturer.  

Sometime later, he noticed two men 

dressed in ties with black slacks and having 

nametags on their white shirts. They appeared 

to be loitering next door when he entered his 

driveway. As he made his way to the mailbox, 

they approached walking slowly toward him 

inviting his acknowledgement but he did not 

give it. Afterwards he put “No Trespassing” 

signs at all likely approaches to his property. 

In the subsequent night, he heard a rustling in 

the fallen leaves in the backyard outside his 

bedroom window. The stirring was 

accompanied by a mechanical recording of an 

Owl.  

Some days later a student appeared 

during his office hours inquiring if he had 

lately heard anything strange in the night. It 

was almost comical when the boy said he had 

recently heard and owl on the wind. 

The trial had begun with a plea of not 

guilty based on his right to stand his ground. 

The police had found him in possession of a 

twelve-gauge pump action shotgun that had 

been discharged four times. It was a serious 

weapon – a Mossberg Protector – with nine 

rounds, one in the chamber and eight in the 

magazine. The powder residue was all over 

him. He had blown through the storm door 

like it was cardboard, killing the fellow with the 

first shot but adding three more to be sure. 
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The question, however was did he have the 

right to stand his ground. 

Upon cross-examination the boy 

explained, “He rejected all of our entreaties to 

bring him to God. He taught blasphemy at the 

university. We tried everything to invite and 

entreat him to embrace our traditional faith 

and the true God. He refused each time and 

his signs were insulting. We could not bear a 

witch doctor among us. When I came to his 

door that evening, I had the right to stand my 

ground.” 
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Thank you for reading! 

We hope you’ve enjoyed 

this helping of Crab Fat. 
Be sure to look for our 

summer “Best of Year 

One” print anthology due 

out in July. Our second 

year will begin with issue 5 

in August.  


